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ABSTRACT 

The maIn pu~pose of thIs InvestIgation was to analyze both 

quantItatIvely and qualitatIvely ~eade~/s o~al ~eading mIscues and the 

~eteilings of Venezuelan tou~th g~ade~s In five Venezuelan dIalect 

regIons. The major question to be answered was: In what ways do 

Venezuelan children who speak variatIons of SpanIsh use their 

syntactic, semantIc, graphophonlc and pragmatic systems and their 

reading strategies (samplIng, predicting, confirming, and correcting) 

in theIr process of meaning construction during oral readIng? 

The answer to the majo~ research questIon reveals that informants 

from the highlands: MerIda and TrujIllo are mo~e profIcient readers in 

their meaning constructIon. In the group of Informants from the 

lowlands the percentages show that at least half of the subjects are 

similar to the most profIcient readers from the highlands. 

The findings are supportive of a definition of readIng as meaning 

construction. They were able to retell the events in an ordered 

sequence and to name and develop most of the characters In the story. 

There were no major dialect features differences between the five 

Venezuelan regions/ informants. Most of the dialect features that 

chIldren displayed In the oral readIng were also present in reader's 

oral reteilings. Among thGse group of informants, their dialect can 

be considered as an unrelated factor to theIr readIng proficiency. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

II, •• Teachers will more readl y make changes 
In their reading curriculum when they have 
an effective procedure that provides "a 
window on the reading process· at the same 
time that it helps them to observe and 
understand the reading of their students" 

Y. Goodman (1986) 
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In Venezuela as well as in many other countries allover the 

world, educators, researchers, politicians, librarians and parents are 

interested in learning more about the reading process. Such 

understanding would facilitate the role that educators, researchers, 

politicians, librarians or parents have to play in literacy 

development in Venezuelan society. 

In order to contribute to this understanding I studied the oral 

reading of Venezuelan children in the fourth grade of elementary 

school. analyzed the linguistic systems of these children as they 

read a whole text orally, followed by a retelling and described the 

strategies they used while constructing meaning from the written page. 

The reading and retelling information was gathered and analyzed 

using miscue analysis procedures In order to answer the major question 

posed In this study: In what ways do Venezuelan children who speak 

dialect variations of Spanish use their syntactic, semantic, 

graphophonic and pragmatic systems and their reading strategies In 

their process of meaning construction during oral reading? 
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Significance of the Study 

This study had the following purposes: 

1) add to the understandIng of literacy development In Venezuelan 

school chIldren; 

2) provide information about possible means that can be originated to 

Improve reading proficIency among Venezuelan students who speak 

dIfferent dialects of Spanish; 

3) add to the knowledge about the reading process; and 

4) test the Goodman model and theory of reading on whIch this study Is 

based. 

A careful search of the reading research conducted In Venezuela, 

has uncovered no references related to the way school chIldren use 

their linguistIc cueing systems and reading strategies nor studies 

concerning how dialect variations Influence the use of these 

linguistic systems and strategies while reading orally. It Is hoped 

that the findings In thIs research contrlbut~ to the unexplored 

dimension of reading In Venezuelan schools. Goodman (1978) asserts 

that the reading process Is unIversal and that variatIons are expected 

to occur according to how readers Implement It. ThIs study will 

confIrm those aspects of the reading process whIch are the same for 

Venezuelan children and will also reveal those aspects which may be 

different. 
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ReadIng Is Language 

The understandIng of readIng as a process in which indIviduals 

construct meaning Is vItal to thIs study. When one wants to 

understand the dynamIcs of readIng it is necessary to understand 

language In general, because reading is one of the four language 

processes. Language is more than the medium for sending the inessage; 

It Is the maIn Instrument to construct the message. Language in 

school is very Important and vital to the whole educational process. 

Language is language only when It Is a whole text or situation, 

for example, the connected discourse in the context of some speech or 

lIteracy event. Language Is learned best when it Is a whole unit of 

communicatIon presented orally or in a written form and is used for a 

real purpose in a natural setting (K. Goodman, 1986). When people 

use language, they simultaneously learn language, learn through 

language and learn about language (HallIday, 1975). According to K. 

Goodman (1986) language and thInking develop together as children 

confront new problematic situations. Language development follows and 

is facilitated by cognitive development and at the same time promotes 

such development. 

Language VariatIons or Dialects 

One aspect of language study that is considered important for 

understanding the reading process is language variation, or dialect 

dIfferences. Language variatIons within Spanish spoken in Venezuela 

occur as they do in any complex language community. These varIations 
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have long historical roots and include many differences in sounds. 

grammar and vocabulary which are part of the cultural heritage of the 

community. The study of dialect variations in the process of reading 

has illuminated the dialect variations in Spanish and the influence of 

dialect on the reading process (Chiossone.1972; Calcano.1897; 

Cova.1956; I.F.A.B •• 1979; Hynn-Chan. 1985; Martinez-Centeno. 1932; 

Medrano, 1883; Lobo.1972; Marcano-Rosas, 1978; Marquez-Carrero. 

1972-1978-1985; Alonso.1967; Alvar.1973; Rosenblat,1960; Barrera et 

al. 1975; Chela Flores. 1978; D'Introno et al. 1978; and Obediente, 

1983). 

Dialects, generally, carry the meanings and overtones of home and 

communities. Each dialect is the instrument through which the 

populations who use it are able to think, develop their thinking and 

their world understanding. Some educators consider that the language 

that they speak as professionals within the society is the one 

children should use in the classroom when they read or the language 

they should learn, the sooner the better, in order to accomplish 

school demands. Research in English has demonstrated that the dialect 

children use is not the major factor that affects the process of 

reading (K. Goodman. 1965 ; K. Goodman and Buck. 1973; Stubbs. 1983; 

Rigg, 1974; Sims. 1972; and Johnson and Simon. 1974). 

K. Goodman (1965) concluded that dialect variations between 

reader and writer might affect the reader's understanding of a 

writer's dialect but the most important thing is that readers from 
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low-status urban areas acquire receptive control over different 

dialects. It Is possible that they may never change the productive 

form of their dialect. K. Goodman believes that teachers can promote 

r,eadlng disadvantage in low-status readers by imposing the high status 

dialect on the students as they read, thereby, causing their students 

to lack confidence in their own language form (K. Goodman and Buck, 

1973) • 

"Purists" or prescriptlvists of language use, usually consider 

any variation from what is called "standard Spanish" unacceptable 

language behavior especially in the classroom. Any attitude that 

implies that this form of language is "wrong" or "right" Is built on a 

standard of correctness. In some cases teachers make a great effort 

to teach their students what they consider to be the proper language. 

However the so-called "standard" is but itself a dialect that may hold 

a special position in society due to socio-economic factors but not 

due to any linguistic superiority. 

Dialect variations are due to complex historical, geographical 

and social factors. The dominant language form tends to be the one 

used by the social elite. This form Is usually called "standard" and 

is used by prestigiOUS people for prestigious purposes (Labov, 

1969-1972; Hughes and Trudglll, 1979; Trudglll and Hannah, 1982; and 

Stubbs 1980). 

Even among language educators there are dialect variations and 

there Is not a common agreement in how they define "standard Spanish". 
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ThIs confusion is reflected In some unaceptable teacher behaviors, 

such as, teachers not accepting lexical variations in children's 

language, when expressing themselves in learning situations or when 

reading aloud in the classroom (Osuna, 1985). 

FIeldwork In rural and urban areas of the U.S.A., England and 

Argentina has demonstrated that children are capable of using most 

grammatical utterances according to whom, what or where they are 

talking (Y. Goodman and Haussler, 1986; Stubbs, 1983; Ferreiro, 1982; 

Guerrero-Romero, 1983; Bissex, 1980; and Lindfors, 1984). This 

knowledge involves knowing how to say the right thing in the 

appropriate style at the right time and place. ThIs is what Hymes 

(1967) called communicative competence. So, what teachers may 

consIder to be a language problem could simply be the children's 

dialect. Dialect variations are based on many interrelations between 

the use of language and social relationships; the ability to produce 

language is not only the ability to produce grammatical sentences or 

to use the appropriate sounds (Labov, 1972). 

The purpose of this research is to present ideas about the 

influence of children's language variations while they are reading a 

story aloud. 

The Reading Process 

The present study will be based on the psycholinguistic 

theoretical framework as developed by K.Goodman (1967-1982) and Smith 

(1971). The definition of reading according to this theory comes from 
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the research of the oral reading of many different North American 

pupils since 1962. The psycholinguistic model of reading (K. Goodman, 

1967-1982) provides an effective rationale for raising the research 

questions and for planning this research study. 

The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Miscues (1973) allows the 

examinination of the reading process in a dynamic way while an 

individual reads a whole text aloud. The miscue taxonomy consists of a 

complex set of questions related to the linguistic process of reading 

reflecting contemporary knowledge and theory In psychollnguistlcs, 

linguistics and sociolinguistcs. This taxonomy permits the 

investigator the opportunity to evaluate, categorize and explain each 

of the reading miscues and their influence in reader's comprehension 

using this taxonomy. 

A large body of reading research has been conducted using miscue 

analysis. it Is important to mention some of the investigations that 

relate directly to this study. 

Y. Goodman (1967) studied initial reading developing in young 

children, and continued her Investigation with the same students over 

eight years. K.Goodman and Burke (1969) investigated the reading of 

second, fourth, and sixth graders. Page (1970) studied the effect of 

Increased difficulty of reading texts on oral reading miscues. 

The ReadJ.ng Miscue Inventory (RMI> was used in this study because 

it is based on Goodman's taxonomy. Y. Goodman and Burke (1972) 

developed the "Reading Miscue Inventory" (RMI> for use by both 
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teachers and researchers. Procedure of the RMI allows 

teachers/researchers to determine how readers use their Initiating and 

sampling, predicting and conflrmatlng strategies and to analyze each 

strategy separately In relation to the others. In addition, if the 

RMI proves useful in analyzing the miscues of Venezuelan children, it 

can become a tool to that teachers/researchers will be able to use to 

organize and design effective reading programs. 

The K. Goodman Reading Model 

K. Goodman, in collaboration with many students and colleagues, 

studied the oral reading of Individuals from different school levels, 

ethnic, socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds (see previous 

references and chapter II). From these, K. Goodman produced a complex 

psycholinguistic taxonomy for analysing and describing the reading 

process. 

As a result of the research, K.Goodman (1967) developed a model 

of the reading process. He found that perception is not strictly 

limited to what Is visually available but also depends on the 

expectations, linguistic processes and cognitive factors of the 

reader. Readers perceive whole meaningful language with greater 

accuracy than individual letters or words. Meaning is considered the 

most central concern influencing the reading process. He stated that 

reading is the construction of meaning from print. 

K. Goodman (1982) postulates that there are four kinds of 

information available during reading. The information,in turn,arises 
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from four different language systems: 1) the graphophonic system which 

is a set of relationships between sounds and shapes; 2) the language 

structure which is the grammar, or a set of syntactic relationships 

that permit the expression of infinite messages with a minimum set of 

rules; 3) the semantIc system which consists of the organization of 

meaning into concepts and conceptual structures; and 4) the pragmatic 

system which includes the complex of systems underlying how language 

Is used In a particular situation (Y. Goodman, Watson and Burke 

1987) . 

In addition to the information from the 

Goodman (1978) described strategies readers 

language systems, K. 

use in constructing 

meaning from a written text. These strategies are: a) recognizing and 

initiating; b) sampling and selecting. Readers start to sample from 

the written page to make inferences that al low them to predict what 

the text is 

constantly 

confirming. 

talking about; c) predicting and inferring. Readers 

guess or predict what follows in a given text; d) 

Readers confirm or disconfirm their predictions by 

asking,"Is what I am reading making sense?" if the answer is "yes", 

proficient readers continue; if "no" they disconfirm; e) correcting. 

The brain reprocesses when it finds inconsistencies or when its 

predictions are disconfirmed. These strategies follow a logical 

sequence so that, prediction precedes confirmation which precedes 

correction. 
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It is possible that the same information may be used to confirm a 

prior prediction and make a new one. All these strategies are in 

constant interaction with the graphophonic, 

pragmatic cuing systems and all contribute 

meaning by the reade~ (K. Goodman. 1984). 

syntactic, semantic and 

to the constructing of 

K. Goodman (1978) says that any reading which does not end with 

meaning is a short circuit. This phenomenom occurs in many different 

manners and for many different reasons. The reader's short circuit 

may happen; a) because the reader cannot get meaning and loses 

structure; b) because the reader has been taught or has otherwise 

acquired non-productive reading strategies; c) because the reader has 

not been allowed to finish non-productive readIng. Theoretically this 

phenomenom can occur at any point in the process. 

Goodman's Model Is a general reading model with a major premise 

that there is a single process of reading. As a consequence, it is an 

unlimited macro-model of the reading process. 

statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the oral reading of five 

dIfferent reading populations in Venezuela. Five students were 

selected from each of five different geographic areas. twenty five 

readers in all. The States selected for this study a~e Merida, 

Trujillo, Sucre, Zulia and Caracas in The Federal District (capital 

region of the country). They are considered the most representative 

geographic regions in which dialect variation among those linguistic 
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communities can be expected to occur (Marquez-Carrero, 1972-1978; 

Medrano, 1883; Lobo, 1972; Marcano, 1978; Alvar, 1973; Cava, 1956; 

Chiossone, 1972; Hynn-Chan, 1985; Rosenblat, 1956; and Obediente-Sosa, 

1983). The oral reading of the subjects will be studIed to answered 

the following question: 

In what ways do Venezuelan chIldren who speak dIalect variations 

of Spanish use their 

systems and their 

syntactic, semantIc, graphophonic and pragmatic 

reading strategies (sampling, predIctIng, 

confirming, and correcting) In their process of meaning construction 

during oral reading? 

The ReadIng Scene in Venezuela 

In a recent publication from the Ministry of Education of 

Venezuela (M.E.V.1987) the percentage of failure reported in the first 

years of school is quite high. In 1983-84, from a total of 261,075 

first grade students officially registered in Venezuelan schools, 

84,707 repeated this grade, representIng 14.5%. In 1984-85 and 

1985-1986 the number decreased very lIttle; from 263,000 chIldren 

about 84,345 repeated first grade representing 14.1%. In 1985-1986 

from 260,897 students, 83,440 repeated fIrst grade whIch represents 

13.7%. The implicatIon of these figures is that a chIld's first 

school experIence may not be very promisIng. 

In Venezuela the postulates of SkInner's theory as exemplifIed In 

hIs Verbal BehavIor (1957) have been broadly accepted among 
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psychologists and educators. There is evidence of behavioristic 

Influences and effects within the national school programs. 

Between 1910 and 1950 many experimental psychologists studied 

aspects of reading and developed a "reading technology" In the United 

States. One of the main proponents of such "technology" was William 

Gray (1925). The framework of this theoretical perspective is as 

follows: 

a) The production of material was carefully controlled. 

b) Vocabulary was strictly controlled and was based on word lists 

proposed from Thorndike's work (1926). 

c) The measurement of learning was based on- a child's ability to 

recognize words out of context. 

d) Educational effort was on developing abilities that were carefully 

established and each one was thought out separately. 

e) Standarlzed tests were broadly used and were at the same time, 

considered the most reliable instruments In predicting a child's 

progress in school. These were used as pre and post-tests to 

determine the learning level children could be placed In school (Gray 

1925; Thorndike, 1916). 

In the same vein, structural linguists saw language use as a set 

of habits acquired within the social group In which the individual 

grows up (Bloomfield 1933). Based on Skinner, the development of a 

reading technology and the view of structural linguistics, traditional 

education became the most prevalent mode of teaching in Venezuela. 
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This has been characterized by a view of language learning as 

mastering a well determined prearranged order of skil Is. 

Material was developed to reflect the belIef that language was 

~habit" and language was speech not writing. Moreover, the material 

was based on IIscientism ll of educators like Thorndike with his testIng 

principles, Gray with hIs graded readers and Horn with his word lists. 

That was the basIs of many school programs. In spite of the potential 

contributIons of all such research to the field. the theory as applied 

to instructiona.l programs did not produce the expected results in the 

development of literacy In Venezuela. 

In the late 1950's new developing influences in language learning 

were beginlng to take place In linguistics, psychology and educatIon. 

Noam Chomsky (1958) categorically rejected the notion that language 

was acquired by Individuals through a form of conditioning dependent 

on reward. He postulated that Individuals acquire a language by 

making hypotheses about grammatical components of the language. 

Individuals then compare these hypotheses with their innate knowledge 

of possible grammars based on the principles of universal grammar. 

The internalization of the grammar of their native language is what 

Chomsky called "competence" and this competence makes language use or 

performance possible. Chomsky believed that children had a language 

acquisition device (LAD) which made them naturally able to learn 

language. Chomsky's view was called an Innate view of language 

learning. 
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Halliday (1975, 1977) on the other hand, has shown that in the 

development of language functIon precedes form; Individuals acqulr.e 

and develop language because language has a purpose. ChIldren learn 

"how to mean" through written or oral language; they are constantly 

building hypotheses about language functions and purposes. Literacy is 

not achieved by learning the mechanIcs of reading and writing (Graves 

1982: Harste, Woodward and Burke 1983). While chIldren are 

partIcipatIng In literacy events, they are developing literacy and 

developing control over reading and writing (K. Goodman and Y. 

Goodman, 1983). 

The understanding of language and thought, the two main aspects 

of literacy In school, could be determinant components in learning 

about the process of reading. If teachers have a real understanding 

of the process of reading, then the role they can play in school could 

be more efficient and productive in supporting lIteracy development. 

This understanding could only be available by studying children'S 

reading in real linguistic situations in their school. This became the 

focus of this study. 
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Definition of Te~ms 

The following are the definitions of terms to be used in this 

study: 

MISCUE: An obse~ved response (OR) in oral reading which does not match 

the expected response (ER). 

EXPECTED RESPONSE: (ER) refers to the researcher's expectation of what 

a ~eade~ will o~ally p~oduce. 

OBSERVED RESPONSE: (OR) is the subject's actual response to the text 

(the miscue). 

READING MISCUE INVENTORY (RMI): It is a technique developed by Y. 

Goodman, & Burke based on the K. Goodman Taxonomy used to studying the 

reading process or how readers construct meaning from the written page 

while ~eading a text orally. 

READER PROFILE: This is an indication of how students use their 

language systems and reading strategies, based on the Reading Miscue 

Inventory. 

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS: A science in which the principles of psychology 

and linguistics are integ~ated in o~de~ to study how human beings 

acqui~e and use language. 

PHONEME: The minimal sound unit of a given language. 
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GRAPHEME: All variations of a letter of the alphabet. 

THE PRAGMATIC SYSTEM: Refers to how language is used in social 

situations according to the social rules that govern language. 

TEXT: A meaningful (or potentially meaningful) event of language; 

depending on the situation, it can range from a word to an entire 

book. 

SURFACE STRUCTURE: The observable properties of language 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter offers a review of the literature concerning the use 

of miscue analysis as a research tool with elementary school readers. 

It will include the most recent studies with both English and Spanish 

reading populations. First to be discussed Is a review of miscue 

analysis research related to understanding the reading process. 

Second, there will be a review of the literature which discusses the 

linguistic processes and strategies used by readers while 

constructing meaning from the written page. 

Reading Process 

Those who define reading as meaning construction assert that 

readers use printed clues to construct the text meaning and reject the 

notion that reading is the aggregation of component skil Is. It can be 

said that what varies among readers is how they orchestrate available 

resources. Reading Is considered an act in which the reader and the 

author transact through the medium of a prInted page. In that 

transaction, significant changes take place. Transaction In reading 

suggests the dynamic nature of reading. ThIs term "transaction" used 

when talking about the reading process is sImilar to the way it was 

discussed by Dewey and Bentley, (1949) and has had impact in dIfferent 

areas of contemporary thought. 
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Transaction is referred to by Rosenblatt (1978) In her attempt to 

suggest the dynamic nature of the reading process. The transactional 

view suggests that there Is always a kind of selecting out from a 

matrix of past experiences of language as a phenomenon In particular 

contexts. Under this theoretical framework reading is treated as 

language which permits the communication of meaning through linguistic 

systems. 

Those who have done research in psycholinguistics recognize that 

language is not equal to the sum of its parts (K. Goodman. 1987). It 

is understood that the graphic input does not have meaning in itself. 

A system and a context of usage is necessary in order to prnduce or 

comprehend language. The most important premise derived from the 

psycholinguistic theory Is that learning is a permanent search for 

meaning. All humans learn to mean through written or oral language. 

They are constantly building hypotheses about language functions and 

purposes. 

K. Goodman (1978) asserts that there is a single reading process 

which underlies all reading, no matter the language background or 

relative proficiency of the reader. If there are differences they do 

not occur in the process but rather in how well the process is 

controlled. He also found that native speakers of variant dialects of 

English show influences from their dialect in both their reading and 

their retelling but these will not in themselves be disruptive to 

reading proficiency. 
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Miscue Analysis Studies 

Miscue studies provide evidence that school chIldren use three 

cue systems In reading (Y. Goodman, 1967; K. Goodman and Burke, 1968, 

1973; K. Goodman and Y. Goodman, 1978). They all use syntax to some 

degree, evidenced in the fact that over 60% of all the mIscues 

produced by all subjects 

correctIon. Another related 

were syntactically acceptable before 

finding Is that high percentages, 60 to 

80% of word substitutIons for all groups had the same grammatIcal 

functIon for expected and observed responses, Including non-words 

whIch retaIn InflectIons and appropriate intonatIon. But thIs is not 

the case at the semantIc level sInce all groups showed less abIlIty to 

maIntain meaning than syntax. All subjects In thIs study showed theIr 

use of graphophonic informatIon. 

In addItion, for all groups studIed there were significant, but 

low, negatIve correlations between graphic means and comprehendIng 

scores. ThIs is a clear demonstration that children are constructing 

meanIng rather than decodIng wrItten language. All thIs informatIon 

can be consIdered as supportIng the Idea that there is a sIngle 

readIng process and that the differences In effectiveness in readers 

showed dIfferences In the way the process is used (RIgg, 1974; Hodes, 

1976; Ewoldt, 1977; Smith 1978; Davila de Sliva, 1978 and Flores, 

1982) . 
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Miscue Resea~ch on Dialect Va~iation 

K. Goodman and Y. Goodman (1978) reported the results and 

implications of an analysIs of o~al ~eading miscues of fou~ 

second-language g~oups and four dialect g~oups. The second-language 

g~oup we~e Arab, Navajo, Hawaiian Samoan, and Texas Spanish. The 

dialect g~oups were: Downeast Maine, Appalachian White, Mississippi 

Ru~al Black, and Hawaiian Pidgin. The subjects, 96 children at second, 

fou~th, and sixth grade levels, who we~e each found to be able to read 

and discuss two unfamilia~ stories. The conclusion of the 1978 study 

Included the following postulate: "Dialect differences between reader 

and text theoretically could be so great that the reading would become 

unproductive". However, it was found that all fou~ dialect groups 

used in the study had ~eceptive cont~ol of the dialect(s) they were 

reading. At the same time it was evident that the subjects dialect 

was not an interfe~ence to comp~ehension or lea~ning to read. The 

subjects demonstrated their use of the reading strategies of sampling, 

p~edicting, confirming and co~~ecting. This investigation is one of 

the most exhaustIve in the field of miscue analysis with different 

dialect populations. 

In the following section some of the different applications of 

miscue analysis In lea~ning about the ~eading p~ocess of school 

children will be presented. Since the lite~ature referring to miscue 

analysis application Is so extensive it is neccesa~y to discuss the 

most ~ecent as evidence of the wide acceptance and effectiveness of 
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thIs technique among researchers and educators. From these findings 

we can also conclude that teachers should be sensitive to their 

students language if they want to help students to become proficient 

readers. 

General Miscue Studies 

Y. Goodman (1967) studied initial reading development in young 

children, and continued her investigation with the same students over 

eight years. K. Goodman and Burke (1969) investigated the reading of 

second, fourth, and sixth graders. Page (1970) studied the effect of 

increased difficulty of reading texts on oral reading miscues. 

Martellock (1971) analyzed the relationship of children'S writing to 

their oral reading and evaluated the reading miscues from the pupils 

who read their writing. 

Sims (1972) compared reading from two dialect versions of the 

same stories by Black children. Romatowsky (1972) investigated 

reading of Polish and English reading materials by bilingual students. 

Rigg (1974) compared the language of urban Black subjects with rural 

Black students previously investigated. Stenroos (1975) analyzed 

miscues from children considered "gifted students". Hodes (1976) 

studied bilingual readers of Yiddish and English. Ewoldt (1977) 

investigated deaf readers using sign language. 

Altwerger and K. Goodman (1981) used the 1978 miscue study to 

investigate why readers make the same miscues at the same point in a 

passage and to find factors in the passage that contribute to this 
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phenomenon. In thIs study the autho~s found that syntactic complexity 

was not the only cont~Ibuto~ to mIscues. 

The facto~s they detected as causing mIscues we~e: a) lack of 

~elevant p~io~ knowledge, b) unfamIlIa~ o~ less common use of 

te~minology, c) weak syntax, d) unusual stylIzed syntax, e) 

unp~edictable simple stluctu~es, and f) combInatIons of the p~evious 

mentioned facto~s. In thei~ conclusions they suggested that passage 

dIffIcultIes cannot be unde~stood completely without some 

investigation of the inte~action between ~eade~s and the passage, and 

that miscue analysIs can p~ovide data that ~eveal such inte~action. 

Spanish and English Miscue Studies 

Flores (1982) investigated the te~m language inte~ference 

especially as it is used in teaching English to Spanish speaking 

ChIcano students in the United States. ThIs was a desc~iptive, 

theo~etical and epistemological examination of a phenomena that occu~s 

when using two languages for communication. The autho~ examined 

Lado's unexamined assumption about the natu~e of diffe~ences between 

Spanish and English languages since all diffe~ences between these two 

languages seem to be viewed as potential p~oblems. 

In this study twelve Spanish English bilingual child~en in g~ades 

2, 4, and 6 we~e the subjects. The findings of this investigation 

suggest that the definition of language inte~fe~ence had to be 

expanded and ~edeflned. At the same time a new pa~adlgm was p~esented: 

language in c~nmunicative use needs to be examined; the~efo~e a 
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demythlflcatlon process Is needed among teacher's perceptions, 

attitudes, and understanding about language learning and teaching, and 

bilingual education (Flores, 1982). 

Barrera's 1978 study compared first-and second-language reading 

processes focused on oral reading miscues in native Spanish-speaking 

Mexican American stUdents who had been taught to read first in Spanish 

and had not been provided normal reading instruction in English until 

grade 3. The subjects were 14 Mexican Americans and their miscue 

patterns in Spanish suggested that they did not merely process 

word-by-word or letter-by-Ietter, but that they also drew upon 

linguistic knowledge and prior experience to anticipate the author's 

meaning. 

Smith (1978) made research comparisons between bilingual readers 

at the second, fourth, and sixth grade levels. Analysis of the 

miscues indicated that, while the two language groups tended to miscue 

at the same places in the story and use the same general strategies in 

their predictions, some differences were apparent. At all grade 

levels the percentages of both totally syntactically acceptable and 

partially syntactically acceptable miscues were higher for monolingual 

groups. The degree to which the syntax had been changed was higher 

for the bilingual groups at all grade levels and from the second to 

the sixth grades, the predictions of the monolingual groups 

progressively became more syntactically acceptable. 
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Jurenka (1978) described the oral reading miscues of nine average 

bilingual Mexican American students living In a suburb of Los Angeles. 

She also described their predicting, correcting, and comprehending 

reading strategies and the use of their linguistIc systems; 

graphophonIc, syntactIc and semantic. Jurenka also compared the 

effect that the materIals had on oral reading performance by analyzIng 

the subject's SpanIsh and English retellings of each story. 

The fIndings of this descriptive analysis showed that: a) the 

range occurrence per 100 words was 2.62 to 17.62, with older students 

making fewer miscues; b) the use of omissions was Influenced by age; 

c) older bilingual readers produced syntactically acceptable sentences 

at a greater rate than younger bilingual readers even though they were 

reading comparatively more complex material: d) older bilingual 

readers used graphophonic and syntactic language cues more effectively 

than semantic cues; e) a large percentage of miscues were semantIcally 

unacceptable; f) over half of the miscues analyzed were left 

uncorrected: g) grammatical function of the text word Influenced the 

performance of the readers, with ethnic stories producing higher 

comprehension scores than neutral ethnic stories: h) retellings in 

Spanish and English produced similar ratings: i) numerous aspects of 

reading behavior described In the study evidenced the influence of 

maturity of reading performance even though the task was equally 

difficult for each grade level (Jurenka, 1978). 
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Davila de Silva (1978) examined the reading strategies used at 

the beginning levels of reading by categorizing the miscues of three 

first-grade Mexican-Americans learning to read in Spanish, their 

~other tongue. In her conclusions, she recommended that: a) children 

who make reading errors should not be corrected Immediately, but given 

the chance to correct themselves; b) children should be encouraged to 

ask themselves if what they are reading makes sense; and c) all 

beginning reading programs should include contextual reading to 

develop in students the ability to use the three cue systems: 

graphophonic, syntactic and semantic. 

Eaton (1979) studied the oral reading strategies used by 

Spanish-speaking Mexican American first graders while reading In both 

Spanish and English. Although all subjects utilized linguistic cue 

systems, they differed in the extent to which they used the systems. 

This study supports the idea that repetitions in oral reading are 

deliberate and benefit the reader by serving at least one of three 

distinct purposes: a) help in the recognition of difficult words. 

When word difficulties arise, the reader is likely to back up to an 

earlier portion of the sentence in an attempt to trigger recognition 

or decoding of an unfamiliar word; b) readers confirm or test the 

suitability of word choices. Once the reader has deciphered a new 

word, he/she may repeat the surrounding phrase, including the new word 

choice, to test its suitability for that particular portion of the 

context. 
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If the word proves unsuitable, it is likely to be abandoned and 

addItIonal attempts made. Such repetItIons may amplIfy the reader/s 

confIrmatIon, in whIch case the reader repeats with new found 

confIdence and eagerness in order to regaIn fluency. In the absence 

of specific word dIfficulties, readers may back up and reread an 

entIre word group or phrase, adjusting vocal pitch and stress, In an 

attempt to achIeve fluency when the rhythm and IntonatIon forced a 

given word to sound "unacceptable" with the natural oral group (Eaton, 

1979>' 

As we can see from the above mentioned findings there is great 

consIstency with what Goodman (1978) reported. 

According to fIndings from the research previously reported the 

technique used in this work, the reading miscue inventory, Is a 

reliable method of learnIng about the reading process, since students 

are evaluated as they read authentIc texts for specIfIc purposes. It 

is a dynamic assessment. If one wants success in the teaching of 

readIng one must learn how students construct meanIng. 
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This ~esea~ch was designed to desc~ibe the o~al ~eading miscues 

of Venezuelan chlld~en In the fou~th yea~ of elementa~y school. The 

maJo~ question in the ~esea~ch was: In what ways do Venezuelan 

child~en who speak dialect va~iations of Spanish use thei~ syntactic, 

semantic, g~aphophonic and p~agmatic systems and thei~ ~eading 

9t~ategie9 (sampling, p~edicting, confirming, and co~~ecting) in thei~ 

p~ocess of meaning const~uction du~ing o~al ~eading? This maJo~ 

question was studied th~ough seve~al specific questions: 

1) In what ways do Venezuelan child~en who speak dialect va~iations of 

Spanish use thei~ syntactic, semantic g~aphophonic and p~agmatic 

systems? 

2) How do these child~en use thei~ sampling, p~edicting, confirming 

and co~~ecting ~eading st~ategies while const~ucting meaning f~om the 

w~ltten page? 

3) Do these child~en show diffe~ences o~ simlla~ities in the way they 

o~ganize thei~ ~etellings to be ~et~ieved in thei~ p~ocess of meaning 

const~uctlon f~om a whole sto~y? 

4) What a~e the dialect va~latlons In the ~eadlng and ~etelling, f~om 

one ~egional g~oup to anothe~? 

This chapte~ p~esents the p~ocedures In the selection of subjects 

and ~eading mate~ial, the gathe~ing and analysis of data. 
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Subjects 

The subjects were fIve students from each of fIve dIfferent 

Vezuelan dIalect regions (States: TruJIllo, M~rIda, Zulla, Sucre, and 

Caracas, Dlstrlto Federal), The chIldren were average readers In the 

fourth grade of elementary school, The selection of dialect regIons 

was determIned accordIng to prevIous lingusItlc studies In 

dIalectology conducted in Venezuela (Rosenblat, 1960; Obediente, 1983; 

Barrera et al 1975; Marquez-Carrero, 1985; D/ Introno et ai, 1978; and 

Chela-Flores, 1978), 

A comprehensive study in dIalectology. partIcularly. studies In 

readIng do not exist In Venezuela. However a careful analysis of the 

avaIlable sources was conducted to determIne the most repr.esentative 

dialect regIons. 

For the selectIon of schools and chIldren, It was necessary to 

follow the classification offered by the Mlnlstryof Education of 

Venezuela. In this way we assured 'that all schools were public 

schools and were using the same curricula. According to official 

statistics children In fourth grade were expected to be 9 or 10 years 

old, therefore the age factor was controlled in this way. (Ministry of 

EducatIon National Report, 1987). 

Since standardized measures do not exIst In Venezuela, I followed 

a teacher criterIon reference procedure in order to select average 

subjects. 
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I asked teachers to rank their students from best to weakest 

readers. Then I asked them to select fIfteen chIldren from the mIddle 

of theIr class lIst, assumIng they represent an average readIng level. 

SInce the school year was almost endIng, teachers had enough 

information to select the average readers In theIr classes. Once 

teachers had selected fIfteen students using thIs criterion, 

selected five students from the mIddle of the list. 

These five students from each school center were the subjects to 

whom the miscue analysis was applied, following procedure number one 

of thIs technique. It was necessary to eliminate one Informant from 

MerIda and one from Caracas because they produced less than 25 

mIscues, the mInImum number of mIscues requIred in order to be 

Included in the sample. Therefore the total informant sample consists 

of twenty three students. 

MaterIals 

Each chi Idren read liThe FIrst Watermelon" (La Primera Patllla, 

1985) whIch Is written In SpanIsh and is part of a literature 

anthology liThe World of Uncle RabbIt" (EI Mundo de Teo ConeJo) 

wrItten by Rafael RIvero Oramas, publIshed by "Ediciones Ekare, Banco 

del Libro" from Caracas Venezuela. The author started writing in 1938 

about "Uncle TIger and Uncle Rabbi til and became very popular among 

young audiences in Venezuela. The story selected has been recommended 

as suItable for a fourth grade readIng level, accordIng to chIldren's 
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lIterature experts from IIEl Banco del Libro ll (The Book Bank) in 

Caracas, Venezuela. 

Data Collection 

The audio tape recording of each subject's oral reading and 

retelling was collected carefully following miscue analysis procedures 

using the RMI (Y.Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987). Each subject was 

audiotaped in his/her own school room with only the child and the 

researcher present. Each chi Id read liThe First Watermelon ll (liLa 

Primera Patilla ll
) with no interruption or help. 

Subjects were asked to read the whole story aloud. When they 

finished the story, they closed the book and told the researcher all 

that they could remember from the story. The researcher avoided 

giving the subjects any cues about the story during the unaided 

portion of the retelling. Once the researcher determined that the 

subject has retold as much as possible without any aid, then the 

researcher asked questions based on the same ideas and lanaguage used 

by the reader during the spontaneous retelling. Some questions used to 

gain additional information were: tell me more about the story; What 

happened next?; Was the author trying to teach something in this 

story? 

While the child was reading the story aloud, the researcher 

marked a copy of the story according to the marking system presented 

by Y. Goodman, Watson and Burke (1987) for miscue analysis and the 

whole procedure was audio taped. 
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Later away from the school site the researcher listened to the 

tape. A second researcher marked a clean transcript of the story 

independently to validate the earlier miscue markings and to make any 

necessary changes, and all discrepancies between the two were resolved 

with a third listener, when necessary, in order to assure interrater 

reliability. Once all miscues were marked and agreed upon a careful 

coding of each miscue was started. In order to code each reader's 

miscue it was necessary to answer six questions following Reading 

Miscue Inventory, Procedure number I. The questions focus on: a) 

syntactic acceptability, b) semantic acceptability, c) meaning change, 

d) correction, e) graphic similarity, and f) sound similarity. All 

codings were also verified by an independent second researcher 

knowledgeable in miscue analysis procedures. Any discrepancies were 

again resolved by a third expert coder when necessary. 

A transcription of each subject's retelling was made for the 

purpose of evaluation using the retelling guide procedures from the 

Reading Miscue Inventory. 

The retelling guide for Procedure number I divides the retelling 

into character analysis, and events for scoring purposes. It also 

includes a qualitative analysis for plot, Inferences and 

misconceptions, the main purpose of the retelling including the 

questions that follow the unaided retelling is to construct 

understanding about the relationships between comprehending (related 
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to those manIfestations readers offer while they are processing a 

text) and comprehension (what the reader understands). 

Data Analysis 

Each question was analyzed and discussed as follows. 

QuestIons 1 and 2 

Procedure I from the RMI was used In order to answer questions number 

1) In what ways do Venezuelan children who speak dialect variations of 

Spanish use their syntactic, semantic, graphophonic and pragmatic 

systems? and 2) How do those children use their samplIng, predIctIng 

and confirming and correcting reading strategies while constructing 

meaning from the written page? 

Description of Procedure I from The Reading Miscue Inventory 

Procedure I of the RMI (Y. Goodman, Watson and Burke,1987) 

examines each miscue separately while simultaneously testing the 

influence of reader's knowledge of the world and language as it is 

related to the context in which the miscue occurs. 

Once miscues are selected, numbered and marked a series of six 

questions are asked: question 1) syntactic acceptability; question 2) 

semantic acceptability; question 3) meaning change; question 4) 

correction; question 5) graphic similarity; and question 6) sound 

similarity (See Appendix III). 

According to the RMI, syntactic acceptability, (Question 1), 

reveals the degree to which the sentence sounds like language and 

evidences the success with which the reader Is controllIng the 
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st~uctu~e of sentences as well as the ~elationships of the sentences 

to the st~uctu~e of the whole passage. 

Question 2, semantic acceptability, focuses on the success wIth 

whIch the ~eade~ in p~oducing unde~standable st~uctu~es. It Is 

possible that a miscue can ~esult In a semantIcally acceptable 

sentences that differs from the passage meaning but Is still fully 

acceptable within the sto~y. The main question Is "Does thIs sentence 

fit Into the story as a whole?" Semantic acceptability Is analyzed 

afte~ syntactic acceptabilIty and a sentence Is always conside~ed to 

be semantIcally unacceptable If It is syntactically unacceptable. 

QuestIon 3, meaning change, evaluates the degree to which mIscues 

preserve the write~/s Intended meaning. QuestIon 4, correction 

~eveals how readers use their confirming strategies. Co~rection must 

be understood in relation to the quality of the miscues produced. 

Question 5, graphic similarity, and Question 6, sound similarity, 

provide information concerning the degree to which readers use the 

graphophonic system. The graphics include ortho~aphy or print and 

the sound refers to the phonological system. 

The following example will demonstrate the marking and coding 

procedures. The examples have been taken from the findings of 

research conducted recently (Osuna, By~ne and Galindo, 1987 in p~ess). 

The reader produced the miscue, observed response (OR) "plantas" fo~ 

"matas", expected response (ER) 
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.•. Fue en el pozo, mientras Tio ConeJo bebia, tranquilo, sin 

saber que 

plantas 

Tio Zorro 10 miraba agazapado entre las matas. 

(Tr. It was In the well, while Uncle Rabbit drank, In rest, without 

knowing 

plants 

that Uncle Fox looked at him hidden in the grove ). 
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The miscue "plantas" was marked on the transcript (see example 

above) as a substItutIon, the mIscue is coded by asking questions 
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~elated to syntactic acceptability, semantic acceptability, meaning 

change, co~rection, g~aphic sImilarity and sound simila~ity. 

The miscue was coded as syntactically acceptable because the 

miscue ~esulted in a syntactically acceptable sentence and it was 

coded as semantically acceptable because it ~esulted In a semantically 

acceptable sentence. He~e the reader is p~oviding evidence of 

app~op~iate use of the g~ammatical system since a plu~al noun is 

substituted fo~ a plu~al noun. In Spanish the terms "matas" and 

"plantas" as they a~e used in this sentence and sto~y context do not 

make any diffe~ence at the syntactic level because both words a~e 

plu~al nouns. 

The~e is no diffe~ence at the semantic level because both can be 

conside~ed synonymous o~ interchangeable at this linguistic level. (In 

the English translation this is not the case and a conceptual 

diffe~ence does exist in the substitution of "g~ove" by "plants"). 

The miscue shows the reade~'s ability to p~edict. The semantic 

const~aints of the miscue a~e synonymous with the expected ~esponse. 

This miscue is a good example of how the ~eade~ is using the 

p~agmatic system of hIs language, too. Although the wo~d "matas" Is 

more often encounte~ed in the o~al colloquial language than in the 

w~itten fo~m, the reade~/s substitution shows an awa~eness that 

II p I an tas" i s mo~e p~obab lei n the wr it ten language. It seems 11 ke 

this ~eader has had some expe~ience with the language of books and hIs 
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prediction could be influenced by following his previous printed 

language experiences. 

The meaning change category Is coded "no" since there Is no 

meaning change involved; correction is coded "no" because the student 

made no attempt to correct the substitution. In the column of meaning 

construction this miscue results in "no loss" of meaning, for the 

same reasons previously described. The grammatical relationship 

category Is Judged as "strength" since the substitution was exactly in 

the same grammatical category, (number and genre). Graphic similarity 

is coded, "high" and sound similarity is also coded as "high". (For a 

more detailed description of each question, see appendix III). 

The miscue represents the tendency of proficient readers to 

produce miscues that are syntactically and semantically acceptable 

within the reading context, at the same time that they tend to 

self-correct miscues that Interfere with their meaning construction. 

Since this miscue was acceptable and did not disrupt the reading 

meaning the reader chose not to self-correct. 

Question 3 

In order to answer question 3: Do these children show differences 

or similarities in the way they organize their retelling to be 

retrieved in their process of meaning construction from a whole story? 

I analyzed each reader's retelling of the story using the narrative 

retelling guide from Miscue Reading Inventory, Procedure I. I scored 
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the children's retelling as well as described the information they 

provided about theme and plot. 

Question 4 

In order to answer questIon 4: what are the dialect variations if 

any, from one regional group to another?, I analyzed the dialect 

variations of these children and will suggest how this relates to the 

pragmatiC systems of language. 

In order to determine dialect variations the children's miscues 

were marked on the transcript and from their retelling a comparison 

was made phonologically, syntactically and semantically. The 

investigation of the reader's dialect consists of: a) an analysis of 

dialect features found In the oral reading miscues of twenty three 

(23) informants while reading the story "La Prlmera Pati Ila" (Tr. The 

First Watermelon); b) a comparison of the dialect features found in 

the spontaneous oral retelling of these five different groups with the 

dialect features In their reading; and c) a comparison between the 

dialect features found in the reading and retelling of these fourth 

graders and those established by the most relevant dialect 

investigations, conducted in Venezuela (Rosenblat, 1960; Barrera et 

ai, 1975; Chela-Flores, 1978; D'Introno et ai, 1978; Marquez-Carrero, 

1985 and Obediente, 1983). The dialect regions were selected 

according to Rosenblat's (1960) classification. used my Spanish 

dialect as reference in order to compare it with the ones 

children produced. This analysis provided more specific 

VenezuelCln 

information 
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about dialect va~iation patte~ns among Venezuelan ~eade~s. The 

limitations that eme~ged by compa~ing my Spanish dialect va~iation and 

child~en/s Spanish dialect va~iations we~e ~esolved by compa~ing 

chIld~en/s language dialect va~iations among themselves. 

P~esentation of FIndIngs 

The ~esults of the analysIs of ways chIld~en use thei~ syntactic, 

semantic, g~aphophonic and p~agmatic systems as well as how they use 

thei~ ~eadlng strategies: sampling, predicting, confIrming, and 

co~recting will be p~esented in chapte~ IV of this investIgation. In 

addItIon other fIndIngs of thIs research are presented descrIptIvely. 

Chapter V presents the amount of dialect involvement and the 

kInds of dialect features shown in the children's miscues and 

retellIng Interviews. 

Chapter VI provides conclusions, ImplicatIons fo~ inst~uctlon, 

and ~ecommendations fo~ futu~e investigations in this area. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF MISCUES 
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This chapter presents the results of the miscue analysis of the 

twenty three subjects from five different Venezuelan dialect regions 

in response to three of the research questions: 1) In what ways do 

Venezuelan children who speak dIalect variatIons of Spanish use their 

syntactIc, semantic, graphophonIc, and pragmatiC systems? 2) How do 

these readers use their sampling, predicting, confirming and 

correcting reading strategies while constructing meaning from the 

written page? and 3) Do these children show differences or 

similarities in the ways they organize their retellings In their 

process of meanIng constructIon from a whole story. 

Miscues are analyzed by matching the observed oral responses 

(OR), that readers produce while they are constructing meaning from 

the written page, that differ from the researchers' expected responses 

(ER). 

In order to answer questions 1 and 2, Procedure I from the RMI 

(Y.Gooman, Watson and Burke, 1987) was used. A complete description 

of this procedure was presented in chapter III of this investigation. 

Procedure I examines each miscue separately while simultaneously 

testing the influence of reader's knowledge of the world and language 

as it is related to the context in which the miscue occurs. 
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Each child read the story The First Watermelon (La Primera 

Patilla, 1985) orally with no interruption or help. After the 

readIng, the children were asked to retell all that they could 

remember from the story without any aid from the researcher while the 

studentswere reading the actual text, the researcher marked a 

transcript copy copy of the story using the Procedure I marking 

system. 

The whole procedure was audio taped. The researcher listened to 

the tape to verify all the miscues and then coded them following 

Procedure I (see Appendix II). A second researcher knowledgeable in 

miscue analYSis procedures marked a clean transcript of the story 

independently and marked the coding form in order to validate the 

earlier miscue markings. All codings were also verified by a third 

independent researcher knowledgeable in miscue analysis procedures. 

The analysis enabled the answering of the first three questions of 

this study. 

Research Question One 

Question I: In what ways do Venezuelan children who speak dialect 

variations of Spanish use their syntactic, semantic, graphophonic and 

pragmatic systems? 

In the following analysis the first section will be devoted to 

answering question one. We will see, by analysing the miscues readers 

produce, how efficiently and effectively they use the three cue 

systems. 
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Effectiveness in ~eading is the ability to const~uct a message 

(to unde~stand), and efficiency In ~eading Is the ~eade~;s abIlity to 

use the least amount of avaIlable cues necessa~y to get the meaning. 

The ~esult of efficency In readIng is eVIdenced by a decreasing amount 

of low quality miscues (K. Goodman, 1982). The reade~s; effectiveness 

and efficiency will be discussed prior to the discussion about the 

degree to whIch readers use thei~ graphophonic, syntactic, semantiC, 

and pragmatIc systems I will fIrst define each of the systems and then 

p~esent the data that shows how each system is used by the ~eaders. 

I prevIously defined the graphophonic system as a set of 

~elationships between the sounds and the written forms of the language 

(Y.Goodman, Watson and Bu~ke, 1987). In the process of reading, 

reade~s first face the graphic info~mation whIch they start to process 

as visual input, but since the goal In reading is the construction of 

meaning, then readers use only the amount of graphic information 

required to reach theIr goal. 

K. Goodman (1982, p. 146) concludes that the Influence of cues In 

the visual peripheral fIeld is not a random one. Wo~ds are not likely 

to be pulled in from the perIpheral field unless they fIt In some way 

wIth the semantic and syntactIc cues the reade~s are processing and 

with the predictions they are makIng. 

The syntactic system is defined as the ~elationship of words, 

sentences, and pa~a~aphs 

syntactic organIzatIon of 

In a whole text. The most common basIc 

the Spanish sentence is a noun ph~ase 
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followed by a verb phrase. As soon as Spanish readers perceive the 

noun phrase In the written text they are processing, they expect to 

find a verb phrase following. Because of the high predictability of 

this syntactic pattern, it Is more likely that sentences that do not 

follow this syntactic pattern are the ones in which more miscues will 

be produced. 

The system of meaning in a given language is called the semantic 

system. Language users bring to their reading all that they knm .... 

about their world and language, and the interrelationship of this 

knowledge creates the semantic system of language. Because of the 

social nature of humans beings, there is a strong influence from their 

culture and beliefs on their semantic system. The core of 

understanding in the reading process is concerned with the semantic 

system. 

Pragmatics refers to the underlying complexities of meaning in a 

particular context or situation. Since language cannot exist outside 

a social context, language users are able to adapt their language 

according to the system of social conventions or constraints. 

Response to these conventions or constraints Is considered a clear 

evidence of how language users are utilizing their pragmatic system. 

Every cueing system has Its purpose and location In relation to 

the other systems and they all must operate In an integrated fashion 

for comprehension to take place (K. Goodman. 1982). In spite of the 

indivisible condition of the cueing systems In the reading process or 
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the impossibility of isolating one from the other when they are 

operating in the construction of meaning, it is possible to focus on 

them for the purpose of analysis. 

Subjects 

In the following table IV-I, there is a list of subjects with 

their regional coding and numerical identification used from now on in 

this study to refer and identify subject names and their dialect 

regions. 

The number of the miscues made by each informant and their total 

miscues per hundred words are also presented. In order to obtain the 

scores that corresponds to miscues per hundred words (MPHW) the total 

number of miscues coded is divided by the total words read in the 

miscue portion of the text (981 words in the selected text). The 

result is multiplied by 100 to determine the miscues per hundred words 

score. 
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TABLE IV-l 
LIST OF SUBJECTS AND THEIR TOTAL MISCUES PER HUNDRED WORDS 

====================================================================== 
Note: fIrst letter or two represents the reader's name In thIs case C= 
Corlna; ME= Marla Elena, the last letter or two represents the regIon, 
T=TruJIllo; ME= MerIda and the number Is a numerIcal codIng. 

Region Subject Name Coded Subject Miscue Total MIscues per 
Hundred Words(MPHW) 

MERIDA COR INA fl:CME1 71 7.23 
JOSE EDUARDO #JEME2 34 3.46 
JAIME fl:JME3 48 4.89 
RAFAEL ERNESTO fl:REME4 25 2.54 

RegIon Subject Name Coded Subject Miscue Total Miscues per 
Hundred Words(MPHW) 

TRUJILLO DANILO #DT1 40 4.07 
DANIEL fl:DT2 30 3.05 
KARLA fl:KT3 26 2.65 
MARIA ALEJANDRA fl:MAT4 46 4.68 
ENRIQUE #ET5 25 2.54 

Region Subject Name Coded Subject Miscue Total Miscues per 
Hundred Word(MPHW) 

MARACAIBO JASMIN CAROLINA #JCM1 28 2.85 
MARIA EUGENIA fl:MEM2 50 5.09 
JENIKA fl:JM3 28 2.85 
MARIA ELENA fl:MEM4 62 6.32 
ROXANNA #RM5 28 2.85 

Region Subject Name Coded Subject Miscue Total Miscues pel:' 
Hundred Words(MPHW) 

CUMANA ALEJANDRA #ACUl 35 3.56 
GABRIEL #GCU2 46 4.68 
ENIO fl:ECU3 25 2.54 
JOSE INFANTE #JICU4 36 3.66 
LEONARDO fl:LCU5 46 4.68 

RegIon Subject Name Coded Subject MIscue Total I'll scues pel:' 
Hundl:'ed Words(MPHW) 

CARACAS JENNY TERESA #JTCl 25 2.54 
ANTONIO fl:AC2 49 4.99 
MARIA FERNANDA fl:MFC3 42 4.28 
JOSE ALBERTO fl:JAC4 93 9.48 
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How Informants from five Venezuelan Dialect Regions use their 

Graphophonic Systems. 

Table IV-2 shows the percentage of high. some and none graphic 

~nd sound similarity. The total column shows the sum of high and some 

patterns. When coding for graphic similarity each word for word 

substitution is coded for look alike quality. Miscues that have 2 of 

3 parts that look alike are coded high In graphic similarity. Miscues 

that have 2 of 3 parts that sound alike are coded high In sound 

similarity. Examples of some and none graphic and sound similarities 

follow. 

SubJect #JEME2. In line 032 of the Spanish reading transcription, 

produced (miscue number 7) (OR) "muchas" (many) (ER) "unas" (a-an). 

This miscue was coded as "some" In both graphic and sound similarity 

because one of the three parts, in this case, the ending both sounds 

alike and looks like. 

Subject #ET5, in line 020 of the Spanish reading transcription, 

produced (miscue number 2) (OR) "enteraba" (acquainted); (ER) 

"enterara". This miscue was coded as "high" in both graphic and 

sound similarities since 2 of 3 parts of the graphic and sound 

information are s.fmilar when comparing the observed and expected 

responses. 

SubJect #CME1, in line 014 of the Spanish reading transcription, 

produced (miscue numbel' 10) (OR) "y" (and); (ER) "que" (that). This 

miscue was coded as /lnone" in both graphic and sound similarities, 
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because there is no likeness between the observed response and the 

expected response. 

The percentages in table IV-2 (below) show the total percentages 

of the graphic and sound relationships in our informants' reading 

miscues. Graphic similarity high and some range from 78%-100% while 

none graphic similarity ranges from 0%-18%. In the sound pattern the 

high and some pattern range from 78%-100% and the none sound 

similarity pattern ranges from 0%-18%. These percentages of high and 

some graphic and sound similarities are moderately high. The none 

graphic and sound pattern are rather low. These percentages can be 

explained because of the regularity of the syllabic pattern in the 

Spanish language. 

It would be acceptable to infer that these readers are proficient 

but not effIcient in the way they are using their graphophonic 

systems. This particular aspect of efficiency and proficiency will be 

fully discussed in the next section. It is also important to consider 

the methods generally used in Venezuelan schools to teach reading 

because some teachers overemphasize the correct pronunciation of 

every letter in children's reading. Therefore. these factors could be 

the indicators of the graphophonic results in this analysis. 

At the botton of each section In table IV-2 (presented below) the 

range of scores between informants in each region is presented. 
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TABLE IV-2 
GRAPHIC AND SOUND SIMILARITY IN MISCUES OF READERS AND MISCUE TOTALS 

Graphic: Sound: 
High + Some = Total None - High + Some = Total None 

high high 
some some 

MERIDA REGION 
Subject #CMEI 81% 3% 84% 16% 81% 3% = 84% 16% 
Subject #JEME2 80% 7% = 87% 13% 80 7% = 87% 13% 
Subject #JME3 76% 12% = 78% 12% 78% 12% = 78 12% 
Subject #REME4 82% 0 = 82% 18% 82% 0% = 82% 18% 

Range use of graphic 78%-87% Range use of sound 78%-87% 

TRUJILLO REGION 
Subject #DTI 89% 4% = 93% 7% 89% 0% = 89% 11% 
Subject #DT2 89% 0% = 89% 11% 89% 0% = . 89% 11% 
Subject #KT3 76% 10% = 86% 14% 76% 10% = 86% 14% 
Subject #MAT4 91% 6% = 97% 3% 91% 6% = 97% 3% 
Subject #ET5 100% 0% = 100% 0% 100% 0% = 100% 0% 

Range use of graphic: 86%-100% Range use of sound: 86%-100% 

MARACAIBO REGION 
Subject #JCM1 91% 0% = 91% 9% 91% 0% = 91% 9% 
Subject #MEM2 90% 7% = 97% 3% 90% 7% = 97% 3% 
Subject #JM3 92% 2% = 94% 6% 92% 2% = 94% 6% 
Subject #MEM4 100% 0% = 100% 0% 100% 0% = 100% 0% 
Subject #RM5 80% 20% = 100% 0% 80% 20% = 100% 0% 

Range use of graphic: 91%-100% Range use of sound: 91%-100% 

CUMANA REGION 
Subject #ACUI 86% 3% = 89% 11% 86% 3% = 89% 11% 
Subject #GCU2 94% 6% = 100% 0% 94% 6% = 100% 0% 
Subject #ECU3 iOO% 0% = 100% 0% 100% 0% = 100% 0% 
SubJect'#JICU4100% 0% = 100% 0% 100% 0% = 100% 0% 
Subject #LCU5 95% 0% = 95% 5% 95% 0% = 95% 5% 

Range use of graphic: 89%-100% Range use of sound: 89%-100% 

CARACAS REGION 
Subject #JTCI 92% 8% = 100% 0% 92% 8% = 100% 0% 
Subject #AC2 83% 11%= 94% 6% 83% 11% = 94% 6% 
Subject #MFC3 87% 10% = 97% 3% 87% 10% = 97% 3% 
Subject #JAC4 83% 9% = 92% 8% 83% 7% = 90% 10% 

Range use of graphic: 92%-100% Range use of sound: 92%-100% 
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The graphophonic pattern percentages previously presented reveal 

that there are three different groups. First the group which ranges 

from 92%-100%, composed of informants from Maracaibo and Caracas. The 

second group would be Trujillo informants with 86%-100% and Cumana 

informants with 89%-100%. Finally the third group would be Merida with 

a range of 78%-87% which is the lowest graphophonic pattern 

percentages reported in this study. 

Although the information gained from these statistical findings 

provide quantitative results, it is important to see these results in 

the context of the qualitative analysis which will permit us to have a 

view of how children are using their graphophonic systems while 

reading orally. 

The Graphophonic Components in Spanish. 

Contrary to the belief system underlying the organization of 

school programs in Venezuela, there is no one-to-one correspondence 

between letters and sounds in the Spanish language. The graphophonic 

system of the language and their relationships to each other are very 

complex. Evidence of reader's knowledge of these complexities are 

frequently demonstrated by their miscues. The graphophonic systems of 

the Spanish language do not have exact relationships between the 

graphic input and the sound output. Although Spanish has fewer 

graphophonic variations than English, such variations exist in all 

languages. 
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Fortunately, readers do not used all the graphophonic information 

when they are reading. What they do Is sample only the Information 

required in order to predict the syntax and the meaning of the 

I~nguage. 

The following examples will exemplify this point. The examples 

are taken from general Spanish words that start with the grapheme [h]: 

"hombre" (men); "hambre" (hungry); "hermana" (sister); "hospi tal" 

(hospital); "huerfano" (orphan); "huesped" (host, guest). In all 

these examples, the grapheme [hJ Is considered to have a null phonic 

value, although it is also true that some speakers do assign a sound 

value to that grapheme, as the examples discussed In chapter V. 

Other examples of the graphic and sound disparity are found in 

words such as "rosa" (rose); "Ricardo" (Richard); "honrar" (to honor). 

In the previous [r/rr] examples, the speaker produces a sound similar 

to the one produced when the grapheme err] appears. This means, that 

the graphic Input does not match the sound output. In Spanish we have 

words such as: "qulero" (want>; gulso (seasoning or cooked dish); 

"gui tarra" (gui tarra); "guion" (hyphen, dash); "guirnalda" (garland); 

"guerra" (war) In which the vowel grapheme [u] does not have a 

phonemic value. Some examples from the children'S miscues exemplify 

this point. 

In the readers' miscues that 

conventions of the Spanish language 

fol low, 

are not 

the pronunciation 

app I I ed. The 

pronunciation conventions Imply that the vowel sound lui has a null 
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phonic value when it is placed afte~ the g~apheme [g]. Although the 

~eade~ produces a sound fo~ each grapheme, the miscue ~esults in a 

nonwo~d in Spanish and is repo~ted with the dolla~ ($) sign in front 

of the miscue. 

Subjects: #JAC4. and #MM4 

Line: (according to the Spanish story that child~en ~ead: "La Primera 

Patllla"; as it Is p~esented In appendix I) 

$ sigUelas 

112 -Ah. si es as!, s{guelas amontonando a~~lba ... 

(Tr. -"Ah, if that/s how it was, keep piling them on •.. ) 

On the othe~ hand, the p~onunciation of the consonant g~apheme 

[cl in initial position can vary its phonemic value acco~ding to the 

vowel that follows, example, "Cecilia" (name of a woman) "cepillo" 

(b~ush); "ciudadano" (citizen). In these examples the sound of the 

g~apheme [cl will be mo~e o~ less the sound of lsi fricative, 

alveola~, voiceless. In wo~ds beginning with same consonant grapheme 

[cl. the sound will change to a Ik/ oclusive, vela~, voiceless If the 

accompaying vowel is: laI, 10/, lui, in words such as "cuerpo" (body); 

"culdado" (ca~e); IIcome~" (to eat). All the examples p~eviously 

discussed were taken from gene~al Spanish. In the next portion, the~e 

are specific examples taken f~om our informants. 



Subject: #JCMl 

LIne: 

cludadanos 

009 .•. con tales culdados el patilial prospera y pronto 
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(Tr. . .. WIth such attention the watermelon patch prospered and 

soon ••• ) 

This miscue, a reversal of the vowels in the first syllable, 

perhaps resulting from the prediction of the most common sound of Icl 

in inItial position and causing an insertion of vowel and consonant 

sounds in subsequent syllables creating a dIfferent word. Between the 

two dIfferent phonemic values there is only one grapheme. It is 

possIble that thIs reader has more experience with the phoneme lsi 

than wIth the Ikl sound in inItial position. 

Orthographic Marker with Transformational Implications. 

Another common SUbstitution among our informants is when they 

produce a miscue that results in a transformation of the sentence 

because they move the stress from one vowel to another. This 

orthographic marker is very important in Spanish. Since noun 

categories can be transformed into verb categories, the verb tenses 

can be changed from a past tense into a present, the imperfect into a 

future form and so on. Another transformation can occur when the past 

tense is transformed into an adjective. 
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In the following miscue examples different but consistent miscue 

types are examined. In most cases readers do not make use of the 

accent mark (orthographic marker) in the stressed syllable that 

corresponds In spite of the fact that it appeared in the reading text. 

This type of change provokes a transformation, that is, from a verb 

form (ER) to a noun form (OR). 

Subjects: #DT1, #LCU5, #ACU1, #MFC3, #JM3, and #JCMl 

Lines: 

trato 

062 •.. cuando se dio cuenta de todo trato de escapar •.. 

(Tr ••.• when all became clear he tried to escape ••• 

In the following example the readers produce a transformation 

from a past tense verb form into an adjective. 

Subjects: #JME2, #JME3, #JTC1, and #JM3 

Lines: 

prospero 

009 Con tales cuidados el patillal prospero y pronto, 

(Tr. With such attention the watermelon patch prospered and soon •.. ) 

The following example shows a tense verb form transformation, 

from a simple past tense In the expected response (ER) to the present 

tense of the same verb form. 



Subject: #DTl 

Lines: 

apllo 

115 •.• y T(o ConeJo apllo sob~e el cajon una g~an cantldad 

116 de pIedras. 

(T~. And Uncle RabbIt pIled a g~eat quantIty of stones ... ) 
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In the following miscues the ~eade~s change an impe~fect ve~b 

fo~m Into a simple futu~e fo~m of the same ve~b fo~m. 

Subjects: #DT1, #JTC1, #ECU3, and #JCMl 

LInes: 

~evela~a 

046 ... ~evela~a la identldad del culpable. 

(T~ .... that would ~eveal the Identity of the culp~it) 

Subject: #JM3 

Lines: 

fija~a 

098 ... no se fiJa~a que, en luga~ mlo es usted el que ... (T~ ... she 

won't notice that it is you instead of me who Is •.• ) 

In some sentences the t~ansfo~matlon caused by the miscues are 

not successful. Instead of assigning a different g~ammatical category 

to the words, ~eade~s produce nonwords In Spanish which result in 

sentences that are not meaningful. 

miscues examples below. 

This can seen in the nonword 



Subjects: #ET5, #LCU5, and #JCM1 

Lines: 

$ plantlo 

015 ... p~oduJe~a su plant{o 

(T~ .... one that he~ ga~den p~oduced.) 

Subject: #AC2 

Line: 

$ ~espondio 

073 Tro ConeJo apa~ent6 esta~ ~esignado y ~espondi6 ... 
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(T~ .... Uncle Rabbit p~etended to resign himself to his fate, and 

~esponded: ... ) 

Subjects: #AC2, and #MEM2 

Line: 

$ Devoreme 

083 ... Dev6~eme usted antes de que ... 

(Tr .... Gobble me up, befo~e that ... ) 

Anothe~ miscue ~elated to a shift involving the o~thog~aphic 

ma~ke~ Is the substitution of an article for a pe~sonal pronoun. The 

diffe~ence between these a~e g~aphically dlffe~entiated by the 

orthographic marker. It Is evident that the ~eade~ is p~edlctlng an 

alte~nate meaning based on what happened previously in the sto~y. 

"The characte~ can eat with him" If we read the text with the miscue: 
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Ami si que me gustaria comerme un becerro enterito con el ll ..• (1 

would indeed enjoy eating a whole calf. With him ... ). 

The substitution of the personal pronoun implies that the reader 

is inferring the possibility of sharing the IIwhole calfll with someone 

and not eatIng it himself. The previous analysis can be the result of 

the previous event in the story that is: liThe foolish Uncle Tiger 

began to believe Uncle Rabbit's tale and asked with interest. "But is 

all of what you tell me true, Uncle Rabb it? II "The whole, sad truth, 

Uncle Tiger." IISuch bad 'luck. Uncle Rabbit! As for me, I would indeed 

enjoy eating a whole calf. As hungry as I am!. The miscue is not 

corrected. It is obvious that this reader is not reading letter by 

letter or word by word. 

Subject #REME4 

Lines: 

090 .•. A mt 5i que me 

el 

091 gustarfa comerme un becerro enterito. !Con el 

092 hambre que tengo. 

(translation: I would indeed enjoy eating a whole calf. As hungry as 

I am!) 

Finally, in the following miscue eight readers produced the 

substitution of the past tense verb form lIe5te" (was) for the 
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demonstrative pronoun, singular form "este" (this). The orthographic 

marker is therefore omitted and a new grammatical category Is created. 

Two subjects (#ET5 and #GCU3) corrected this partially 

syntactically and semantically acceptable miscue. The susbtitutlon 

was possible up to the point when the miscue was produced but not with 

the following portIon of the sentence or the whole story. These two 

informants showed that they were effective and efficent readers 

because the partially acceptable prediction was corrected to preserve 

the total meaning of what they were reading. The other informants did 

not attempt to disconfirm their prediction. Therefore they were less 

efficient readers at this point. 

Subjects: #ET5, #JME3, #ECU3, #GCU2, #LCU5,#JM3, #JCM1. and #RM5 

Lines: 

este 

113 Bueno que este todo como ella 10 deja •.. 

(Tr .... better that everything Is as she left it) 

In summary children are using the information they have from the 

graphophonlc system to construct meaning, In some cases their 

predictions are successful and In other attempts unsuccessful. This 

Is shown not only by their miscues but by the large amount of words In 

their reading that retain the expected response. 
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Use of Syntactic Systems 

The sections which follow include an analysis of how children use 

thei~ syntactic and semantic systems and thel~ ability to use the 

co~~ection st~ategy in ~elation to the two systems. This analysis 

gives a good indication of whethe~ o~ not the ~eade~ Is effectively 

using al I the cue systems to const~uct meaning as slhe ~eads. 

the use of the syntactic system will be discussed. 

Fi~st 

To analyze how child~en use thel~ 

necessa~y to discuss the ~eade~s' use of 

confi~mation st~ategles. Howeve~, the deg~ee 

syntactic system it is 

thel~ p~ediction and 

to which info~mant/s 

miscues ~esult in st~uctu~es that sound like language, syntactic 

acceptability, will be conside~ed first. This analysis is based in 

the coding form of RMI, P~ocedu~e I (Y.Goodman, Watson and Burke, 

1987) as shown in Appendix II. Each miscue is analyzed by examining 

whethe~ it is syntactically acceptable or not, in the sentence o~ in 

the whole sto~y. 

Some ~eade~s p~oduce miscues that a~e syntactically acceptable 

sentences but do not match the text syntax. In such a patte~n 

syntactic acceptability focuses on the success with which the ~eade~ 

is const~ucting conventIonal Spanish st~uctu~es. Fo~ example: 

Subject #MAT4 

LInes: 

007 (ER) ... cuida~ su piantacion de patillas y po~ la ta~de .... 
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(Tr •••• care for the watermelon garden, and in the afternoon ••• ) 

007 (OR) ... cuidar sus plantaciones de patillas y por la tarde •.• 

(Lit. Tr •.•• care for the watermelon gardens, and in the afternoon .•• ) 

In these two miscues ("sus" for "sun and "plantaciones" for 

plantacion") the syntactic change produced by the reader is at the 

pluralization level. The reader starts her sentence transformation 

with the posseslve pronoun. From a singular form, she produces a 

plural form that she mantains throughout the sentence by adding the 

plural form to the corresponding words involved In the transformation. 

Nominatives and modifiers need to preserve the plural form when the 

pronoun form requires them according to the grammar rules of the 

Spanish language. This reader shows her sensitivity and knowledge of 

these rules. This miscue Is coded as syntactically acceptable. 

Another possibility is that the miscue results in a syntactically 

unacceptable total sentence but is partially acceptable up to and 

including the point at which the miscue occurs. Sometimes a miscue is 

not acceptable with the initial portion of the sentence but is 

acceptable with the following portion. In these cases a partially 

syntactic acceptable miscue occurs. When either of the two 

possibIlities occur, it Is poslble to observe the reader's use of 

prediction strategies. For example: 



Subject # MAT4 

Lines: 

036 (ER) Busco a la vieJa V Ie dio un buen regano 

037 (ER) por haberse burlado de ei .... 
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(Tr ••.• Found the old woman and gave her a good scolding for having 

made a fool of him ••• ) 

036 (OR) Busco a la vieJa y Ie dio un buen regano 

037 (OR) por haber burlado de el .•• 

(Lit. Tr .•. Found the old woman and gave her a good scolding for have 

made a fool of him) 

Although the substitution of "haber" for "haberse" retains the 

same verb there is an omission of the reflexive element. This 

transformation is a possible syntactic structure up to the moment the 

miscue occurred but Is not possible with the following structure. In 

Spanish the infinitive verb form in which the possesive pronoun form 

is added is very common. This is exactly the case in this sentence 

that has been partially transformed and that cannot be accepted in the 

full context of the sentence. In other words, the reader has retained 

the initial syntactic relations in the sentence, with an appropriate 

prediction, it is not acceptable with what follows, therefore it is 

considered a partially acceptable miscue syntactically. 
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In our groups of informants we observed the following syntactic 

processes in action. 

In the following example, the omission of "del cajon" (of the 

box) the syntactic changes produced by the reader produced an 

acceptable sentence structure. This is considered a high quality 

miscue since the reader is revealing her ability to change the 

author's language to a more familiar syntactic structure without 

sacrifying any aspect of the sentence syntactic components. In 

Spanish the prepositional phrase is optional in the surface structure. 

This is another good example to show that our informants are using 

their syntactic system when reading orally and that the miscues they 

produce are following the syntactic complexity of the Spanish 

language. 

Subject: #CMl 

Lines: 

096 (ER) -Pues usted se mete debajo del cajon, a esperar que ... 

096 (OR) -Pues usted se mete debajo , y espera a que ••. 

(Lit.Tr. "You just get under this box and wait until ... ) 

The same informant produced one of 

transformation along a large portion of the text. 

the most complete 

In the substitution 

of "ha comido" (has eaten), a present perfect verb form is used 

maintaining the grammatical relations of the sentence. The 

substitution of "este" (this) is also acceptable because both forms 
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are demonstratIve pronouns. Therefore the syntax of the sentence does 

not suffer any dIsruptIon. 

In the substItutIon "a quitar" (to pull) for "quitaron" (pulled 

off) the past tense verb form is changed to an infinitive and a 

prepositIon that fIts the needs of the grammar In thIs context. An 

identIcal substItutIon occurs when the reader produces the mIscue "a 

levantar" (to 11ft) for "Ievantaron" (lIfted up). ThIs is one of the 

best examples for observing the syntactIc knowledge of the reader and 

for'showlng how the syntactic system of the language Is used durIng 

reading. 

Lines: 

123 (ER) i-Que el bandido de Tio Conejo se cornIa 

124 (ER) mis patillas! !Esta ah(, debajo de ese cajon! 

125 (ER) Los vecInos fueron, quitaron las piedras y 

126 (ER) levantaron la trampa. Inmediatamente T{o Tigre ... 

123 (OR) -Que el bandido de T{o Conejo se ha comIdo mis 

124 (OR) patillas! !Esta ahl, debajo de este caj6n! 

125 (OR) Los vecinos fueron a qui tar las pIedras y 

126 (OR) a levantar la trampa. Inmediatamente T{o Tigre ••. 
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(Lit. Tr'. "That bandit Uncle Rabbit has eaten my water'melon! He is 

ther'e under'neath that box! II The neighbor's went over', pulled off the 

stones and lifted up the tr'ap. Uncle Tiger' immediately ••• ) 

In the analysis of the following inser'tion and substitution 

miscues we obser've that in the fir'st miscue when the r'eader' inser'ted a 

demonstr'ative pr'onoun befor'e the noun phr'ase the syntax did not suffer' 

modification although ther'e is a pr'oblem at the semantic level. With 

the second substitution miscue, the r'eader' pr'oduced the contr'acted 

fOr'm of the pr'eposition "de" (of) with the article "el" (the) for the 

preposition and demonstrative forms "de ese" (of that). This change 

is possible according to Spanish grammar r'ules. Therefor'e the syntax 

of the sentence remains intact. 

Subject: #AC2 

Lines: 

123 (ER) - Que el bandido de Tlo Conejo se cornia mis 

124 (ER) patillas! !Esta ah{, debajo de ese cajon! 

(Tr'. "That bandit Uncle Rabbit has eaten my watermelons! He/s ther'e 

under'neath that box!") 

123 (OR) Que ese el bandido de Tfo Conejo se comfa mis patillas! 

!Esta ah(, debajo del caj6n! 

(Lit.Tr. That the bandit Uncle Rabbit has eaten my watermelons! He/s 

there underneath of the box!") 
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The example presented below shows a transformation that results 

in a grammatical category change. A noun is transformed into a past 

participle verb form. ThIs is possible according to Spanish grammar 

rules when a passive voIce transformatIon takes place. In Spanish as 

In EnglIsh, the basIc passIve voIce structure pattern Is as follows: 

"to be" plus "past partIciple" of the respectIve verb. Therefore the 

miscues that Informants produced fit the Spanish grammatical pattern. 

Unfortunately. this transformation is only partially acceptable 

because it Is not acceptable with what follows In the sentence and in 

the context of the whole story. Obviously these readers did not 

randomly produce this transformation. They were using the syntax of 

their language to predict an apropriate structure but dId not totally 

succ~ed in their attempt as language users. Another Important aspect 

of this miscue among our informants is that most of them at this point 

in the readIng stopped and produced a regression whIch indicates that 

the readers were sensItive to the fact that the miscue was producing 

an unacceptable structure. The readers did not correct these miscues. 

Subjects: #MAT4. #KT3. #AC1. #GC2. and #JAC4 

Lines: 

021 (ER) •.. era, precisamente, la que iba a ser regalo 

022 (ER) del medico. 

(Tr. That watermelon was the very one that was to be the doctor's 

present) 
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021 (OR) ..• era, precisamente, la que iba a ser regalada 

022 (OR) del medico. 

(Tr. That watermelon was the very one that was to be given to the 

doctor) 

In conclusion it is evIdent that the readers used theIr syntactIc 

system in the reading process. This assertIon Is based on the fact 

that the mIscues have a possible syntactic transformation according to 

Spanish language grammar. In some cases the substitutions are 

acceptable In the sentence and in others they are not. It Is hoped 

that the analysis presented demonstrates the ability of informants to 

retain the grammatical structure of a text. 

Our Informants have demonstrated that sometimes they are 

effective readers by making adequate use of all syntactic cues and 

were able to produce acceptable grammatical transformations of the 

author's structures. It was evident that at points where the Spanish 

language offered structural options, the proficient reader Informants 

In this Investigation were able to produce alternate acceptable 

grammatical transformations. After the syntactic systems of 

Informants were analyzed and the miscues were compared among groups It 

is evident that all groups showed the same general tendency to produce 

acceptable grammatIcal transformations of the author's structures. 

Evidences were found in the repeated miscues among the five different 

dialect regional groups. 
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In summary, the syntactic system can be seen as that point at 

which thought and language processes fuse in deep language structure. 

In our informant data there is evidence that, they were asking 

themselves: does what I am reading sound like language? 

In the next portion I will continue with the analysis of all 

miscues that permit an interpretation of how informants are using 

their semantic system while reading. 

Use of Semantic Systems 

In order to analyze semantic acceptability, Question 2, Procedure 

I, RMI was used. (Presented in Appendix II) The researcher needs to 

ask: Does the miscue occur in a structure that is semantically 

acceptable in the reader's dialect? Semantic acceptability cannot be 

coded higher than syntactic acceptability. In order to determine if a 

miscue is totally acceptable or not it is necessary to read the entire 

sentence including the miscue involved. If the miscue is acceptable 

within the sentence, it is read to determine its acceptability within 

the entire story. A miscue would be coded unacceptable if there are 

prior or following unacceptable miscues in the sentence or the 

sentence portion results in a structure that is semantically 

unacceptable. 

It is important in the discussion of the semantic cue system in 

reading to keep in mind that comprehension and background knowledge 

are interrelated in the process of constructing meaning from the 

written text. The examples presented next are taken from different 
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informants from each of the dialect regions and are presented in the 

same order as shown in table IV-l previously presented. 

In the following miscue the reader produces a nonword in Spanish 

but corrects it after noticing the lack of meaning. Therefore the 

correction strategy Is applied efficently and the reader continues the 

construction of meaning. 

Subject # MM2 

Lines 

$ dIslmullo 

025 ••• , la rei lena con tierra y tapo y disimul6 

CTr •... fIlled the watermelon with earth and plugged it and carefully 

disguised the openning) 

In the miscue presented below the reader made two attempts at 

correction and in the third attempt found the word that really fit the 

sentence. In the second attempt the miscue "beneficiaria" (would 

benefit) is a conditional verb form so the tense is appropriate but 

the subject concordance is not. It does not fit the sentence needs, 

especially because this verb form Is not possible at the syntactic 

level In the way the structure of the sentence is presented. 

Miscues that are not syntactically acceptable cannot be 

semantically acceptable. 



Subject JEME2 

Line: 

benecia 

beneficiar{a 

094 ... con la cual nos beneficiariamos los dos 

(Tr. to proceed which will benefit us both) 
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In the following example the reader used the word "producer". 

This word does not exist in the Spanish lexicon but this reader 

retains the beginning and the end part of this infinitive verb form. 

This miscue is corrected because it does not fit the sentence needs at 

the semantic level since this is a nonword miscue. 

Subject #JME3 

Line: 

$producer 

094 proceder, con la cual nos beneficiarlamos los dos. 

(Tr ...• to proceed which will benefit us both.> 

In the miscues below the reader used the word "maduro" and 

"cheque" (ripe and check) which cannot be accepted because gender 

disparity in the first miscue and the second miscue disrupts the 

meaning of the sentence. Therefore the reader found it neccessary to 

correct both miscues in order to maintain gender agreement and retain 

the meaning of the story. 



c 
maduro 

017 ..• Busco la fruta mas hermosa y madura, 
c 

cheque 

018 y Ie abrio un huequito. Todos los dfas comfa un poco. 
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(Tr. He looked for the ripest and most beautiful fruit and made a 

little hole in it. Every day he ate a lIttle) 

In the next example, although the reader produced another 

preposition in the observed response whIch could be syntactically 

accepted, but did not fit the demands of the semantics of the sentence 

so the reader corrected. 

~de 
050 ..• con un buen cebo/para atraer a Tfo Conejo. 

(Tr .... with the right bait to attract Uncle Rabbit) 

In all of the following miscues examples, it is evident that 

there is a close graphophonic and syntactic relation between the 

observed response and the expected response, but none of the attempts 

fit the sentence semantically with the followIng portion of the story. 

These miscues are syntactic partically acceptable. Therefore the 

mIscues were corrected. It Is important to note that even though 

there is close similarity between sound and graphic similarity and 
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syntactic accepptability of these miscues, the ~eade~s self-co~~ected 

In each case because they made app~op~late sense In the sto~y. 

Subject #ACUl 

,Lines: 
c 

Ilene 

Ilene de al ... 

029 tallo y la IIev6 al docto~. 

(T~. She cut It f~om the vine and took it to the docto~) 

C cuentas 

032 obsequlo a la buena seno~a con unas cuantas 

(T~. ~ewa~ded the good woman with a few) 

@ 

061 
I:oner 

sin ode~ comp~ende~ 10 que acababa de ocu~~I~le 

(T~. not ~eallzlng what had happened to him) 

@ 
made~a que 

093 -Pues, es facll, T[o Tig~e; hay una mane~a de 

(T~. Well, that's easy, Uncle Tige~: the~e Is a way ... ) 

Finally, in the following miscues the ~eade~s we~e Involved with 

more than one miscue at the same time. In the fl~st case, a present 

pe~fect tense form Is substituted by a passive impe~sonal form. In 
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the second miscue, although the ~eade~ is p~ese~ving the same tense 

fo~m the meaning is not possible acco~dlng to the meaning in the 

sto~y. In both cases the ~eade~s co~~ected. 

Subject #MFC3 

Lines: © 
habfa deshldo a bu ... 

038 se deshizo en excusas. "Ella e~a incapaz de ... 

T~. t~ied to excused he~self: she was incapable of ... ) 

® 
pesaba 

065 Tlo Tig~e que pasaba po~ los al~ededo~es escucho 

(T~. Uncle Tige~, who was p~owling a~ound, hea~d ••. ) 

In the data p~eviouslY p~esented we obse~ve that in all miscues 

the ~eade~s used co~~ection st~ategies effectively. Most of the above 

examples of miscues were corrected because the first (OR) did not make 

sense to ~eade~s according to the meaning they we~e const~uctlng. In 

some miscues children produced nonwords, but these we~e ~ejected when 

~eade~s realized that the~e was a mismatch acco~ding to the story they 

we~e ~eading. 

Some informants in this analysis could be conside~ed p~oficlent 

~eade~s since most of the co~rections they p~oduced we~e in ~esponse 

to low-quality miscues. Unfortunately that is not t~ue for all 

Info~mants. Some of them did not succeed In their meaning 
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construction attempt and relied too much on the graphophonic cue 

system, as Is exemplified in miscues that were nonwords. 

The above presented examples provide evidence that children 

~orrect their miscues selectively. Only In a few miscues did children 

fail to demonstrate efficiency in their reading by unnecessarily 

correcting some miscues that were semantically and syntactically 

acceptable. It is probable that readers noticing that their 

predictions dId not match the author's language (the text), then 

decided on the correction option instead of preserving the acceptable 

observed response which they had produced. In Goodman's work (1982), 

he reports that an overuse especially of graphophonic cues would not 

only be slow and inefficent but would actually lead the readers away 

from their primary goal which is comprehension. He found that many 

readers who were busy matching letters to sounds had problems in 

constructing meaning from the written Input. The most important 

performance In reading is to be able to select the most productive 

cues that are available In the process of reading. 

According to the data previously analyzed there is considerable 

evidence that all Informants In the five groups were using their 

semantic cues when processing the written input. They were able to 

preserve meaning through self-correction and the quality of the 

miscues they produced. In short, most of the Informants showed their 

concern for comprehension. 
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Pragmatics 

In addition to using their semantic cueing systems. children also 

used their pragmatic systems while reading a whole story orally. The 

questions about semantic acceptability and meaning change will allow 

us to see how readers are using their pragmatic systems. Examples 

randomly selected from all five group of informants will be presented. 

Subjects: #DTl and #JTCl 

Lines: 

huequecito 
..---

018 y Ie abrio un huequito. Todos los dlas com[a un poco 

(Tr. and made a little hole In it. Every day he ate a little) 

The substitution of "huequeclto" (little hole) for "huequlto" 

(little hole) shows that the reader is aware of pragmatics system by 

creating a very personal response to the language used by the author 

of this story. 

Subject # JME3 

Lines: 

huequito 
----. 

019 y volvfa a tapar el agujero de manera que cuando ••. 

(Tr. and then plugged up the hole. so that when •.• ) 

A similar substitution "agujero" (hole) for a little opening 

"huequitollis used by another reader. This observed response is an 

example of the reader/s use of the pragmatic system in reading. Not 
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only has the reader used an acceptable synonym, but he has also added 

the dImInutIve form of that noun. In Spanish, the dimInutive form Is 

frequently used among speakers of the Andes regions. According to 

the Marquez-Carrero~s (1985) work thIs is a common characteristIc 

among the dIfferent communities in the States of MerIda and Trujillo. 

In this Investigation, the same feature was observed among informants 

of Caracas as well, showing that the readers are bringing to the 

reading process what they know about language in their community. 

According to the story, their miscues fit the syntactic and semantic 

needs of the sentence and of the whole story. 

Subjects: #MAT4 and #AC2 

Lines: 

hueco 

019 y volv(a a tapar el aguJero, de manera que cuando ..• 

(Tr. and then plugged up the hole, so that when ... ) 

This miscue is similar to the one produced by subject #JME3 

previously described, although without the diminutIve form of that 

noun. Evidently, the reader has previously processed the word used 

by the author whIch Is "hueco" (hole). As soon as the author changed 

the language to a more formal form, the reader produced a miscue. In 

thIs sentence the reader does not correct the mIscue sInce meaning Is 

not changed. 



Subject #CMEl 

Lines: 

del dano 
--... 

038 Ella era incapaz de tamano engano! ••• 

(Tr. She was incapable of such deception; .•. ) 
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Although the prevIously presented miscue was only partially 

acceptable within the syntactic and semantic pattern, it was still a 

good example of how the reader was using his pragmatic system whIle 

constructing meaning. These two sUbstitutions "del dano" for "de 

tamano" (of the damage/of such deception) were acceptable with the 

prior portion of the sentence especially if the sentence had ended 

rIght at the point of the last miscue. It was not acceptable with the 

followIng portIon of the sentence. The substItution had almost the 

same ~eaning as the one expressed by the author's language and the 

expression the reader used could possibly have occured In the reader's 

spoken language. 

buena 

041 una nueva patilla, y prometi6, ademas, no ... 

(Tr .... anothe. watermelon, and in addition, promised not 

In the above substitutIon of "nueva" (new) for "buena" (good) it 

is evident that the reader has selected an adjective that gives 

greater intensity to the idea happening in the story. The events 
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previousiy described in the story are telling the reader that his 

substitution fits the sentence needs in spite of the author's language 

change. 

Subject #ET5 

Lines: angustiaron 
~ 

130 Los vecinos se asustaron mas que T{o Tigre y 

(Tr. The neighbors were more frightened than Uncle Tiger and) 

The previous miscue substitution that the reader produced is 

another good example of pragmatic use. Instead of using the author's 

language which is a less predictable option in written language, the 

reader has changed it. In this context the verb form that is used is 

less predictable in that context. The reader knows that the language 

of the written Spanish is more formal than the form used by the 

author. Therefore his change meets the pragmatic aspect of the 

sentence. 

Subject #DT2 

LInes: vaya 
~ 

075 comerme el becerro que la duena de este patiJJaJ va 

076 a traer ensegulda. 

The above observed response fit the needs of the sentence and 

what had happened previously in the whole story. The reader has 
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decIded to use a more colloquIal expressIon but retaIned the same 

Idea. 

078 .•. En castigo a que yo me 

robaOd 

079 robara sus patillas, la duefia me ha encerrado para 

(Tr. As punIshIng for steal lIng her watermelons, the owner of 

thIs-patch has locked me up In order to .•. ) 

The prevIous mIscue substItutIon of a verb tense form that was 

changed In the sentence shows that the reader wants to express the 

same Idea In a dIfferent grammatIcal form because It preserves exactly 

the same meaning. Both verb forms express a repeated action In the 

past that accordIng to the story and the sentence Is possible, whIle 

at the same time, satisfyIng the reader's prag@atlc system. 

Subject ~mTl 

LInes: 

105 

man tar 
~ 

..• Conejo se dedico a amontonar pIedras sabre •••• 

(Tr. Uncle Rabbit busied himself pilIng stones on •.. ) 

y montando 

112 
1\ f I ,.-"-.. -Ah, sl es aSl, slguelas amontonando arriba; .•• 

\ Tr. "Ah, If that's how it was keep pIling them on; .•• ) 
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The consIstency in the three above miscues shows that the 

application of the pragmatic system in the readIng has not occurred 

randomiy. In spite ,," che author's language, the reader decided to 

substItute It for a more familIar language form. 

Subject #RN5 

LInes: 

090 ... A m( sf que me 

becerrito entero 
..--....---... 

091 gustarla comerme un becerro enterito. 

(Tr. I would Indeed enjoy eatIng a whole calf) 

In the above miscues the implIcations of the change of the 

diminutive form assigned to the adjective in the author's language for 

the diminutive form of the noun as It Is produced by the reader shows 

once agaIn, the use of the pragmatic system. ThIs change gIves a 

different characterIstIc to the calf, as it could be lIttle, young, 

with tender meat, delicious, and so on, while the original form means 

to gobble up the whole calf. It is an excellent miscue to prove that 

readers bring to the reading process all of theIr world experiences 

when they are in the process of meaning contruction. 

Subject #NM4 

LInes: 

034 

comensarla 
~ Pero, cuando partIe la patilla para comersela 

( Tr. But when he opened the watermelon to eat it) 
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dentro --067 .•• Entre al patil lal, y aliI descubri6 el caJen 

(Tr. He cntert::", :.~ watermelon patch and discovered the box) 

-!Ay! 

100 -!Ah! Y entonces pOdrla yo comerme el becerro ••• 

(Tr. II Ah! And then I can eat the whol e cal f?U) 

Any native of Venezuela will recognize that in these three 

miscues what the reader is doing is using colloquial language to 

express the same idea that the author expressed in formal Spanish. 

Subject #ACl 

Lines : 

!Ay! 

------112 !-Ah, sl as as!. s(guelas amontonando arriba; 

(Tr". "Ah. if that/s how it was keep piling them on;) 

This substitution is very similar to the one previously 

discussed. The reader used a familiar interjection instead of the 

more formal one expresed in the author/s language. This is evidence 

of the reader/s use of her pragmatic system. The miscue sounds 

acceptable and is not corrected since it fits the sentence and the 

story needs. 



Subject #MFC3 

Lines: 

014 ... La m~_ -rmosa que 

plantica 
~ 

015 produJera su plant(o 

(Tr. • •• The most beautiful one that her patch produced) 
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The reader has changed "plantfo" (patch) for ·plantica" (little 

plant) There is a lot of feeling or emotion involved in this miscue 

because "plantica" changes the concept presented by the author to some 

degree; from a plain patch now we can see the little plant. 

Nevertheless, the syntactic and semantic structure of the sentence are 

acceptable and therefore the reader did not correct the mIscue. 

096 -Pues usted se mete debaJo de ese c~jon, a esperar que 

vlejita 

097 la vieja traiga el becerro •.. 

(Tr. "You Just get under this box and walt until the old woman 

bl-Ings the cal f •.• ) 

In the above miscue we observe the same characteristics as the 

one preceding It and It Is clear that the reader is using the 

pragmatic system whIle constructing meaning. It Is not just an old 

lady, the reader uses the diminutive form and a totally different 

psychological view is seen in this character. 
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Subject #JAC4 

Lines: 

tan 

038 se deshizo en excusas. "Ella eI"a!\incapaz de 

039 tamano engano! •.• 

(TI". She was incapable of such deception; ••• ) 

In the above miscue we obseI"ve how the I"eadeI" is usIng the 

pI"agmatic system by addIng emphasIs to the meaning of the sentence 

using an inseI"tion which is an intensifieI". ThIs alteI"native fits the 

sentence and the stOI"Y meaning constI"uction theI"efoI"e the I"eadeI" dId 

not COI"I"ect it. 

The previous dIscussIon and the examples were used to answeI" 

question one in this investigation: ln what ways do Venezuelan 

chi ldren wl.o speak dIalect variations of Spanish use their syntactic, 

semantic, gI"aphophonic and pI"agmatic systems? 

The answer to question number two will now be discussed. That 

questIon Is: how do these chiidI"en use theII" sampling, predIcting, 

confiI"ming and correcting reading strategies while constructing 

meaning feom the wI"itten page? 
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Question Number Two .. 

How do Venezuelan Children use their Sampling, Predicting, Confirming 

and Correcting ReaLI.!,., .3trategies while Contructing Meaning from the 

Written Page? 

Readers activate their sampling, predicting, confirming and 

correcting strategies whenever they are constructing meaning from the 

written text. Reading is considered a transaction between the 

author's language and the reader's previous experiences and language 

knowledge. Goodman and others have stated that all readers in any 

part of the world use the same type of strategies in the process of 

reading. (K. Goodman, 1982; Y. Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987). This 

discussion on how V~nezuelan children use reading strategies will 

support Goodman's proposition. 

In this investigation Informants demonstrated that they do not 

read word by word. At the beginning of the process of meaning 

construc~ion readers start to make inferences or guesses about the 

written input in order to make possible linguistIc predictions. These 

prediction strategies are based on the graphophonic, semantic, 

syntactIc and pragmatIc s/~tems of the language. Readers select some 

features from the written Input which allow them to decIde where to 

concentrate their attention. The human brain Is very selective and 

does not process all that it receives through the eyes. The brain 

orients the eyes to focus attention on particular information. It has 
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been demonstlated that the blain would be ovelloaded if it wele 

lequired to process all information presented in the written text. 

The miscu~ .alysls used fOl this study lesulted in the 

development of two sets of patterns. One shows glammatical 

relationships and the othe. meaning constr'uctlon. 

r'eveal the degree to which leader's use semantIc 

These pattems 

and syntactIc 

infor'mation and how they use theil r'eading str'atcgIes of pr'ediction 

and confilmation in r'eaction to the language InformatIon. 

Table IV-3 is pr'esented. This table summalizes the gr'ammatical 

r'elationships patterns whIch include infor'mation on syntactic 

acceptability. 



TABLE IV-3 
GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

EVIDENCE IN MISCUES OF READERS FROM FIVE VENEZUELAN DIALECT REGIONS 
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----. --------_. . ..-:-:--:-:--:::-:--=:-:---=-----------:-----.--------
STRENGTH--PARTIAL STRENGTH--OVERCORRECTION = TOTAL--WEAKNESS 

MERIDA REGION 
Subject #Cl-lEl 38% 0% 4% = 42% 58% 
Subject #JEME2 59% 3% 0% = 62% 38% 
Subject #JME3 11% 9% 0% = 20% 80% 
Subject #REME4 43% 0% 5% = 52% 48% 
Range of total 20-62% Range of weakness 38%-80% 

TRUJILLO REGION 
Subject #DTI 33% 0% 2% = 35% 65% 
Subject #DT2 47% 0% 0% 47% 53% 
Subject 11KT3 41% 0% 0% 41% 59% 
Subject ~tMAT4 17% 6% 0% 23% 77% 
Subject #ET5 32% 20% 4% = 56% 44% 
Range of total 23%-56% Range of weakness 44%-77% 

MARACAIBO REGION 
Subject #JCM1 53% 18% 4% = 75% 25% 
Subject #MEM2 58% 6% 9% = 73% 27% 
Subject #JM3 29~5 3% 6% 38% 62% 
Subject #MEN4 32% 18% 0% = 50% 50% 
Subject ilRM5 54% 0% 0% = 54% 46% 
Range of total 38%-75% Range of weakness 25%-62% 

CUi1ANA R1:GION 
Subject iJ:ACUl 58% 0% 5% = 63% 37% 
Subject ltGCU2 44% 3% 9% = 56% 44% 
Subject :itECU3 48% 0% .~ Q, 52% 48% ..... 
Subject #JICU4 50% 3% 0% 53% 47% 
Subject #LCU5 32% 2% 0% = 34% 66% 
Range of total 34%-63% Range of weakness 37%-66% 

CARACAS REGION 
Subject #JTCI 20% 0% 5% 25% 75% 
Subject UAC2 36% 4% 0% = 40% 60% 
Subject #MFC3 22% 40% 5% 67% 33% 
Subject #JAC4 16% 2% 1% = 19% 81% 
Range of total 19%-40% Range of weakness 60%-81% 
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The results in table IV-3 indicates the informants/ abilities to 

produce sentences that are syntactically acceptable, semantically 

acceptable andlor cOLrected. The percentages that show strength 

indicate miscues which are syntactically and semantically acceptable 

miscues that are not corrected and the unacceptable miscues that are 

corrected. Partial strength miscue patterns include those mIscues 

which are partially syntactically acceptable and partially 

semantically acceptable but not corrected. In the Overcorrection 

section are included miscues that are totally acceptable syntactically 

and semanatically pattern and do not need correction but the reader 

self-corrects anyhow. These miscues indicate the reader is effective 

in monitoring meaning but not efficient because the reader corrects 

miscues which do not need to be corrected. In the weakness section are 

reported miscues that are neither syntactically nor semantically 

acceptable nor are they successfully corrected. 

In analyzing the grammatical relationships percentages, three 

well differentiated groups emerge. One includes informants from 
~ 

Merida and Trujillo with patterns ranging from 20%-62% and 23%-56% In 

.their total strength, partial strength and overcorrection patterns. 

The weakness pattern ranges from 38%-80% and 44%-77% respectively. 

The second group includeS informants from Maracaibo and Cumana with a 

range of 38%-75% and 34%-63% for the various strength categories and 

the weakness pattern range of 25%-62% and 37%-66%. Finally a third 

group Includes the Informants from Caracas with the lowest range of 
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percentages 19%-40% In their strength, partial strength and 

overcorrectIon patterns, but who have the hIghest percentage of 

Vleakness patterns L., ~1% among the Informant groups. More than half 

of all the informants obtained a rather high rate in the weakness 

pattern with 13 Informants having above 50%. This means that more 

than half of the miscues these readers produced resulted in structures 

that were disruptive to meaning. It is probable that these readers 

rely too much on graphophonic information and not enough on producing 

sentences that make sense. 

In the following table IV-4 the percentages corresponding to 

meanIng construction patterns are presented. There are four columns 

distributed as no loss, partIal loss, total and loss of meanIng 

constructIon. It is necessary to examIne s~mantic acceptabIlIty, 

meaning change and correctIon patterns for each mIscue before any 

decIsIon is made (See Appendix II). 
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TABLE IV-4 
MEANING CONSTRUCTION 

EVIDENCE IN MISCULv -~ READERS FROM FIVE VENEZUELAN DIALECT REGION 
RMI PROCEDURE I (Y. Goodman, via tson and Bur-ke, 1987) 

NO LOSS PARTIAL LOSS = TOTAL LOSS 

MERIDA REGION 
Subject # CME1 42% 20% 62% 38% 
Subject #JEME2 59% 26% = 85% 15% 
Subject #JME3 13% 48% = 61% 39% 
Subject #REME4 52% 22% = 74% 26% 
Range total 62%-85% Range of loss 15%-39% 

TRUJILLO REGION 
Subject ltDTI 35% 48% = 83% 17% 
Subject #DT2 47% 43% = 90% 10% 
Subject #KT3 41% 33% = 74% 26% 
Subject #MAT4 17% 60% = 77% 23% 
Subject ltET5 56% 36% = 92% 8% 
Range total 74%-85% Range of loss 8%-26% 

MARACAIBO REGION 
Subject #JCM1 57% 25% = 82% 18% 
Subject #MEN2 62% 23% 85% 15% 
Subject #J113 33% 20~ 53% 47% 
Subject #!1EM4 30% 18% = 48% 52% 
Subject ~R:-J5 54% 29% = 83% 17% 
Range total 48%-85% Range of loss 15%-52% 

CUMANA REGION 
SubjeCt #ACUl 58% 18~. 76% 24% 
Subject ltGCU2 51% 18% 69% 31% 
Subject #ECU3 52% 24% = 76% 24% 
Subject frJICU4 50~u 25% = 75% 25% 
Subject :!ILCU5 32% 34% = 66% 34~. 

Range total 59%-76% Range of loss 24%-34% 

CARACAS REGION 
Subject #JTCI 20% 60% 80% 20% 
Subject tfAC2 38% 48% 86% 14% 
Subject #NFC3 21% 48% 69% 31% 
Subject jtJAC4 15% 47% 62% 38% 
Range total 62%-86% Range of loss 4%-38% 
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According to the percentages previously presented the Informants 

from Merida have a rather high percentage of mIscues (89%) that show a 

total of no loss and partial loss in meaning construction. There is 

one informant, subject #JEME2 who has only an 11% loss of meanIng. In 

the informant group from Trujillo all five Informants can be 

considered proficient with no loss percentages of 83%, 90%, 74%,77% 

and 92% and with loss percentages of only 18%, 10%, 26%, 23% and 8% 

respectively. 

In the informant group from Maracaibo it Is observed that three 

readers have moderate percentages of no loss and partial loss. They 

obtaIned 82%, 85% and 83%. The loss pattern in these informants are 

18%, 15% and 17% and are close to the 11 percentage of subject 

#JEME2. The other two informants are less proficient since their 

percentaqes are 53% and 48% in 

In the l0ss pattern the same 

the no lu~s and partial loss pattern. 

Informants obtaineci 47% and 52% which 

iildicatcs that approximately 50% of their miscues are disruptive to 

the construction of meaning. 

The group of informants from Cumana are sImilar to the group of 

informants from Maracaibo. Three informants obtained 76%, 76%, and 

75% for the totals of no loss and partIal loss pattern whIle in the 

loss pattern percentages they obtaIned 24%, 24% and 25%. The other 

two received 59% and 64% in their no loss and partial loss pattern 

while In the loss column these same subjects had 31% and 34%. 
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Finally, two informants from Caracas had 80% and 86% in their no 

loss and partial loss meaning pattern with 20% and 14% in loss of 

meaning. The oth~. ..0 informants obtained 69% and 62% for no loss 

with 31% and 38% in loss of meaning pattern. 

Feom the above mentioned results it is possible to say that 

informants from Trujillo obtained the highest percentage range 74%-96% 

in their no loss and partial loss of meaning construction patterns. 

Informants from Merida and Caracas have a moderate range with 62%-85% 

and 62%-86% respectIvely. On the other hand, Maracaibo and Cumana 

have a range of 48%-85% and 59%-76% in no loss and partial loss. 

There are 17 informants who can be considered more proficient readers 

accordIng to their meaning construction patterns, and there are 6 

subjects who can be considered to be nonprofici~nt readers. 

The findIngs In this category are vary revealIng and are 

supporting the definition of reading as meaning construction. It is 

evident ~hat children are constructing meaning from the written page, 

rather than reading letter by letter, syllable by syllable or word by 

word. 

As I said elsewhera in this investigation, the reading processes 

and the reading strategIes cannot be separated or segmented. All of 

these linguistic elements are interrelated in the process of meaning 

construction. Therefore, for the purpose of the analysis, additional 

examples wil I be presented in which the informants from five different 

Venezuelan dialect regions show how they use their reading strategies. 
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Some examples have been previously discussed in the section devoted to 

analysis of the linguistic cueing systems. However, the analysis In 

this portion will concentrate on the reading strategies the children 

used. 

Examples from the Reading Strategies Children Use. 

Subject #JME3 

Lines: 

057 no pudo resistir la tentaci6n de ver 10 que habfa 

v 
dejado 

deja d curiosar dentro de 

058 debajo de la trampa, se puso a curiosear. De pronto 

C 
Irremedia-

1-

059 quedo atrapado Irremedlablemente. 

061 Sin poder comprender 10 que acababa de ocurrirle. 

062 Cuando se dlo cuenta de todo trato de escapar, pero 

espero 

desperto 

despero 

063 no 10 logro y se desespero y empezo a Ilorar y a 
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~soco-
064 gritarl~sconsoladamente. 
(Tr. He could not resist the temptation of seeing what was under 

the trap, he began to poke around. All of a sudden he was hopelessly 

trapped.) 

In the previously presented miscue examples, the reader (#JME3) 

is using his strategies for initiating and sampling because he began 

his reading from left to right and sampled the text. By the way .in 

which this reader processes the written input, it is evident that he 

is not reading letter by letter or word by word. The speed used in 

the process is a manifestation of this assertion. In one of his 

miscues (line 057 "no") it Is observed that he knows that a negative 

particle can be omitted if a positive response is needed. According 

to the previous section of the story the reader's prediction is 

possible, but not with what comes next in the sentence. 

The reader did not correct his omission, 

results is a partially acceptable syntactic 

non-acceptable semantic pattern. 

and the miscue which 

miscue, but with a 

In the next miscue "deJa- deJado" (line 058), this reader is 

using his predicting strategies. Also, he Is sampling InformatIon 

based on inferences he recognizes from what he knows could occur to 

Uncle RabbIt in the story. Unfortunately, he trIes several times and 

produces an unsuccessful correction. This reader also produces a 

dIalect substitutIon, curiosar for curiosear (marked by the 'd' 
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preceding the miscue) which is good evidence that his prediction is 

possible. 

The case of the next miscue "dentro de u (line 058, same 

informant) it is a substitution, but since it occurs at the beginning 

of the sentence and there is no other information prior to this 

miscue, this miscue cannot be acceptable with the following portion 

of the sentence and the text. The reader did not correct It. In the 

fifth and sixth miscue he produced, it Is observed that after he made 

multiple substitutIon attempts, the second prediction In the first 

case "irremedia" for "irremediablemente" (that cannot be avoided) and 

the third attempt in the second case "$ desper6" for "desespero" 

(despaired) were considered inappropriate and the combination of 

previous attempts resulted in a corrected miscue in each case. 

It is observed that the reader used all strategies in different 

portions of the reading, and he was rethinking al I the possibilities 

according to the linguistic clues. He was able to decide whether or 

not some additional information was necessary before changing previous 

predictions and continuing to read the text. 

It Is also obvious that these strategies were Interacting 

continually with the four language systems. 



Subject # ET5 

Lines: 

027 AI dfa siguiente vino la vieja y, cuando vio que la 
C 

amarillar 

amara 

ama 

028 patilla comenzaba a amarillear, la desprend16 del 

029 tallo y la llevo al doctor. 
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(Tr. The next day the old woman came, and when she saw that the 

watermelon had begun to turn yellow, she cut it from the vine and took 

It to the doctor). 

037 ..• La pobre mujer 

dechizo 

038 _~~~~ ~n excusas ... 

(Tr. The poor woman tried to excuse herself ••. ). 

In the two miscues above, it is observed that the reader did not 

succeed in his correcting strategy although he did use the other 

strategies while building meaning. In the first case (line 028) he 

tried three times before he finally come up with a dialect (amarillar 

for amarillearl to turn yellow) form In the sentence. This attempt Is 

syntactically and semantically acceptable in the sentence and the 
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whole story. He recognized that his final guess was possible and did 

not correct it. 

In the second miscue, he is not so successful. Although it is a 

partially acceptable miscue at the syntactic level in the first 

attempt, that is not the case for the second guess that is a nonword. 

The reader's attempt to correct did not result in a successful 

correction, so this suggests that the reader decided to continue his 

reading in spite of the meaning disruption caused by a nonword in the 

middle of the sentence. He had problems with the complexities of the 

language and was not able to apply his reading strategies efficiently. 

Subject #MEM4 
IJC 

Lines: 

073 T[o Conejo 

aparentO

l aparen- es- ~ reginado ~ respondio .--...---.. 
aparento estar resignado y respondi6: 

$ hagarlo 

074 -hagalo pronto, Tro Tigre. Todo 10 prefiero, a 

075 comerme el becerro que la duena de este pat!1 lal va 

076 a traer enseguida. 

077 ~Que dices? 

(Tr. Uncle Rabbit pretended to resign himself to his fate. And 

respond: liDo it quickly, Uncle Tiger. I prefer anything to eating 

the calf which the owner of this watermelon patch is going to bring 

any moment. II 
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In the previous complex miscue the reader produced an 

unacceptable partial correction with the first miscue, but her 

confirming strategy did not work totally well in this case. There was 

a stressed syllable shift which was not totally acceptable in the 

sentence and the story. The second problem she had is shown by the 

partial miscue which she immediately corrected but she then produced 

three nonwords, thereby disrupting the meaning construction. She was 

unable to organize her reading strategies efficIently so that a great 

amount of meanIng was disrupted. 

Subject #AC1 

LInes 

014 .. ,y Ie prometlo una: la mas hermosa que 
()C 

la planti-

$ produja la planta 

015 produjera su pi antio. 

(Tr. and promised hIm one: the most beautiful one that her patch 

produced) • 
'Uc (0 

de amanecer 

del ama 

056 Poco antes del amanecer, Tfo Conejo Ilego, y como .•. 

(Tr. A little before dawn, Uncle Rabbit arrived, and ... ). 

The above miscues show that the reader is using her reading 

strategies, but her correction attempts are only partially acceptable 
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according to the meaning of the sentence and the whole story. She 

produced a nonword ($ produJa for produJera/ will produce) which 

resulted In an unsuccessful correctIon. Later (In lIne 056) she 

produced an overcorrectIon. According to the meanIng of the sentence 

and the whole story, her first attempt was the expected response and 

was acceptable before she used her correction strategy. In the fIrst 

predictIon she produced a partIally acceptable miscue. Then she 

confIrmed In the second attempt to finally produce a phrase (de 

amanecer/before dawn) that fit the sentence and the whole story needs. 

The analysIs of her readIng strat~gIes provIdes evidence that her 

thinking was very close to what has been expressed by the author. 

Subject #LCU5 

LInes: 

020 ... Aquella regalo 

regarlo 

021 patilia era, precisamente, la que Iba a e regalo 

(Tr. That watermelon was the very one that was to be the doctor's 

present). 

036 

037 

Busco a la vIeJa y Ie dio un buen regaffo 

~haberle buscado 

porl.haberse burl ado de el. La pobre muJer 
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causa 

causa 

038 se deshizo en excusas. 
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(Tr. He found the old woman and gave her a good scolding for 

having made a fool of him. The poor woman tried to excuse herself). 

ThIs reader (#LCU5) is predictIng and sampling but ends up with 

an unsuccessful correction In some cases. This assertion is 

exemplIfied by the miscue that he corrected in spite of the syntactic 

acceptability of the verb substItution. He is able to preserve the 

present perfect tense form in line 037, but noticing the semantic 

mIsmatch, he decided to successfully apply his correction strategy. 

He is not so lucky with the strategy he applied in line 038 because 

there is an unsuccessful attempt to correct his miscues. 

Subject #GCU2 

Lines: 

044 La mujer se fue al patillal y se puso a observar, 
~ 

$ mininuciosamente 

minui-

mini-

045 minuciosamente, en busca de alQUn indicia que 

046 revelara la identidad del culpable. 

(Tr. The old woman went to the watermelon patch and searched 

carefully for some clue that would reveal the identity of the culprit. 
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$acundieron 

••• , que todos los hombres del pueblo acudleron 
C 

los garrotes 

los ga 

Ilamados los ga 

121 armadas de garrotes. 
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(Tr. That all of the men from the village came running armed 

with sticks). 

In the prevIously presented miscues It Is evident that the reader 

Is using all the reading strategIes and cue systems when building 

knowledge. In the first miscue he produced a nonword (line 044) while 

attempting unsuccessfully to correct. He disconflrmed his prediction 

and applied the correction strategy. The miscues in lines 120 and 121 

are part of a complex miscue. 

The first miscue is a nonword that he did not correct. Then 

there is a substitution (armados for Ilamadosiarmed for called) that 

he failed to correct successfully. ThIs was followed by an omission 

(de/of) which he failed to disconfirm resulting in a noun phrase very 

close to the author's language to which he decided to successfully 

apply the correction strategy. Unfortunally, the miscues in that 

previous portlcn of the text dIsrupted the meaning construction and 

hIs attempt at correction did not resolve the previous meaning 

disruption. The reader is building meaning at the same time that he 
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is bringing to the reading process all that he knows about this 

situation In real life. 

In summary, It is possible to say that readers in all groups were 

able to use their readlng strategies. Some readers were effective and 

efficient In applying these strategies. Others were less successful 

in their attempts. However, there is evidence in all the examples 

discussed that readers from Venezuela do use all the reading 

strategies when they construct meaning from the reading text. This 

analysis has facilitated the answer to question number three in this 

Investigation: How do Venezuelan children use their sampling, 

predicting, confirming and correcting strategies while constructing 

meaning from the written page? 

Reteilings 

In the following section an analysis of children's spontaneous 

oral reteliings will be presented. This analysis will reveal the 

degree to which these Venezuelan children show differences or 

similarities In their retelling organization. Each reader's 

retelling was analyzed using the narrative retellIng guide from Miscue 

Reading Inventory, Procedure One (Y. Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987). 

The story was divided Into 40 points for "character" analysiS, 

and 60 points for "events". In the story used In this research the 40 

points were assigned to character analysis: 20 points for naming the 

five characters, and 20 points for describing them. Ten major events 

were described and a total of 60 points were assigned. The 60 points 
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were distributed in the following scale: ten points given to each of 

three major events, 5 points to five events that were important to 

move the plot along and 2.5 points given to two minor events 

r~spectively. 

The whole story received a total of 100 points. In this study 

information about the theme and plot of the story were reported as a 

qualitative element, but no quantitative value was assigned. 

Although the RMI, Procedure I retelling guide was the major 

source to organize the information to be analyzed, it was very 

important to take into consideration any language variation related to 

theme, plot, characters and events that children produced. This means 

that any variation from the elements of the narrative fully expressed 

in the text that children produced were considered as part of the 

spontaneous oral retelling score. A complete description of this score 

distribution and classification can be seen in Appendix number IV. 

The quantitative percentages of the oral retellings among five 

groups of Venezuelan informants is presented in table IV-5. 
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TABLE IV-5 
ORAL SPONTANEOUS RETELLING SCORES FROM 

FIVE DIFFERENT VENEZUELAN DIALECT REGION INFORMANTS 

Characters Events Total Score 
MERIDA REGION 
Subject #CMEI 40 55 95 
Subject #JEME2 40 57 97 
Subject #JME3 40 52 92 
Subject #REME4 40 60 100 
TRUJILLO REGION 
Subject #DTI 40 56 96 
Subject #DT2 40 50 90 
Subject #KT3 40 57 97 
Subject #MAT4 40 58 98 
Subject #ET5 30.5 33 63.5 
MARACAIBO REGION 
Subject #JCMl 40 56 96 
Subject #MEM2 40 54 94 
Subject #JM3 28 38 66 
Subject #MEM4 31 31 62 
Subject #RM5 40 57 97 
CUMANA REGION 
Subject #EACUI 40 50 90 
Subject #GCU2 38 43 81 
Subject #ECU3 40 43 83 
Subject #JICU4 30.5 57 87.5 
Subject #LCU5 40 51 91 
CARACAS REGION 
Subject #JTCI 24 40 64 
Subject #AC2 40 59 99 
Subject #MFC3 40 58 98 
Subject #JAC4 25.5 49 74.5 
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As shown in table IV-5 four children from Merida and Trujillo 

scored forty points In the character category. Three informants from 

Macacaibo and Trujillo and two informants from Caracas also scored the 

maximun (40) poInts assigned to the character category. 

Except for the informants from Caracas more than half of the 

total informants in each of the regions and in all of the informants 

from Merida and Trujillo received the total score assigned to the 

characters category. There were only seven subjects that scored below 

the total poInts assIgned to characters category. Therefore, the 

majority of subjects in this investIgation were able to organize and 

to retrieve a great amount of the information related to the 

characters from the story "The First Watermelon". 

In the portion categorized as events the informants scored as 

follows: One informant from Merida obtained the maximum of points 

assigned to this category. Most of the other informants had a score 

of 50 or more In the retelling. Only seven informants scored less 

than 50; one from Trujillo and two each from Maracaibo, Cumana and 

Caracas. 

The type and sequence of events presented In the story were 

understood by these children. They were dble to reconstruct the 

InformatIon and to relate the experiences In thIs type of narratIve to 

their own world. 

, On the other hand, these fIndIngs also permit the assertIon that 

readers were not readIng letter by letter, syllable by syllable or 
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word by word. It is evident that they were constructing meaning while 

processing a written text. 

will be presented later in 

An example of one informant's retelling 

this chapter. Other examples of the 

children's retellings will be presented in Appendix number V. 

Profile of Readers 

A summary will be presented to show the reading profile of two 

informants from each of the five dialect regions. The two informants 

per region were selected from the above presented table IV-5 according 

to the scores obtained in their oral retelling. One informant with 

the lowest and one with the highest oral retel ling score were selected 

from each region for comparison in order to 

between groups as well as between informants. 

processes and strategies and the oral retelling 

permit a comparison 

All the linguistic 

scores previously 

presented show that reading is an active process in which linguistic 

processes, reading strategies and previous experiences of the reader 

are working together to reconstruct the written text in a meaningful 

way. 
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TABLE IV-6 
SUMMARY OF TWO INFORMANTS READING MISCUES PERCENTAGES AND ORAL 

RETELLING SCORES FROM EACH OF THE FIVE VENEZUELAN DIALECT REGIONS 
====================================================================== 

MISCUE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE I READER PROFILE: 
MEANING CONSTRUCTION 

NO LOSS PARTIAL LOSS LOSS 
REGION: MERIDA 
SUBJECT #REME4 52% 22% 26% 
SUBJECT #JME3 13% 48% 39% 
REGION: TRUJILLO 
SUBJECT #KT3 41% 33% 26% 
SUBJECT #ET5 56% 36% 8% 
REGION:MARACAIBO 
SUBJECT: #RM5 54% 29% 17% 
SUBJECT: #MEM4 32% 16% 52% 
REGION: CUMANA 
SUBJECT #GCU2 51% 18% 31% 
SUBJECT #LCU5 32% 34% 34% 
REGION CARACAS 
SUBJECT #AC2 38% 48% 14% 
SUBJECT #JAC4 15% 47% 38% 
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Table IV-6 continued ... 

GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 
STRENGTH PARTIAL STRENGTH OVERCORRECTION WEAKNESS 

REGION: MERIDA 
SUBJECT #REME4 43% 0% 5% 52% 
SUBJECT #JME3 11% 9% 0% 80% 
REGION: TRUJILLO 
SUBJECT #KT3 41% 0% 0% 59% 
SUBJECT #ET5 20% 32% 4% 44% 
REGION: MARACAIBO 
SUBJECT #RM5 54% 0% 0% 46% 
SUBJECT #MEM4 32% 18% 0% 50% 
REGION: CUMANA 
SUBJECT #GCU2 44% 3% 9% 44% 
SUBJECT #LCU5 32% 2% 0% 66% 
REGION: CARACAS 
SUBJECT #AC2 36% 4% 0% 60% 
SUBJECT #JAC4 16% 2% 1% 81% 

GRAPHIC RELATIONS 
HIGH SOME NONE 

MERIDA REGION 
SUBJECT #REME4 82% 0% 18% 
SUBJECT #JME3 76% 12% 12% 
TRUJILLO REGION 
SUBJECT #KT3 76% 10% 14% 
SUBJECT #ET5 100% 0% 0% 
MARACAIBO REGION 
SUBJECT #RM5 80% 20% 0% 
SUBJECT #MEM4 100% 0% 0% 
CUMANA REGION 
SUBJECT #GCU2 94% 6% 0% 
SUBJECT #LCU5 95% 0% 5% 
CARACAS REGION 
SUBJECT #AC2 83% 11% 6% 
SUBJECT #JAC4 83% 9% 8% 
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Table IV-6 continued ••. 

SOUND RELATIONS 
HIGH SOME NONE 

MERIDA REGION 
SUBJECT #REME4 82% 0% 18% 
SUBJECT #JME3 76% 12% 12% 
TRUJILLO REGION 
SUBJECT #KT3 76% 10% 14% 
SUBJECT #ET5 95% 5% 0% 
MARACAIBO REGION 
SUBJECT #RM5 80% 20% 0% 
SUBJECT #MEM4 100% 0% 0% 
CUMANA REGION 
SUBJECT #GCU2 94% 6% 100% 
SUBJECT #LCU2 95% 0% 5% 
CARACAS REGION 
SUBJECT #AC2 83% 11% 6% 
SUBJECT #JAC4 8S% 7% 10% 

SUBJECT TOTAL No. 
RETELLING 

CHARACTERS EVENTS RETELLING TOTAL MPHW MISCUES 
(981) 

MERIDA REGION 
SUBJECT #REME4 40 60 100 2.48 23 
SUBJECT #JME3 40 52 92 6.06 54 
TRUJILLO REGION 
SUBJECT #KT3 40 57 97 3.03 27 
SUBJECT #ET5 30.5 33 63.5 2.75 25 
MARACAIBO REGION 
SUBJECT #RM5 40 57 97 3.74 28 
SUBJECT #MEM4 31 31 61 6.76 62 
CUMANA REGION 
SUBJECT #LCU5 40 51 91 4.87 41 
SUBJECT #GCU2 38 43 81 5.63 46 
CARACAS REGION 
SUBJECT #AC2 40 59 99 5.26 49 
SUBJECT #JAC4 25.5 49 74.5 9.72 93 
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By comparing the informants' oral reading profiles with their 

Grammatical Relations, Graphic Relations, Sound Relations and meaning 

construction scores it becomes clear that the groups are different. A 

few interesting patterns emerge. 

All readers make high use of graphic and sound realation more 

than 72% of the time. Sometimes the readers who have the greatest 

problem with grammatical relations and meaning construction in their 

regions (see #MEM4 and #LCU5> have higher graphic aand sound 

similarity scores than the more proficient readers in their region. 

Also it is important to point out the miscues per hundred words <MPHW) 

is relatively low for all the readers. In some cases the readers with 

the higher scores in grammatical relations, meaning construction and 

retelling produced as many or even more MPHW than the less proficient 

reader in their region. 

The case of subject number #JAC4 deserves to be further discussed 

because he was the one that scored higher in the miscues per hundred 

words but at the same time obtained a moderately high score in his 

retelling. This informant has a total of 93 miscues which was the 

highest number among all informants and resulted in 9.72 MPHW. At the 

same time his retelling score was 74.5. His miscues were disruptive 

of meaning as shown by his 38% loss of meaning and 81% of weakness in 

grammatical relations but at the same time he was able to construct a 

good amount of meaning. 
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In the following portion the Spanish version and English 

translation of Informant #JAC4 spontaneous oral retelling will be 

presented. 

"Que habra una vleja que ten!a una patilla. Entonces, TlO Conejo 

se la quizo quitar. entonces no se la quit6 yeste ••. la vleja ... la 

vleja man do a un senor para que viera las huellas de quien se habra 

robado la patilla. Entonces Tlo Conejo Ie hlzo un hueco a la patilla 

y se cornia todo 10 dulce y lechozo que habra ah{ adentro. 

Entonces, pal que la vieja no viera el gijeco, Ie echo arena, Ie 

echo tierra y la tapa con un •.• un •.. ummm ... Ay. este, este, con algo de 

la mata. algo as!. Entonces. la vieJa manda a un senor para que viera 

las huellas del que habra metido eso. Entonces vlo las huellas de r{o 

Conejo. Entonces la senora prepar6 una trampa para el. Entonces, 

ummm. r(o Conejo Iba a caer en la trampa pero entonces. vin~ r{o tigre 

y 10 quizo ayudar. 

Entonces T(o Tigre se metio en la caja y entonces la senora man do 

a la policia para que viniera a buscarlo y entonces, la poiicia y los 

veclnos •.. y abrleron la caja y entonces dijeron: el no es T{o Conejo. 

EI es r(o Tigre. Yentonces, salieron corriendo. Y T(o Tigre y T(o 

Conejo salieron tambien corrlendo. Todos asustados, mas asustados 

estaban los vecinos y salieron corriendo tambien. Bueno no me acuerdo 

de rna's. 
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Translation: 

There was an old woman that had a watermelon. Then Uncle Rabbit 

wanted to take away from her that watermelon ••. Then ••. Then ••. The old 

woman send a man to search carefully for some clue that would reveal 

the identity of the culprit. Then Uncle Rabbit made a little hole in 

the watermelon and he ate all the juicy and milky substance that it 

had inside. Then so the old lady would not suspect he filled the 

watermelon with sand, earth and plugged it and carefully disguised the 

opening with. oh! that ... oh! ... something like a plant, something like 

that ... Then later the lady sent a man to see the footprints of the 

person who could have done it. Then he saw Uncle Rabbit/s footprints. 

Then the lady set a trap to attract him, then ... ummm. Uncle Rabbit 

was almost trapped in the trap, but then Uncle Tiger arrived and he 

wanted to help him. Then Uncle Tiger get under the box and then the 

lady called for the police to get him and then. the police and al I of 

the neighbors ... And they went over and opened the box and they said: 

he is not Uncle Rabbit. He is Uncle Tiger. And then they had set off 

running. And Uncle Tiger and Uncle Rabbit had also set off running. 

They all were terrified, but more terrified were the neighbors and 

they also set off running. Well. I don/t remember anything else. 

In this spontaneous oral retelling it is clear that the reader 

understood what was happening in the story in spite of having the 

highest number of miscues and a moderate retelling score of 74.5. 

This informant was able to name most characters, the only character 
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that he left out was lithe doctor ll which is a secondary character. The 

doctor is mentioned in the story in an indirect way and not developed 

very much in the story. The doctor is mentIoned IndIrectly. when the 

old lady mentions him and the narrator presents him from a distant 

perspectIve. All other characters are included in the informant's 

retelling and discussed according to the role they are playing in 

every event. 

Moreover, "the police" and "the men" are two characters that the 

reteller brings to the narration which may very wei I be part of his 

previous experiences with such events in real life. Neither police 

nor the man appear in the author's written version of the story. The 

reader is constructing meaning and it fits with the story. On the 

other hand, the sequence of the characters appearance in the story and 

how they are developed in the story were presented by the reader 

according to the text organization preserving a logIcal organization. 

An acceptable oral summary of the written story is retold by the 

reader. (See more examples in Appendix V) 

FInally, the analysIs of Informants' oral reteilings demonstrate 

that readers have receptIve control over narratIve texts. Individuals 

show differences in the way they use the reading process. The 

informants ' previous linguistic and cultural previous experiences are 

revealed in their variations but at the same time this diversity is 

restricted by the reading process which comprises the use of the 

universal linguistic cuing systems and reading strategies. 
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In summary, informants tend to narrate in a sequential order. 

Regardless of the number or kind of miscues, children are generally, 

capable of naming the main characters and events in the story that 

they read. Informants bring to their meaning construction all that 

they know about their world as was evidenced in the expressions used 

when they substituted the author's language for their own. 

The previous analysis was an answer to question number four: Do 

Venezuelan children show differences or similarities in the way they 

organize their retelling to be retrieved in their process of meaning 

construction from a whole story? In summary: Readers are more similar 

in the way they organize their retellings than they are different. 

Their differences reflect their personal background and experiences. 
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ANALYSIS OF DIALECT 
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The results of the analysis of dialect involvement in oral 

reading and retelling among five different Venezuelan dialect regions 

(Trujillo and Merida from the highlands and Maracaibo, Cumana, and 

Caracas from t.he lowlands) will be presented in this chapter. Table 

V-I shows a map of Venezuela with the regions and cities identified. 

The investigation of the reader's dialect consists of: a) an 

analysis of dialect features found in the oral reading miscues of 

twenty three (23) students while reading the story "La Primera 

Patilla" (The First Watermelon); b) a comparison of the dialect 

features found in the spontaneous oral rete) ling of these five 

different groups with the dialect features found in their oral 

reading; and c) a comparison between the dialect features found in the 

reading and retelling of these fourth graders and those established 

by the most relevant dialect investigations conducted in Venezuela. 

The most recent publication on dialect features of Venezuelan 

Spanish, "Bibliograifa Sobre el Espanol Caribeno" (Bibliography of 

Caribean Spanish) (Rivas, Riera, Obregon and Urdaneta. 1985) r'eveals 

that there are no studies of the dialect features of oral reading 

among school aged children. This chapter will provide conclusions 

about such dialect features. However. it is necessary first to offer 

information about dialect research in Venezuela, especially as it 

relates to this research. 
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TABLE V-l 
MAP OF VENEZUELA AND DIALECT REGIONS 

V ENE Z U E L A 
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The term dialect can be defined as any language variation of 

specific linguistic features at the phonological, syntactic or 

semantic levels which are typical of a linguistic community that is 

part of the nationally accepted language in any given country (Stubbs, 

1983). Community variation in language is known as dialect. The 

study of dialects or language variations is called dialectology or 

linguistic geography (Mounin, 1979; Roggero, 1979). 

It is recognized that in Venezuela. as in most countries in Latin 

America, there is not an extensive investigation of dialectoiogy. 

Serron (1878) in his bibliographic contribution to Venezueian 

dialectology, asserts: 

Most research referring to Venezuelan Spanish published 
to date relates mainly to the lexical features; in this 
area there is a great deal of work lacking in scientific 
objectivity - due especially to the presence, explicitly 
or implicitly, of an anacronistic purism - or of amateurs 
who willingly collect and even translate linguistic 
materials without the theoretical base necessary as a 
minimum requirement to validate their effort. (p.9 Tr. by 
A. Osuna, 1988) 

Researchers have had access to only partial, Isolated research 

which, in most cases, lacks methodological coherence and scientific 

value. 

The need for carefully done dialect studies is not limited to 

Venezuela. In 1985, the VIII Academies Spanish Language Congress 

commision published the following recommendations: 

1) Start a coordinated investigation conducted by the academies 

to obtain a more comprehensive and reliable knowledge about dialect 
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variations which correspond to each one of the Hispanic speaking 

countrie~. 

2) Every Academy must be responsible for this type of research in 

each country. 

3) This investigation would partially explore this phenomenon, and 

we do not pretend to cover the whole problem at once, because it will 

be too complicated and expensive and 

4) Send these investigations to the Permanent Commision Secretary 

of the Academy-Association in order to organize and to facilitate 

availability, circulation and consultation of these investigations 

among all different academies (VIII A.S.L.C.R., 1985 p.253. Tr. by A. 

Osuna, 1988). 

In order to provide an appropriate foundation to accomplish the 

purposes of this research a discussion of four dialect studies will be 

presented. First a descriptive study conducted in Venezuela by 

Rosenblat (1960). Second a study concluded by Barrera. Fraca and 

Palacios, (1975). Third an investigation conducted by Marquez-Carrero 

(1985). Fourth a research presented by Obediente (1983). Rosenblat 

(1960) provides a classification which includes the five different 

Venezuelan dialect regions from which the subjects of this study were 

selected. The above mentioned investigations were all very valuable 

to identify the dialect features that I could use as a comparison of 

my data. 
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Examples will be transcribed in the same form as they appeared in 

the original investigation to preserve the authenticity of that 

particular research. Therefore it will not appear in phonetic or 

p~onological transcription. In fact the translation into the English 

language of each Spanish dialect feature under study will be provided. 

That translation will appear in parenthesis. 

Dialect Regions in Venezuela 

Rosenblat (1960) dIvIdes Venezuelan dialect regions into two 

different areas differentiated by morphology and pronunciation of 

theIr speakers. In the following table we can see the geographic 

distribution by regions and main dialect characteristics of speakers 

of these dialect regions. 

TABLE V-2 
DIALECT REGIONS IN VENEZUELA 

(Rosenblat, 1960) 

Geographic Distribution 
LOWLANDS: Caracas and all central part. The Coast from 
Maracaibo to the East part of Venezuela. including 
Maracaibo, Cumana and Caracas. The plains and Guyana. 

DIALECT FEATURES: 
Phonological Features 
2) Aspiration of lsi. e.g.: "Lo fosforollos fosforos". 

(The matches). 
3) Loss or weakness of the intervocalIc Id/, e.g.: 

toitoltodlto (everything) venio/vendio (sold). 
4) Loss of Irl in final position, e.g.: voy a come Ivoy a 

comer (1 1 m going to eat). 
5) Movement between Irl and III, e.g.: senol/senor 

(mister); sordaolsoldado (soldier). 
6) Velar pronunciation of ~I in final position in a word. 

e.g. corazqp (heart). 
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Table V-2 continued ••. 

Geographic Distribution 
HIGHLANDS: The Andean States: M~rida, Tachira and TruJillo. 

DIALECT FEATURES: 

Phonological Features: 
1) Whole pronunciation and sometimes special emphasis in 

consonant pronunciation. 
Syntactic Features: 
2) The use of the "vos" +I (thy) form, e.g.: vos sos; 

(thy are); vos tomas (thy take it); vos ten~s (thy have). 

Note: 
+I This form is extended throughout the States of Lara, 

Falcon, and Yaracuy. It is also found in Maracaibo. 
In regions were the "vos" form Is used there is a 
tendency to use imperative verb forms, such as: "veni/venid" 
(come); "decC/decid" (tell); "salf/sal[d" (get out); 
"canteVcantad" (sing). 

Rosenblat (1960) in "Buenas y Malas Palabras en el Castellano de 

Venezuela" (Tr. "Good and Bad Words in the Spanish of Venezuela), 

collected language data In Venezuela and described the common 

structural language of Venezuelan speakers. He asserts that the 

criteria used to Judge conventionality are more complex than it has 

been thought by some purists of the language. Some purists rely 

mainly on their Judgment of what is "right" or "wrong" depending on 

two major sources for determination. One is the dictionary of the 

Royal Academy and the other is the grammar the purists have accepted. 

Rosenblat used another criterion to decide If any given language form 

Is correct or incorrect. He recommends that researchers should follow 

the criterion used by the Royal Academy when deciding whether or not 

to add new terms to its dictionary. The Royal Academy incorporates 
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new words in their dictionary by including any innovation that comes 

Into the language that Is widely accepted among a community of 

speakers of that language. 

He established a comparison with some expressions and words that 

In Standard Spanish would have a different meaning. There is also a 

historical consideration of all dialect forms. Rosenblat asserts that 

in Venezuela as well as other Spanish speaking countries in North, 

Central and South America and Spain people speak only one language, 

but at the same tIme there are many variations among speakers from 

different regions. or even among individuals. Most countries in Latin 

America are influenced by their native tongues or indigenous 

languages. Rosenblat (1960) analyzed some characteristics of the 

Spanish spoken in Venezuela. Some words are originally from the 

Netherlands because of the populations from those territories like the 

Araucan and the Caribean Indians. Some examples of this vocabulary 

are the words: "yuca" (an edible root) "cazabe" (a bread made out of 

"yuca'); "arepa" (special type of corn bread used as Venezuelan 

bread); "papaya" (a tropical fruit). 

Rosenblat (1960) developed a classification system that is 

considered to be very useful; it has been used in most other 

investigations of the general dialect stUdies conducted in Venezuela. 

In the following portion of this section, I will present the most 

recent Venezuelan investigations related to dialectology. 
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General Venezuelan Dialect Investigations. 

Chela-Flores (1978) developed some prelimina~y guidelines fo~ a 

teleological interpretation of some changes in pronunciation of the 

Spanish spoken in Maracaibo in Zulia State. In this investigation he 

studied the pronunciation style of native speake~s of Maracaibo. He 

selected three pronunciation styles: moderately formal, 

conversational, and familiar, using Andante, Allegrato y Presto to 

categorize the three pronunciation styles under investigation 

(Chela-Flores, 1978, p. 290). 

According to Chela-Flores (1978) the predominant factors for 

differences in pronunciation styles are social. He suggests that 

there is a weakness in the consonant process and consonant elisions in 

final position among the speakers of Maracaibo region. This dialect 

phenomenon is explained mainly by a syllabic distension and not 

because of the segment's strength of its occurrence. This 

investigation reports that most of the colloquial and faster speech 

forms have more rules and are more complex than those rules governing 

the more formal speech forms. In the more formal speech forms 

speakers suppress the spontaneity of the phonetic processes and in 

most cases there is a reduction phenomenon that is eliminated as soon 

as the circumstances causing it disappear. The conclusions from 

Chela-Flores' investigation are oriented toward the elimination of 

teaching native Spanish speakers the consonant in final position since 

the natural tendency is to avoid it. 
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D/lnt~ono, Sosa and Rojas, (1978) published a sociolinguistic 

study of "liquid sounds" in syllable o~ wo~d final position in the 

Spanish spoken in Ca~acas. They investigated the main diffe~ences 

~etween low socio-economic level speake~s and those f~om the high 

socio-economic st~ata, concluding that these diffe~ences a~e not in 

the segmental phoneme but in the sup~asegmental phenomenon such as 

intonation. They suggest that intonation is the most impo~tant 

diffe~entiating facto~ among the diffe~ent socio-economic g~oups in 

the Ca~acas community. Any pe~son can be diffe~entiated as belonging 

to a low o~ a high socio-economic level based on the diffe~ences shown 

in voice quality which is ~elated to la~ynx tension. The la~ynx 

tension mainly affects the st~essed vowels. 

The common sense notion among the gene~al population in Venezuela 

catego~izes this la~ynx tension as a nasalization phenomenon and is 

~eflected in a popula~ exp~ession that "some people speak th~ough 

their nose". This type of larynx tension among certain socio-economic 

groups is common not only in Caracas but in most places in Venezuela. 

D/Int~ono et al (1978) report that 98.23% of tensed vowels are 

stressed vowels in Spanish and only 0.94% are unstressed vowels. The 

larynx tension can also affect the vocalic groups, especially the 

diphthongs. D/lnt~ono et al also ~epo~ted that speakers do not adjust 

the quality of thei~ voice to every circumstance or socio-linguistic 

situation encounte~ed. What in fact occurs is that speakers adjust 

their vocabulary, syntax, segmental phonemes and intonation according 
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to the social situation in which they are involved. Finally. the 

authors conclude that the social values assigned to the different 

voice types can result in a pernicious judgement of the speakers. The 

authors recommend that a further sociolinguistic investigation be 

conducted in order to solve the possible negative Influences of this 

classification as linguistic and social phenomena. 

In spite of the fact that the above mentioned investigations deal 

with dialect aspects of oral adult language. I wil I take these studies 

into consideration in my analysis of dialect features among the oral 

reading and retelling of school children. keeping in mind the 

limitations that these differences will imply. In the next portion of 

this text. the most relevant Investigations concerning this study will 

be analyzed. such as Barrera. Fraca and Palacios. (1975); 

Marquez-Carrero. (1985); and Obediente. (1983). These investigations 

permitted a direct comparison with the dialect features of the 

informants In this study because all of them were conducted In the 

same dialect regions as the dialect regions selected for this 

research. 

Dialect Features Among Adult Venezuelans 

In 1975. Barrera. Fraca and Palacios. studied some phonetic 

features in certain Venezuelan regions. The dialect features found in 

Zulla state will be presented here since one of the regions in my 

study, Maracaibo Is located In that state. Besides Zulla state. these 

authors studied samples from Tachira. Guarlco, Apure and Nueva 
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Esparta. Because none of the regions selected in my study are in any 

of those states, the dialect features findings from those states will 

not be reported. 

According to Barrera et al (1975), one of the main 

characterIstIcs of the samples studied in Zulia state is the speakers' 

tendency to omit /dl occlusive. dental. voiced phoneme in intervocalic 

posi tion. for example:"calla{to/calladi to" (to shut up) "pasao/pasado" 

(past) ; "trabaJ ao/trabaJ ado" (worked) ; "toos/todos" (everybody) ; 

lIenlatao/enlatado" (canned); "cruo/crudo" (uncooked; raw) ; 

"mol {a/molida" (ground); "dao/dado" (given). 

The same /dl omission can occur in both initial and final 

positions. for example "onde/donde" (where);"uste/usted" (you) and 

IIverdaJverdadll (true). Although the omission of /dl can occur in any 

of the three positions, the most common occurance is in Its 

intervocalic position without affecting any of the surrounding 

vowels. This omission generally occurs after a stressed syllable. 

Another dialect feature is the substitution sound of /m! the 

bilabial nasal for the nasal alveolar sound /n/,for 

example: "sacabanoslsacabamos" (we used to pull it out), There is also 

an aspiration of the /sl fricative, alveolar voiceless sound in the 

Imp I osi ve posi tion: "pehca/pescar" (to fish) "pehcao/pescado" (f i sh)' 

The aspiration Is also possible in the final position: "dem&h/demis" 

(too much); "d[ah/d(asll (days); "m~h/m&sll (more); "eh/es" (is); 

"matah/matas" (plants); "pueh/pues" (so); "carah/caras" (faces) ; 
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IIloh-lah/los-las ll (the). Omission of the fLlcative, alveolar, 

voiceless is also possible In the interior posltion:"vite/vistell(you 

saw it) and In the final position: "frecuencialfrecuencias" 

(frecuencies); "entonce/entonces" (then); "despu~/despu6sl1 (after); 

II sardinalsardinas ll (sardins); "bol {vare/bol [vares ll (Bol i val's) . 

This sound Is omitted sometimes In the implosive position and in 

the final syllable but suffers aspiration when it is located in a 

stressed syllable or when It occurs in the final position and the 

following word starts with a vowel sound. The most frequent omission 

of the fricative, alveolar voiceless sound /5/ occurs in the final 

position. 

Another common dialect involvement among speakers of Zulla state 

is the substitution of the lateral, alveolar voiced /1/ for the 

vibrating simple, alveolar voiceless /r/ sound: "senar/senal ll 

(signal); "er/el" (the or he); "der/del" (of the); "vuertas/vueltas" 

(turns); "ar/al" (to). This substitution is more common in the final 

position than in initial or midial position. 

The vibrating, alveolar sound /r/ is substituted by the lateral, 

alveolar voiced /1/: "coltalcorta" (short) "capacital/capacitar" (to 

empower); "pueltalpuerta" (door); "paral/parar" (to stop); 

IIdoctol/doctor" (doctor); lIil/ir" (to go); "pol/pol''' (for). Omission 

of the same phoneme can occur In interior, implosive position: 

IIsintonizalo/sintonizarlo" (tune of); "met6Ie/meterle" (to put in); 

"poque/porque" (because): "contale/contarle" (retel I): 
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"bananos/banarnos" (to take a shower). Omission in final position can 

also occur: "mira/mirar" (to see); "andcilandar" (go) "echcilechar" (to 

pour); "recupercllrecuperar" (to recover>. There can be an aspiration 

o~ this phoneme in the implosive positionn: "cahne/carne" (meet). 

It Is also possible to find the substitution of the vibrating Irl 

for lateral III In almost any position except when it occurs in 

initial position. The interior omission is more frequently observed 

in the implosive position and the omission in final position is 

generally observed In stressed syllable (acute words). The linguistic 

features described above were the most important findings in Barrera's 

et al (1975) investigation in the Zulla State dialect characteristics 

which are the most relevant features concerning this study. 

Dialect Zones of the state of Merida. 

Marquez-Carrero (1985) conducted his investigation in what is 

considered the most conservative language region in the Andes of 

Venezuela in the state of Merida. His study: Popular Speech in the 

State of Merida - Dialect Zones is unique and there are no similar 

studies in the other four geographic areas. 

According to Marquez-Carrera's study (1985) there are three well 

delimited dialect zones in the State of Merida. These zones are: the 

archaic zone which includes the South-Central part of the state; the 

Innovative zone which includes all central villages of the state of 

Merida; and the influence zone which corresponds to the communities 

living in the southern part of Zulia state. 
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Ma~quez-Car~e~o (1985) studied one of the main cha~acteristic In 

the a~chaic zone. Speakers In these communities use a~chalc wo~ds In 

thei~ o~al language. These wo~ds we~e o~iginally inco~po~ated into 

the lexicon of native speake~s du~ing the XVI Centu~y when this 

te~~ito~y was conque~ed by the Spaniards. In these villages the~e are 

oral language archaisms at the lexical level such as: "onde" (whe~e) 

fo~ "donde" which comes from the Latin wo~d "unde", anothe~ example Is 

"llndou (pretty) for "bello" (beautiful). The~e are also some verb 

inflections which are conside~ed old forms such as: "haiga" (there 

Is/are) for "haya"; and "vide" (saw) for "vI/via". 

There Is also a tendency in this area to use wo~ds as synonyms 

which are not generally considered by Spanish g~ammar rules to be 

synonyms. For example, "suscribirse" (to subscribe) is used for 

"inscribirse" (to register). Other old forms found in this linguistic 

community includes: "mana" for "hermano" (brother); "campa" fo~ 

"compad~e" (godfather); "mana" for "hermana" (sister); "manito" for 

"hermanito" (little brothe~); "nor" fo~ "senor" (miste~); "na" for 

"seffo~a" (misses). Another common linguistic economy is the exp~ession 

of "mUo", "miJa" fo~ "mi hUo", "mi hlJa" (my son or my daughter). 

At the morphosyntactlc level speakers In this zone use "vas" 

(thy) fo~m which has been substituted by "a t[,,; "a usted" forms in 

most communities in the rest of the country today. So that, we can 

hear Ute 10 diJe a vos" instead of "te 10 diJe a trIO (I told thy 

instead of I told you) and some imperative verbal forms are p~ese~ved 
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wi thout the ending lid" fo[' example, "sad, anda, toma" (go out, go, 

take it). The['e a['e also some plu['alization fo['ms that do not follow 

the conventional Spanish g['amma[' ['ules. Examples include "['eloes" fo[' 

"['eloJes" (watches); "cafeses" fo[' "cafes" (coffe); "mamaes" fo[' 

"mamas" (mothe['s); "papaesll fo[' "papas" (fathe['s); "aJises" fo[' 

"aJ(es" (chiles). The folloHing fo['ms have also been ['epo['ted: 

"diJie['on" fo[' "dije['on" (they said), 

At the phonological level wo['ds with the graphemes "ct and cc" in 

the middle position have a va['iant p['onunciation: "doito[''' fo[' 

"docto[''' and "asian" fo[' "accion" and the inte['vocalic "s" is sounded 

as "J" "noJot['os" fo[' "nosotros". There is also a tendency for a 

diphthongation such as "peliar" for "pelear"; "asiar" for "asear". 

Regressive contraction is also evidenced, "hogado" for "ahogado". 

Marquez-Carre['o (1985) reports that the inhabitants of these 

regions have been influenced in thei[' style of life by the Spanish 

missionaries from Catholic religion and that most of the population in 

the area are farme['s living in the mountains. These life style 

influences may suggest the reasons for the conservation of these old 

Spanish language fo['ms. 

The innovative region includes Merida which is the capital of the 

State. This ['egion includes some of the subjects selected in this 

study. Therefore it will be impo['tant to mention the main 

characteristics of speakers of this region to have them in mind as a 
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reference for the analysis and findings reported later in this 

chapter. 

In this dialect region, old Spanish language forms remain In the 

oral language such as, "aplanchar" for "planchar" (to iron, to press): 

"arrecostarse" for "recostarse" (to lean): "demorarse" for "tardarse" 

(to be late): "farmaceuta" for "farmacdutico" (pharmacist, druggist); 

"quebrantado" for "enfermo" (sick); "reclbirse" for "graduarse" (to 

graduate); "recordarse" for "acordarse" (to remember); "vagamundo" for 

"vagabundo" (vagabond, vagrant); the use of the word "plata" (silver) 

when talking about money. Expressions, "hombre de plata" (silver man) 

implies that a man has a lot of money. It is also common to 

hear:"gastar la plata" (to spend the money). 

Merida is the most innovative area In this dialect region. Some 

neologisms include: "basquetbol" for "baloncesto" (basketball); 

"volibol" for "balonvolea" (volleyball); "corner" for "tiro de 

esquina" (corner); "penalty" for "pena m~xima"; "Innig" (inning) for 

"entrada"; and "referf" (referee) for "irbltro". There are also 

words,"souvenir" for "obJeto de recuerdo"; "Iongpiay" for "disco de 

larga duraci6n"; "cassette" for "cinta magnetof6nica"; and "hobby" for 

"pasatiempo". 

At the phonetic level there is a tendency to suppress the 

intervocalic, occlusive, dental, voiced Idl sound in words like: 

"amao" for "amado" ( loved) ; "est imao" for "est imado" (dear) ; and 

"estudiao" for "estudiado (studied), The omission of this phonetic 
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feature is also found In initial and final positions in words such as: 

lIespertarll for IIdespertar" (to wake up): "escunsar" for IIdescansar" 

(to rest): "caridi" for "carldad" (charity); "verda" for "verdad" 

(,true): and "uste" fot" "ustedll (you). The addition of the occlusive, 

velar, voiceless Ig/ sound before vocalic, high anterior lui in words 

which In the written form start with the grapheme "h", for example 

"glieso" for "huesoll (bone); "guele" for "huele" (to smell) and 

"glierta" for "huerta" (orchard) is also found. The preposition "para" 

(for, to) is commonly reduced to "pa" which is an omission of the 

poststressed syllable composed of vibrating, alveolar, voiced Irl 

sound and the low, central Ia/ sound. 

Speakers sometimes confuse the plural use of some linguistic 

forms like:" iQue hora son?" for" d Que hora es?" (What time is it?); 

"los pantalones" for "el pantalon" (the trousers). There Is a 

tendency to pluralize the reflexive form of verbs such as: 

"colocarsen" for "colocarse" (to place): "amarsen" for "amarse" (to 

love each other); "qu[tensen" for "quitense" (to leave); "expl[quemen" 

for "expllqueme" (explain to me): "escrfbamen" for "escrfbame" (wri te 

to me). All the dialect features previously discussed are considered 

according to Marquez-Carrero's (1985) investigation the most typical 

among speakers of the Innovative zone of Merida State. 

Another important Investigation related to my research is the 

work conducted by Obedlente (1983) who presents a comparatlve phonetic 

and phonological study between general Spanish and Venezuelan Spanish. 
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Obediente asserts that the Spanish language presents a vocalic 

phonemic system with a triangular type which is very simple. The five 

vocalic phonemes can produce nine oppositions, these oppositions are 

bilaterals: Ill-lui; Iii-lei; lel-Iol; lu/-Iol. The Ia! vocalic 

phoneme does not participate in bilaterals oppositions. These five 

phonological vowels can occur In any place in the word and are very 

important to the syllable conformation of the Spanish Language. 

Obedlente (1983) also reports that In the consonantic system of 

standard Spanish there are nineteen phonemes which can be analyzed 

from three dIfferent criterIa. 

These 19 phonemes can be organized according to theIr distInctive 

properties: liquids: III I~I Irl If I; nasals: 1m! Inl Ipl; voiced: Ibl 

Idl IJI Iq/; frIcatives: If I I~I lsi lxi, voiceless, orals, 

no-liquids; and oclusives Ipl It I Icl Ik/, voiceless, orals, 

no-liquids; archiphonemes: IRI whIch is a product of the 

neutralization of the opposition Ir-rl in no-intervocalic position, 

then, INI, IBI, ID/, IG/, ILl which result from the neutralization of 

the oppositions Im-n-pl; Ip-b/: It-dl; Ik-g/; and II-AI in final 

position of the syllable. 

On the other hand, In Venezuelan SpanIsh there are 18 consonant 

phonemes with 13 bilateral opositions. The most commmon bIlateral 

oppositions between Standard Spanish and Venezuelan Spanish are: Ip-fl 

Ip-tl Ib-dI Ib ql Id-JI Ic-jl IJ-ql m-nl Ir-r/. 
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The following oppositions co~~espond to Standa~d Spanish 

exclusively: If-xl Ia/~I Ik-xl II AI. At the same time when compa~ing 

Standa~d Spanish with Venezuelan Spanish the following phonemes do not 

exist in Venezuelan Spanish. The f~icative inte~dental voiceless sound 

10/. 

The late~al, palatal, voiceless sound IAI. The fricative, vela~, 

voIceless sound Ix/. The f~icative, glotal, voiceless sound Ih/. 

Finally the existence of a new phoneme in Venezuelan Spanish which is 

a nasal, vela~ sound Ipl. The bilate~al oppositions designated to 

Venezuelan Spanish a~e: It-cl If-sl Ic-kllk-g/. These features are 

the most ~elevant aspects to be conside~ed In this study and tables 

containing this classification are presented in the following page. 



TABLE V-3 
Consonant Phonemes of Venezuelan Spanish 

(According to Obediente, 1983) 
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Bilabials Labiodentals Dentals Alveolars Palatals Velars Glotals 

+ + + + + + + 

Occlusives p b t d k g 

Fricatives f s J h 

Africates c 

Nasals m n 

Laterals 

Vibratings rr-

===================================================================== 
TABLE V-3 Part Two 

===================================================================== 

Glides 

Non-syllabic 
vowels 

Non-consonant* Phones of Venezuelan Spanish 
Anteriors Centrals Posteriors 

J w 

e o 
• . 

===================================================================== 
Closed u 

semi-closed e o 

Vowels 

semi-open E 

Open (a) a 

* non-consonant includes vowels plus glides. 



Dialect Features in the Oral Reading Miscues of Five 

Different Venezuelan Region Informants. 

Dialect Variation Found in our Informants Language. 
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In my analysis must deal with some aspects of dialect 

variations which are not represented in the studies that have 

previously summarized. When it is necessary, I will consider myself 

as an informant. As an educated adult who has studied phonetics and 

phonology in Venezuelan Spanish, attended linguistic conferences and 

seminars concerning the Spanish spoken in Venezuela and who has lived 

in Merida. Venezuela for thirty years, I can use my judgement to make 

decisons about some dialect variations for which I have no other 

documented research. 

will start my analysis with all five groups, and then wi II 

continue with an analysis of dialect features detected among 

informants of each dialect region. 

The procedures used to analyze the data are those previously 

determined by the Reading Miscue Inventory, Procedure (Y.Goodman, 

Watson, and Burke, 1987). Dialect-related miscues were marked with a 

sma I I 'd' .In a circle in the typescript of the reading and only when 

the dialect features implied transformations were coded. The coding 

was conducted as it is presented in Appendix number II in this work. 

According to the RMI, Procedure I, dialect is always examined as part 

of the questions about syntactic and semantic acceptabililty. 
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Because of the special interest in this investigation to determine 

dialect variations among our informants the original Goomdman taxonomy 

was also considered. 

In addition In order to establish a pattern of all children'S 

mIscues the analysis considered those dIalect variatIons from authorls 

language as represented in the text. When the dialect informants' 

features were determined then a comparison with the dialect features 

established in the adult dialect InvestIgations previously dIscussed 

was conducted. (Rosenblat, 1960; Barrera, et ai, 1975; 

Marquez-Carrero, 1985 and Obediente, 1983) 

The miscues were classified according to the phonological or 

transformatIonal characterIstIcs of the miscue under analysis. Then 

the language used in the expected response (ER) and the language that 

the chIld produced as observed response (OR) was stUdied. 

I will first discuss all the dialect features detected in the 

reading miscues of the informants from the five Venezuelan regions, 

Trujillo and Merida, which according to Rosenblat's (1960) dialect 

region classIfIcation belong to the highlands, followed by the 

fIndIngs from readers living in the lowlands of Venezuela, Maracaibo, 

Caracas and Cumana. 

The analysis that wIll be presented in the next part of this 

investigation will answer question number four which was presented In 

chapter III: What are the dialect variations in the reading and 

retellIng from one regional group to another? 
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Dialect Features found in Our Informants Language 

The following description will be useful when reading the tables 

that appear in this section. The abreviation form: (OR) stands for the 

observed response or miscue and (ER) stands for expected response or 

what the researcher expected to hear. The word line and the number 

that follow correspond to the same line and number of the original 

Spanish story shown in Appendix I. 

Throughout this section I wil I first present the dialect features 

as produced by the reader (OR) and represented by a transliterated 

spelling in quotation marks followed by the expected response (ER). 

The English translation will be in parenthesis following the expected 

response. 

For practical reasons and for those who are not versed in reading 

phonetic transcription, the dialect features will be presented without 

phonetic or phonological transcription. All features wil I be reported 

using an alphabetic transcription. 



TABLE V-4 
Summa~y of Dialect Phonological Featu~es in the O~al 

Reading of the Informants 

Miscue at: 
ReadIng 
I I nes: 
032-105 
(See AppendIx I) 
(OWER) 

LIne 
015 
(OWER 

LIne 
048 

(OWER) 

PhonologIcal features 

"dIjIe~on/dIje~on" 
(told) 

"produjiera/produjera" 
(p~oduced) 

"cu~iosar/curiosear" 
(to snoop) 
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In the fIrst two miscues (OR) "dIjIeron" for (ER)"dijeron" (told) 

and (OR) "produJie~a" fo~ (ER) "p~oduJe~a", the~e is an addition of 

the high anterior Iii to form a diphthong. This phenomenon was 

repo~ted in Ba~~e~as/s, et al (1975) investigation as one of the most 

common dialect featu~es on the state of Tachira. The same dialect 

featu~e was ~epo~ted In Rosenblat/s (1960) studies. These dialect 

features were found in at least one info~mant from both Caracas and 

Ma~acalbo. Since this featu~e dId not occu~ often, it Is possible to 

conclude that when children are ~eading the use of such features is 

less f~equent than fo~ adult info~mants in spontaneous language 

settings. 
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In the case of the miscue (OR) "cur'iosar''' for' (ER) "cur'iosear''' 

(to snoop) ther'e is a diphthongation of the hiatus leal and this is a 

phonemic dialect featur'e which was also r'epor'ted in Bar'r'er'a's et al 

~1975) investigation. 

Following the findings at the phonological level, will be the 

syntactic dialect featur'es. The following table pr'ovides a summar'Y. 

TABLE V-5 
Summar'Y of Dialect Syntactic Featur'es in the Or'al Reading 

Miscues of the Infor'mants 

Miscue at: 
Reading 
Line 
046 
(DRIER) 

Line 
059 
(DRIER) 

Over'gener'alization of the affixation r'ule 

"indentidadl"ldentidad" 
<ident i ty) 

"inr'r'emediablement/ir'r'emediablemente" 
(that cannot be avoided) 

In the miscue (OR) "Indentidad for' (ER) "identidad" <identity) 

the affixation phenomenom is pr'esent. In Spanish it is possible to 

use the pr'efix "in" in fr'ont of an adjective to pr'oduce a negative 

adjective. For' example we have the affixation of the adjective 

"delicado" (delicate Or' gentle) and by using the pr'efix "in" it is 

possible to pr'oduce the negative form of this adjective (indelicado) 

tr'ansfor'ming it into an opposite Or' an antonym. Her'e it is evident 
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that readers are overgeneralizing the affixation rule of Spanish and 

providing evidence by their grammatical knowledge. 

In this particular case the meaning of that noun does not suffer 

because of the addition of Un". It Is clear that readers are applying 

a grammatical rule, in this case to an abstract noun that does not 

apply according to the grammar of the language. In Merida, Maracaibo, 

Caracas, and Trujillo, informants miscued at this point in the story. 

One reader from Cumana produced a similar syntactic dialect feature 

but with a different word and in a different point in the story. This 

informant miscued at line 059, reading: (OR) "inrremediablemente" for 

(ER) "irremediablemente" (that cannot be avoided). 

Analysis of the Dialect Features Implying a Sentence Transformation 

After a careful examination and consultation with linguists in 

Venezuela, the following miscues were considered to be dialect feature 

rather than simple verb form substitutions. (Rlgg, 1974) 

TABLE V-6 
Miscues That Imply Sentence Transformations 

In line 036 children from Trujillo, Merida, and Cumana 
produced the following miscue: 

(OR) Le dljo un buen regano (and told her a good 
scolding) 

(ER) Le dio un buen regano (and gave her a good 
scolding) 

In this substitution the miscue is perfectly acceptable since 

what the reader produced was a more colloquial or familiar form to 
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express the same idea. Once again we observe that our informants are 

demonstrating through their miscues their language knowledge and the 

abIlity to construct meaning in transaction with the author's 

language. Children are showing that they have a receptive control 

over the language of the author which is more formal than the one 

generally accepted by schools. As they read, the children shift into 

their own dialects. None of the previously presented miscues were 

corrected. 

TABLE V-7 
Informants From Trujillo, Merida, Maracaibo, and Caracas 

In line 128, readers from Trujillo, Merida, Maracaibo, and 
Caracas produced the following miscue: 

(OR) ..• sintio mucho miedo y, lanzado un ... 
(he was so terrified that, having given a roar ... ) 

(ER) ... sintio mucho miedo y, lanzando un .. (he was so 
terrified that, giVing a roar •..•. ) 

The substitution of the gerund form of the verb for a past 

participle form of the verb again shows how chIldren are constructing 

meaning as they read. This substItution is acceptable in the context 

of the whole story. The chIldren's reading creates a more static or a 

totally completed action in the past which is not possible to recover. 

The author's verb form gives a Inore active or dynamic form to the 

action. 



TABLE V-8 
Informants from Trujillo, Maracaibo, Caracas, and Cumana 

In line 105, readers from Trujillo, Maracaibo, Caracas, 
and Cumana produced the following dialect miscue: 

(OR) T(o ConeJo se dedico a montar piedras sobre .•• 
(Uncle Rabbit busied himself piling stones on .. ) 

(ER) T{o ConeJo se dedico a amontonar piedras sobre .. . 
(Uncle Rabbit busied himself piling stones on ... ) 
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Again there is no meaning change in the miscue. The verb form is 

correct in spite of the fact that the readers used a more familiar 

verb form. 

TABLE V-9 
Informants From Caracas, Merida, Maracaibo, and Cumana 

In line 113, readers from Caracas, M~rida, Maracaibo, 
and Cumana produced the following miscue: 
(OR) ... bueno que este todo como ella 10 deja. As! no 

podrfa ... (Better that she sees things as she left 
them, that way she would not •.. > 

(ER) ... bueno que este todo como ella 10 dej6. As! 
no podra .... (Better that she sees things a 
she left them, that 
way she won't ... > 

With this miscue, we observe a tense change which implies that 

the readers are more confortable using the conditional form of the 

verb rather that the simple future form. This change produces a more 

flexible sentence since the conditional allows the reader to follow up 

actions. These kinds of complex transformatioons show the 

sophistication of the children's manipulation of syntax. 



TABLE V-10 
Informants From Trujillo, Merida, and Cumana 

In line 036, subjects from Trujillo, Merida, and Cumana 
produced the following: 

(OR) Busco a la vieja y Ie dijo un buen regano (He went 
to find the old woman and he told her a good 
scolding .•• ) 

(ER) Busco a la vieja y Ie dio un buen regano (He went 
to find the old woman and he gave her a good 
scoldIng ••. 
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The occurance of this miscue in three different dialect regions 

provIdes evidence of dialect features at the verb level. The tense of 

the verb form remains Identical with only a minor variation at the 

semantic level. It is evident that children are using what is more 

common in their dialect at the same time that they follow the grammar 

rules in building the meaning of the story. Readers provide evidence 

that they have receptive control over the author's language which is 

more formal and is the one generally accepted by schools. Readers 

understand how to transform into their own dialect forms. 
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TABLE V-11 
Informants From Merida and Trujillo Transformations 

In line 030 Subjects from Caracas and Trujillo produced the 
following transformation: 

(OR) EI doctor al ver el regalo tan sabroso, se alegro •.• 
(The doctor was very happy, when he saw the present 
so tasty) 

(ER) EI doctor al ver regalo tan sabroso, se alegre ... 
(The doctor was very happy, when he saw ____ tasty 
present) 

In this miscue we observe the insertion of the article "el" (the) 

in front of "regalo" (present) which is a determiner that adds a 

definite characteristic to the following noun form. Wi thout the 

article preceding it, the noun is considered to be indefInite. It is 

important to remember that most Spanish nouns are accompanied by the 

Indeterminate article always preserving the gender, person and number 

concordance. In this miscue it is observed that the reader has 

control over the language grammar rules, especially those involving 

the gender, number and person concordance typical in the Spanish 

language. 

In summary, we can say that there are similarities for all the 

subject groups and a few differences between some of the groups. 

These types of dialect miscues occurred infrequently, some of them 

only once per region and some of them only in one subject/s reading. 

The number of dialect miscues of the five groups previously discussed 

does not necessarily imply any difference in the dialects of the five 
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g.oups. They are Impo.tant because they p.ovlde clea. evidence of the 

.eade.s' .eceptlve competence fo. t.anslatlng the w.lte.'s language 

Into thel. own dialects. Dialect miscues occu.ed at the phonological 

levels in all g.oups unde. study. 

Pe.haps the most impo.tant conclusion is 

demost.ated .eceptive cont.ol of the autho.'s 

that all five g.oups 

language they are 

reading. Readers evidenced some influence of their dialects in .eading 

but these are not in themselves disruptive of the readers' 

p.oficiency. 

K. Goodman (1978) stated "that the dialect of any .eader whose 

language is English can only affect his/he •• eading in ways that the 

psycholinguistic p.ocess permits". K. Goodman's (1978) assertion is 

compatible with the findings f.om our Spanish reade.s because of 

similarities between conclusions f.om miscue studies in English and 

these stUdies of Spanish readers. 

In summary: 

1) All readers had evidence of dialect miscues. 

2) Dialect features do not seem to be consistent within a single 

setting such as throughout an oral reading or retelling. In addition, 

featu.es which a .eade. may exhibit in the oral .etelling may be mo.e 

or less f.equent in the oral reading. This finding is consistent with 

ea.lie. miscue stUdies on dialect (Rigg, 1974; K. Goodman and Y. 

Goodman, 1978) and suggests the complex natu.e of dIalect va.Iation. 

3) Dialect does not interfe.e with .eading. 
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4) DIalect miscues occur at all processes (graphophonic, syntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic) of language for al I groups. 

Dialect Features in the Oral Retelling of Five Different Venezuelan 

Regions Informants. 

In this part of the analysis will be presented evidence which 

permit us to answer question four as was stated in chapter III of this 

research: what are the dialect variations in the reading and retelling 

from one regional group to another? The part of dialect variations in 

the reading as Is expressed in this question was previously analyzed 

in this chapter. 

The following table number V-12, will show the most important 

dialect features evidenced in adult dialect studies conducted in 

Venezuela and that were extensively described at the beginning of this 

chapter. 

TABLE V-12 
Dialects Features Among Adult Venezuelan Informants 

Rosenblat (1960) 
Phonological Features from Lowland Informants: 
1) Aspiration of lsi e.g. 10 fosforo/los fosforos 

(the matches) 
2) Loss or weakness of the intervocalic Idi. For 

example: "venro/vendlo" (sold);"tofto/todlto" (all) 
3) Loss of Irl In final position. e.g. "voy a cornel 

voy a comeru (1 1 m going to eat) 
4) Exchange of Irl for III In Intervocalic or final 

position. e.g. usordao/soldadou (soldier) 
5) Velar pronunciation of Inl In final position 

In a word. e.g. ucoraz6n/coraz6j1u (heart) 
Phonological Features from highland Informants: 
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TABLE V-12 cont inued ••. 
============================================================== 

1) Total pronunciation and special emphasis in 
consonant pronuntiation. 

Syntactic Features of same Informants: 
The use of IIVOS" (thy) form. e.g. "vos sos" (thy are) 

Chela-Flores (1978) 
Dialect Region: Maracaibo 
Phonological Features: 
1) Differences in Pronunciation style caused by social 

factors. 
2) Weakness in the process of consonants and consonant 

elisions in final position. 

D/Introno et al (1978) 
Dialect Region: Caracas 
Phonological Features based on sociolinguistic analysis: 
1) Intonation is the most important factor to 

differenciate low-high socio-economic informants 
from Caracas. 

2) Differences are evidenced in voice quality which is 
related to larynx tension. 

3) Upper stressed vowel are affected by the 
larynx tension. 

Barrera et al (1975) 
Dialect Region: Zulia State (Including Maracaibo) 
1) Omission of Id/ occlusive, dental voiced phoneme 

In Intervocalic, initial or final position. 
a) The Id/ omission generally occur after a stressed 

syllable. 
b) The Id/ omission is more common in Intervocalic 

position without affecting any of the surrounding 
vowels. 

2) Substitution the bilabial nasal sound of 1m! for 
the nasal alveolar sound In/. e.g. "sacabanosl 
sacabamos" (we put it out) 

3) Aspiration of the lsi fricative, alveolar voiceless 
sound in Implosive stressed syllable position. e.g. 
IIpehca/pesca" (fish as a verb); pehcaolpescado" 
(fish as a noun) "d{ah/d{as" (days). 
a) When the following word starts with a vowel sound. 

e.g. "mAh casahl mas casas" (more houses) 
b) The lsi omission is more common in final position. 

However it can occur in interior position too. 
4) Substitution of the alveolar voiced III for the 

vibrating simple alveolar voiceless Irl sound.e.g. 
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TABLE V-12 continued .•. 
============================================================= 

"senar/senal" (signal) This sUbstitution is common 
in interior implosive and in final position in 
stressed syllables. 

5) Substitution of /r/ for /1/ in almost any position 
except when it occurs in initial position. 

============================================================== 
Marquez-Carrero (1985) 

Dialect Regions: The Archaic Zone including South
Central part of Merida State. The Innovative Zone 
includIng Central villages of the State of M6rida. 
The Influence Zone including South communIties living 
in South part of Zulia State. 
Dialect Features of the Archaic Zone: 
1) Use of archaic words "onde/donde" (where) 
2) Old Spanish verb inflections: "haiga/haya" 

(there is); "vlde/vi-vio" (see) 
3) Use of synonyms which are not generally considered 

by the Spanish grammatical rules. 
4) Use of "vos" (thy) form. 
5) Omission of /d/ when it appears in the imperative 

verb forms. e.g. "venl/venid" (come); "anda/andad" 
(go) 

6) Some pluralIzatIon forms do not follow the Spanish 
grammatical rules. 

7) Words with graphemes "ct-cc" have a variant 
pronuntiation. e.g. "doitor/doctor" (doctor) 

8) The intervocalic sound /s/ is sounded as /j/. e.g. 
"nojotros/nosotros" (we) 

9) Addition of the high anterior /i/ to form a 
dIphthong. e.g. "diJleron/diJeron" (said) 

10) Regressive contraction. e.g. "hogado/ahogado" 
(drowned) 

Dialect Features of the Innovative Zone: 
1) Old Spanish language forms In oral language are 

used. e.g. "vagamundo/vagabundo" (vagrant) 
2) Use of neologisms. e.g. "penalty" (pena maxima) 
3) Supression of intervocalic occlusIve. dental 

voiced /d/ sound in initial and final position. 
e.g. "espertar/despertar" (to wake up)"amao/amado" 
( loved) 

4) Addition of oclussive. velar, voiceless /g/ sound 
before vocalic. high anterior /u/ in words which 
in the written form start with the grapheme "h". 
e.g. "gijeso/hueso" (bone) 
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TABLE V-12 continued ... 
============================================================== 

5) The pr-eposition "par-a" (to, for-) is commonly r-educed 
to "pa" which is an omission of the poststr-essed 
syllable composed of vibr-ating, alveolar-, voiced Ir-I 
sound and the IOVl, centr-al Ia! sound. 

6) Confusion in the use of plur-al for-ms: 
"LQue hor-a son?ltQue hor-a es?" (what time is it?) 

7) Plur-llize the r-eflexive for-m of ver-bs such as: 
"colocar-sen/colocarse" (to place) 

Note: the other- dialect zones are not pr-esented because 
they ar-e not r-elevant to this investigation. 

============================================================== 
Obediente (1983) 

Compar-atlve Phonetic and Phonological Study between 
Standar-d Spanish and Venezuelan Spanish. 

Standar-d Spanish: 
1) The Spanish language presents a vocalic phonemic 

system with a tr-iangular- type which is ver-y simple. 
2) The five vocalic phonemes can pr-oduce nine 

oppositions, such as: 11/-/u/;/i/-lel;lel-/o/; 
lu/-Iol. 
The Ia! vocalic phoneme does not participate in 
bilater-al oppositions. 

3) The consonantal system of standard Spanish has 
nineteen phonemes: 
liquids: III It I Irl Ir/; nasals: 1m! Inl I~/; voiced: 
Ibl Idl IJI Iq/; fLlcatives: If I I~I lsi lxi, 
voiceless, oLals, no-liquids, and oclusives Ipl It I 
Icl Ikl voiceless, orals no-liquid. Ar-chiphonemes: 
IRI product of the neutralization of the opposition 
Ir-fl in no-intervocalic position. 

4) IN/, IB/,/D/,/G/,ILI which result £r-om the 
neutr-alizatlon of the oppositions Im-n-n-I; 
Ip-b/;/t-dl;k-g/; and II-g/ In final posItIon of 
the sy I I ab Ie. 

Venezuelan Spanish: 
1) The consonantal system of Venezuelan Spanish 

has eighteen phonemes. These phonemes can produced 
13 bilater-al oppositions. 

2) Common bilater-al oppositions between StandaLd Spanish 
and Venezuelan Spanish: Ip-f/; Ip-t/; Ib-dl; Ib-q/; 
Id-)/; Ic-J/; IJ-q/; Im-~/; Ir-r/. 

3) Later-al oppositions In Standar-d Spanish exclusively: 
If-xl ; Is-~/; Ik-x/; II-li. 

4) Later-al oppositions in Venezuelan Spanish 
exclusively: It-c-I; If-s/; Ic-k/; Ik-g/. 
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Dialect Features Observed_ from Oral Retelling of Informants from 

Caracas. 

The discussion that follows presents the dialect features most 

commonly observed in the retelling of the subjects. The dialect 

features will be presented by showing the dialect features for each 

region. The dialect features are organized first in a descriptive 

presentation followed by a summary of the phonological and syntactic 

features evidenced in every group of informants. The features found in 

the children's retelling wil I be compared to adult features reported 

in table V-12 previously presented. A summary of all the features 

will conclude this section. 

In the analysis of data from the Caracas Informants the most 

common dialect feature children used in their oral retelling included: 

use of the word "entonces" (then) 39 times and in al I cases the /s/ 

affricate. alveolar. voiceless sound was omitted in final position. 

The result was "entonce". This omission is also reported in Barrera's 

(1975) study among Informants from the Tachira. Guarico. Nueva 

Esparta, Yaracuy, Zulia and in Bolivar State. 

The following dialect features were also observed "gueco/hueco" 

r/ywekoJ (hole) occured among all Informants. The previous and 

following phonological transcription of the informants dialect 

features corresponds to the Obediente (1985) investigation. 

"GUel I aslhue I las" [yweJasJ (tracks) was produced by two informants. 

This is described as the addition of /g/ occlusive. velar, voiced 
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before the high, vocalic posterior lui (Barrera, 1975 and 

Marquez-Carrero, 1985). According to Obediente's (1985) analysis this 

is an alophone of 191 in words starting wIth the diphthong luel 

(,grapheme "hue") and was reported as occur I ng, genera I I y, in everyday 

speech of Venezuelan adult speakers. 

Other dialect 

"diJieron/diJeron" and 

times. Two times 

features found in this group of children were 

"curiosar/curiosear". The former ocurred 6 

each for three different informants. 

"Curiosar/curiosear" was heard from each informant at least one time. 

This dialect feature was reported in the section on oral reading 

miscues and also in Barrera's et al (1975) investigations. Rosenblat's 

1960 work and Marquez-Carrero/s (1985) findings. 

Finally among Caracas informants we found the omission of /d!' 

occlussive bilabial voiced sound In intervocalic position as it 

occurred when children said "atrapao" for "atrapado" (grabbed) 2 times 

each by four different informants with a total of 8occurences. This 

same dialect feature was reported in the dialect studies among 

Venezuelan speakers conducted by Barrera et aI, 1975; Marquez-Carrero, 

1985; Rosenblat, 1960 and Obediente, 1985. In order to avoid 

terminology confusion in the following dialect features report, the 

linguistic terminology is presented as used in the above mentioned 

investigations. 



TABLE V-13 
Summa~y of Dialect Featu~es in the O~al Retellings f~om 

Ca~acasl Info~mants. (In the lowlands) 

Child~en Adul ts 
Phonological Dialect Featu~es O~al Retelling Resea~ch 
Omission in final positIon of 
lsi aff~icate-alveola~-voiceless. X X 
AddItIon of Igi occlusive-vela~-
voiced befo~e high-vocaiic-
poste~io~ lui. X X 
DIphthong ~eduction by 
eliminating lei. X 0 
AdditIon of the III high-
ante~io~-vocalic. X X 
Diphthongation of the 
hiatus leal. X X 
Omission of Idl occlusive-
bilabial-voiced 
in inte~vocalic position. X X 
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Dialect Featu~es f~om the O~al Retel ling of Info~mants f~om Ma~acaibo. 

I will fi~st p~esent dialect featu~es of the o~al ~eteliing of 

the Ma~acalbo info~mants that Is simila~ to those of the features of 

the child~en/s miscues that have al~eady been discussed in o~de~ to 

avoid ~epetition. We obse~ve both 
I. 

"guellas" fo~ "huellas" (t~acks) 

and "guequ i to" fo~ "huequ ito" (little hole) in the Ma~acaibo 

info~mants, an addition of the oclusive, vela~. voiced Igi. 

Something new among speake~s of this ~egion is the inco~po~ation of 

the diminutive fo~m with that dialect featu~e. The dimInutIve also 

was obse~ved in wo~ds lIke lIaguje~Ito" (little hollow> which a~e 

synonyms. Othe~ dIalect featu~es that a~e also present in the 

chIld~en/s o~al mIscues include IIdijie~on" fo~ "dIje~on" (they said) 
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"entonce" for "entonces" (then). The omission of the vibrating, 

alveolar voiced Irl sound in final position when children said "docto" 

for "doctor" was also present in the oral retelling data. This dialect 

feature was also reported in Obediente's (1985); Barrera's et al 

(1975); Marquez-Carrero (1985)and Rosenblat's (1960) investigations. 

The omission of the fricative, alveolar voiceless lsi sound in final 

position "armado" for "armados" (armed) was noted. 

Another dialect feature detected in children's oral retel ling was 

IIloh hombreh" for "los hombres" (the men) which according to Rosentilat 

(1960) is a dialect characteristic of the Venezuelan lowland speakers 

which includes Maracaibo. 

We found that our informants, in their oral retellings,l tend to 

produce Ihl which is a fricative glotal, a more or less voiced sound 

that includes a nasal ization when it occurs in final position. [Ioh 

'hombrehJ. (Phonological transcription according to Obediente, 1985) 

A dialect feature registered was the omission of the oclusive, 

dental voiced Idl sound in final position: for example, "atrapao" for 

"atrapado" (grabbed). Another dialect feature is the elission of the 

central low hiatus laol in the word "ahoLita" pLoducing "orita" (now). 

These last four dialect features occurring among children from 

Maracaibo weLe also reported in Barrera et ai, (1975): Rosenblat. 

(1960): and Obediente, (1985). 

In the sentence from one of the children'S oral 

"Fueron cOLriendo a'que la vieja!" (They came running to 

retellings 

the old 
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woman's house) the~e is a ~eduction of sounds as well as wo~ds since 

the expresion "a'que" comes f~om "a la casa de" (to the house of). In 

this economy of language child~en f~om Ma~acaibo produced a ve~y 

typical dialect form that has been heard among adult speakers In 

eve~yday conversation. It seems possible that child~en a~e growing 

into adult expressions and that they feel comfortable using them 

during a spontaneous oral retelling. 

The use of "usted" as second person formal pronoun form was also 

noted. This phenomenon has not been reported in any other 

investigation, particula~ly among informants of this region. The form 

of the verb "metete" for "metete" which implies the use of the pronoun 

form "vos" was also noted. "Met~te" (get In) as a verb form Is used 

as an imperative. This dialect phenomenon of using the imperative 

verb form when the form "vos" Is Implicit coincides with Rosenblat's 

(1960) 'investigation which repo~ted that as one of the main dialect 

feature characteristics of speake~s from Maracaibo region. 

The use of "pepas" fo~ "semillas" (seeds) was also observed in 

chi Idren/s oral retel lings. "Pepas" Is a colloquial or faml liar form 

for the wo~d "seeds". "Semillas" (seeds) is used in what is considered 

standard Spanish. 



TABLE V-14 
Summary of Dialect Features in the Oral Retellings from 

Maracaibo's Informants (In the lowlands) 

Chi Idren 
Phonological Dialect Features Oral Retelling 
- Omission of Idl occlusive-
dental-voiced in final 
position. X 
- Omission of Irl vibrating
alveolar-voiced in final 
position. X 
- Omission of the lsi frlcatlve
alveolar-voiceless in final 
position. X 
- Elision of laol the 
central low hiatus 
in Intervocalic position. X 
Syntactic Dialect Features 
- Use of the verb form "metete" 
(get in) implying the use of 
"vos" 0 I d pronoun form. X 
Use of synonyms: 
- Use of "pepas" for "semillas". X 
- Reduction of words. X 
- The use of "usted" (you) form. X 

Adu Its 
Research 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

o 
o 
o 
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Dialect Features from the Oral Retellings of Informants from Cumana. 

One of the dialect features among these Informants was "pa'que" 

for "para que" (so that) which Is a syllable elision between two words 

with the preposition "para" (to or for). This dialect feature was 

also reported by Barrera's et al (1975) as occuring among Informants 

from Tachira and Guarico States. In this study informants from Cumana 

said "rajuno" for "rasguno" (scratch). We observe in this dialect 

feature the elision of the fricative, alveolar, voiceless lsi sound In 
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implosive position, plus the substitution of occlusive, velar voiced 

Igi sound for the fricative, pharynxeous, voiceless Ihl sound. 

There is also a syllable omission in the final position of the 

oclusive, dental voiced Id/ sound and the omission of the low central 

Ia/ sound in the expression "ca' ratico" for "cada ratico" (every 

moment ). The omission of the occlusive, dental, voiced Id/ sound 

between two words like "el poco 'e piedras" for "el poco de Piedras" 

(that amount of stones) occurred. The use of the fricative, 

pharyngeous voiceless Ihl sound in "jalar" for "halar"(to pull) were 

also detected. These dialect features were also reported in Barrera's 

et al investIgation (1975). 

Among this group of informants from Cumana we observed repeated 

dIalect features. Some examples of these repeated features are 

"agradecio" for "agradecido" (thankful), "armaos" for "armados" 

(armed), "atrapaos" for" atrapados" (grabbed), A I I three di a I ect 

features included the intervocalic omission of the occlusive. dental, 

voiced Id/ sound in final position. "Entonce" for "entonces" (then); 

and "despue" for "despUEfs" both provide evidence of the omission of 

the fricative, alveolar, voiceless lsi sound In final position. The 

dialect feature "gUel las" for "huel las" which is the inItial additioll 

of the occlusive, velar sound Igi before vocalic, high, posterior lui 

sound was also detected. 



TABLE V-15 
Summary of Dialect Features in the Oral Retellings 

from Cumana's Informants (In the lowlands) 

Phonolgical Features 

- Omission in final 
position of /dl 

Children's 
Oral Retel ling 

occlusive-dental-voiced X 
- Omission of /a/ low 
central vocalic X 
- Omissionn of /dl 
occlusive-dental-
voiced between two words. X 
- Omission of /s/ fricative
alveolar-voiceless 
in final position. X 
- InItIal addItIon of 
the /gl oclusIve-
velar before /u/ 
vocalic-high-posterior. X 
- Use of Ih/ frcative
pharyngeous-voiceless 
sound In initIal position. X 
- ElIsion of /s/ fricative
alveolar-voIceless in 
implosive positIon. X 

- Substitution of Ig/ 
occlusIve-velar voiced for Ihl 
fricative-pharyngeous-
voIceless. X 
Syllable elIsion between 
two words with the 
preposition "para" (to, for). X 

Adults' 
Research 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

o 
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The discussion of the previous three regions (Caracas, MaracaIbo 

and Cumana) represent the most common dialect features in the oral 

retellings of the subjects of the lowland dialect regions in Venezuela 

(Rosenblat, 1960). The following sections provide the analysis of the 
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dialect features of informants from the highland dialect regions in 

Venezuela (Rosenblat. 1960). 

Dialect Features from the Oral Retelling of Informants from Trujillo. 

The informants from Trujillo produced dialect features which were 

discussed previously: 

"guequito" for "huequito" (little hole);"loh hombreh" for"los hombres" 

(the men); "dijieron" for "dijeron",in the dialect features: "escuchao" 

for "escuchado" (heard); "too" for" todo" (al]); "tracaliao" for" 

traca I i ado" (dece i ved) ; and "desesperao" for" desesperado" 

(desperate). The omission of the occlusive, dental, voiced /d/ sound 

in final position is also noted. 

The verb form "metete" by "metete" which implies the use of the 

"vos" form as reported by Rosenblat, (1960) The use of the diminutive 

form in words such as "viejita" or "viejecita" (old woman) were 

reported; and "dulcita" (little sweet); "negocito" (little shop); 

"huequito" (little hole) were additional diminutives used by the 

children. The question" pa' que' tas?" for" para que estas?" (What 

for are you doing so?) is reported as a syllable omission between 

words in final position, for example "pa'" for "para" (to or for) and 

an omission in the initial position such as: '''tas'' for "estas" (you 

are). According to Barrera's et al this is considered a special case, 

perhaps because of their low frequency. But it is not so in this 

study since it was so evident in most of the informants under 

investigation. 
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In the oral retelling among informants of this dialect region, 

the frequent use of the informal second person pronoun "to" (you) was 

also common. 

TABLE V-16 
Summary of Dialect Features in the Oral Retellings 

from Trujillo's Informants (In the highlands) 

Phonological Dialect Features 
Addition of /i/ high-anterior
vocalic to form a diphthong. 
Diphthongation of the 
hiatus /ea/. 
Elision of /s/ fricative
alveolar-voiceless in 
f ina I pos i ti on . 
Omission of /d/ occluslve
dental-voiced in 
final position. 
Initial addition of /g/ 
oclusive-velar before /ul 
vocalic high posterior. 
Syllable omission 
between words. 
Syntactic Dialect Features 
Use of Diminutive 
degree of adjectives. 

Use of "t~" (you) informal 
second person pronoun form. 

Use of the verb form 
"metete" (get in) 
implying the use of 
"vas" old pronoun form. 

Chi I dr-en Adul ts 
Oral Retelling Research 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X a 

X a 

X X 

Dialect Features from the Oral Retelling of Informants from Merida. 

The most common dialect features among these informants wer-e the 

following: "cerrao" for "cerrado"(closed); "echao"for"echado" (poured); 
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"atrapao" for "atrapado" (grabbed>; II regal ao" for "resal ado" (given>; 

"terminao" for "terminado" (finished>: "ma lvao" for "malvado"(wlcked>. 

In these dialect features there is an omission of the oclusive, 

dental, voiced /dl sound in final position. 

The retellers produced the dialect feature"entonce"for"entonces" 

(then> which is the omission of the fricative, velar, voiceless /s/ 

sound in final position. 

TABLE V-17 

Summary of Dialect Features in the Oral Retel lings 

from Merida's Informants (In the highlands> 

Chi I dren Adults 

Phonological Dialect Features Oral Retell ing Research 

Omission of /dl occlusive-

dental voiced sound 

in final posi ti on. X X 

Omission of /s/ fricative-

velar-voiced sound in final 

position. X X 
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I have presented the most common dIalect features evIdenced in 

the oral retellings of fIve informant groups from Venezuela and 

compare them with features from research on adults In Venezuela. The 

next section presents a summary of the most typIcal dIalect features 

among speakers of these fIve Venezuelan regIons (Caracas, Maracaibo 

and Cumana from the low lands and MerIda and Trujillo from the high 

lands). Evidenced is taken from theIr miscues and oral retelling 

after reading the whole story "The First Watermelon". 

Summary of the Most Common Dialect Features. 

The following summary includes features common to all In the 

reading and retelling of the Informants. The most relevant dialect 

features detected are presented below. In lines 032 and 105 (see 

AppendIx I for original text) chIldren's reading miscue was: 

"dljieron" for "dljeron" (said) reflects the addition of the high 

anterior /1/ to form a dIphthong. (Rosenblat, 1960; Barrera et ai, 

1975; Marquez-Carrero, 1985 and Obediente, 1985) 

In line 046 readers produced the mIscues "indentidad" for "identidad" 

(identity). This is an overgeneraiIzation of the affIxatIon process 

of the Spanish language. This dialect phenomenon was not reported in 

any of the dIalect InvestIgatIons discussed In thIs work. 

In lIne 048, 33.33 % of the readers produced the miscue, "curiosar" 

for "curiosear" (to snoop). ThIs is a diphthong reduction el iminating 

/e/. ThIs dIalect feature was prevIously reported In the studies 

conducted in Venezuela. 
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In this study I have considered the following as special dialect 

features. 

In line 036 at least one informant from Trujillo, Merida, and Cumana 

produced: 

(OR) Le dljo un buen regano ( told her a good scolding) 

(ER) Le dio un buen regano ( gave her a good scolding) 

In line 128 Informants from Trujillo, Merida, and Maracaibo (at least 

one informant on each region) produced: 

(OR) .. SintI6 mucho miedo y lanzado un .. (He was so terrified that, 

giving up a roar .. ) 

(ER) .. Slntlo mucho mledo y lanzando un .. (He was so terrified that, 

giving up a roar •. ) 

In line 105 informants from Trujillo, Merida, Maracaibo, and Cumana 

(at least one from each region except the informants from Trujillo who 

were three) provided: 

(OR) Tio ConeJo se dedico a montar piedras sobre ... <Uncle Rabbit 

busied himself mounting stones on ... ) 

(ER) Tlo Conejo se dedico a amontonar piedras sobre ... (Uncle Rabbit 

busied himself piling stones on •.. ) 

In line 085 informants from Trujillo, Merida, Maracaibo, and Cumana 

(one from each region) read: 

(OR) EI bobo de Tro Tigre empezQ a crecer en las patranas ... (The 

foolish Uncle Tiger began to grow in the tale) 

(ER) EI bobo de Tro Tigre empezQ a creer en las patranas ... 
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(The foolish Uncle Tige~ began to believe the tale •.• ) 

In line 113 informants from Caracas, Maracaibo, Cumana, and Merida 

(one informant in each ~egion) showed: 

(,OR) ••• bueno que este todo como ella 10 dejo. Asf no podda ... (Better 

that she sees things as she left them, that way she would not ... ) 

(ER) ... bueno que este todo como ella 10 deja. Asi no pOd~a ... 

(Better that she sees things as she left them, that way she won't ... ) 

The examples previously presented were considered as special 

dialect features since they occu~~ed in at least one informant pe~ 

group. It seems that readers tend to predict more their dialect 

st~uctu~e when reading an action than the author does in the w~itten 

text. 

Another example concerns the shift of lOy Ie dijo/y Ie dio" (and 

told/and gave). Child~en in these dialect ~egions decided to use 

their dialect syntactic structure than the one presented by the 

author's language. Anothe~ cha~acteristic of the informants dialect 

Is the tendency to produce a progressive or continuos tense verb form 

afte~ the preposition "y" (and) and to change the meaning of the 

infinitive verb form after the preposition "a" (at, to). 

In one case child~en selected a dialect verb form, fo~ example, 

"a montar/a amontonar" (mounting/pi I ing on). In this shi ft no meaning 

change is observed, ~athe~ it is a successful dialect featu~e 

selection of a synonym which fits the sentence and the story syntactic 

and semantic structu~e. Anothe~ syntactic shift is the change of the 
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simple futu~e tense of the same ve~b fo~m to a conditional fo~m of the 

ve~b U(OR) pOdda I (ER) pod~au. This ve~b tense exchange suggests 

that in the info~mants' dialect f~onl this ~egion the use of the simple 

futu~e tense fo~m does not meet the sentence o~ sto~y needs at this 

point. This substitution occu~~ed and the~e is no attempt to co~~ect 

the miscue among the diffe~ent info~mants. It is possible to conclude 

that syntactically and semantically the dialect featu~e is totally 

acceptable. 

In line 061 th~ee info~mants. one each ~egion f~om Trujillo and 

Cumana, and one info~mant f~om Ma~acaibo offe~ed: 

(OR) Cuando se dio cuenta de todo t~ato de escapa~ ... (When all become 

clea~ he t~ied to escape ... ) 

(ER) Cuando se dlo cuenta de todo t~ato de escapa~ ... (When al I become 

clea~ he t~ied to escape ... ) 

In line 124 Informants from Ca~acas. and Cumana (one iformant f~om 

each ~egion) p~oduced: 

(OR) mis patillas! Esta ah[, debajo del cajon! (my wate~melons! 

He's the~e! Unde~neath the box!U) 

(ER) mis patillas! Esta ah(, debaJo de ese cajon! (my wate~melons! 

He's the~e! Unde~neath that box!U) 

The examples above include the exchange of a past tense ve~b fo~m 

fo~ a noun in the fi~st example and in the second example. substitulng 

a ve~b fo~m fo~ a pronoun fo~m. These miscues create a syntactically 

and semantically pa~tially acceptable st~ucture. These types of 
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miscue can be interpreted in two ways. First, the children are 

reading mechanically, that is, syllable by syllable or perhaps the 

accent mark Is not recognized as part of the graphophonic system. 

Therefore, the construction of meaning is disrupted at the point In 

which this type of miscue occurred since the miscue could be 

acceptable with the prior portion of the sentence but not with the 

following part. The special dialect feature Implication then, would 

be that Informants from these regions have not fully understood the 

importance of the orthographic marker as a graphophonic syntactic 

categorization cue in their reading. 

In line 041: informants from Merida, Maracaibo, and Cumana Cat least 

one on each region) produced: 

COR) ... Una buena patilla, y prometio, ademas, no ••• (a good 

watermelon, and promised besides, not ... ) 

CER) ..• una nueva patilla, y prometio, ademas, no .•. (another 

watermelon, and promised besides, not ... ) 

In line 015 informants from Caracas and Trujillo (one informant from 

each region) read: 

(OR) .•. produjera su plantica ( ..• one that the little plant would 

produce) 

(ER) .•. produjera su plant[o ( ... one that the patch would produce •.. ) 

In the previous dialect features the informants show a lexical 

repertoire that fits the syntactic and semantic needs of the sentence 

and of the whole story. Informants did not attempt to correct these 
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miscues. It is possible to state that the informants from all five 

regions produce high quality miscues at the same time that they use 

their dialect. They are efficient and effective in their reading 

because of the high quality miscues that they produce while using 

the i r di a I ect. 

In line 030 subjects from Caracas and Trujillo (one informant in each 

region showed: 

(OR) EI doctor al ver el regalo tan sabroso, se alegro ... (The doctor 

was very happy, when he saw the present so tasty) 

(ER) El doctor al ver regalo tan sabroso, se alegro ..• (The doctor was 

very happy, when he saw the tasty present) 

This dialect feature shows informants syntactic knowledge of 

their language. It seems that In their dIalect it is more probable 

that a noun phrase would fol Iowan infinitive form of the verb. 

Therefore, in their dialect they add the article needed to complete 

their language predictIon. 

Summary 

According to the previous analYSis we can conclude that there are 

no major dialect miscue or oral retelling differences between the five 

groups under investigation. Informants were able to recal I orally the 

written story and to react to the author's language as is expressed In 

the written text regardless of dialect dIfferences between the 

language of the author as represented in the text and the language of 

the reader. 
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question number four in this investigation: 

variations in the reading and retelling, from 
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to find the answer to 

What are the dialect 

one regional group to 

another? The implications of this analysis and the implications of 

the miscue results presented in chapter IV are presented in chapter 

VI. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

This chapter will present a summary of the analysis of the oral 

reading of twenty three fourth grade Venezuelan children representing 

five Venezuelan dialect regions. The children were observed and 

recorded while orally reading a whole story, followed by an oral 

retelling. The summary will be followed by suggestions for further 

educational investigations on the reading process of Venezuelan school 

age children. In addition implications for classroom teachers and 

teacher educators will be suggested. 

The Reading Process 

This investigation was based on the psychollnguistic 

framework developed by K. Goodman (1984) and Smith 

theoretical 

(1971) This 

psycholinguistlc reading model permits the study of how language and 

thought Interact In the process of reading. K. Goodman's (1982) 

psycholinguistic reading model was developed through extensive 

research using miscue analysis. 

There are four kinds of linguistic information available during 

reading. This information, arises from four different language 

systems: 1) the graphophonic system which is a set of relationships 

between sounds and shapes: 2) the language structure whIch is the 

grammar, or a set of syntactic relationships that permit the 
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expression of infinite messages with a minimum set of rules; 3) the 

semantic system which consists of the organization of meaning into 

concepts and conceptual structures; and 4) the pragmatic system which 

Includes the complex system underlying how language is used In 

particular social situations (Y. Goodman, Watson, and Burke, 1987). 

In addition to the information from the language systems, K. 

Goodman (1978) described different types of strategies readers use in 

constructing meaning from a written text. These strategies are: a) 

recognizing and initiating; b) sampling and selecting; c) predicting 

and inferring; d) confirming and e) correcting (K. Goodman, 1984). 

Goodman's model is an unlimited macro-model of the reading process. 

This model places reading in the context of written language. 

Although it refers to the proficient reader, it is also appropriate 

for any stage of development. In spite of the fact that it was 

constructed through the analysis of English reading, it is applicable 

to reading In all languages and In all orthographies (K. Goodman, 

1978, p.2-13). This conclusion was supported by my research of 23 

Venezuelan fourth grade readers. 

Goodman (1978) asserts that the reading process is universal and 

that variations are expected to occur according to how readers 

implement it. In the following portion of this chapter, I will 

discuss the aspects of the reading process which are the same for the 

Venezuelan children under examination. 
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DIscussIon and ImplIcatIons of the Four Research Questions 

The analysis of mIscues and dIalect features of twenty three 

Venezuelan fourth grade readers produced results that are similar to 

earlIer mIscue research of K. Goodman and Burke's (1973); Rigg's 

(1974): and K. Goodman and Y. Goodman, 0978), 

The main purpose of this investigation was to arrive at a 

quantitative and qualitatIve analysis of Venezuelan fourth grade 

readers' oral miscues and their retellings. The major question in this 

research was: In what ways do Venezuelan children who speak dialect 

variations of Spanish use their syntactic, semantic, graphophonic and 

pragmatic systems and theIr reading strategies (samplIng, predicting, 

confIrming, and correcting) In their process of meanIng construction 

durIng oral reading? ThIs major question was studied through several 

specific questions: 

1) In what ways do Venezuelan children who speak dialect variations of 

Spanish use their syntactic, semantic, graphophonic and pragmatic 

systems? 

2) How do these children use theIr sampling, predicting, confirming 

and correcting reading strategIes while constructing meaning from the 

wrItten page? 

3) Do these children show differences or similaritIes In the way they 

organize their reteilings to be retrieved in their process of meaning 

construction from a whole story? 
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4) What aLe the dialect vaLlatlons In the LeadIng and Leteiling fLom 

one Legional gLOUP to anotheL? 

Discussion and ImplIcations of QuestIons One and Two. 

The answeLS to questions numbeL one and two Leveal that 

InfoLmants fLom the hIghlands, MeLIda and TLuJIllo, aLe mOLe 

pLoficlent LeadeLs accoLdlng to the!L meaning constLuctlon patteLns. 

In the gLOUP of infoLmants fLam the lowlands, MaLacaibo, Cumana, and 

CaLacas, the peLcentages show that half of the subjects aLe slmllaL to 

the mOLe pLoficient LeadeLs fLom the hIghlands. TheLefoLe, In total, 

17 In£oLmants can be consldeLed pLoficlent LeadeLs accoLdlng to thelL 

meaning constLuction patteLns, while only 6 subjects aLe less 

pLoficient. 

The readers In this Investigation used their graphophonic, 

syntactic and semantic systems in the Leading pLocess. All the 

Informants produced miscues that showed a knowledge of syntactic 

tLansfoLmatlons appLopLiate to the Spanish language and demonstLated 

their ability to constLuct appropLlate meaning within a StOLY context. 

The fIndings aLe Levealing and SUPPOLt the defInItIon of LeadIng 

as meaning constLuctlon. It Is evident that children are constructing 

meanIng fLom the wLItten page, Lather than LeadIng letter by letteL, 

syllable by syllable or word by word. To explain why some readers did 

not Leach a more pLoflcient level, thelL reading strategIes should be 

examined furtheL readIng different texts. 
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Young readers may not have sufficiently developed their reading 

strategies to focus consistently on meaning construction. All 

Informants In this study tend to substitute on a word for word basis 

rather than transform larger syntactic units. In other cases readers 

preserve the observed response close to the graphic parameters of the 

expected response. They seldom make complex miscues or rearrange 

whole phrases or clauses. Readers produced high graphic and sound 

similarity miscues. From the high percentages that some informants 

obtained In the graphophonic patterns, it Is possible to conclude that 

because of instructional procedures, teachers beliefs about reading 

instruction and their own understanding of the reading process, some 

children consider that reading Is a decoding process Instead of the 

construction of meaning. The definition of decoding in this context 

should be understood as the reader's ability to sound out the words as 

expressed in the written text. Unfortunately, many school teachers in 

Venezuela, as well as In many other countries throughout the world 

believe that teaching children to decode is the appropriate 

Instructional approach for reading. 

Another finding of this investigation related to the student's 

dialect features. As they were reading, stUdents produced omissions 

of some consonants in initial, medial and final position. This 

phonological reduction was also reported in the investigations 

conducted among adult Informants in Venezuela. This suggests that 
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these kinds of miscues are features of regional language variatIons 

and not to be consIdered a problem In reading. 

The orthographIc marker used in SpanIsh language did in some 

cases seem to be a confusIng factor for these readers. Some 

informants were less able to control the complexity of thIs 

graphophonic element In theIr reading as compared to other 

graphophonic features. this lack of control was evidenced when 

Informants produced mIscues that were unacceptable. 

On the other hand, there were structures where thIs graphophonic 

phenomenon showed the Informants abIlity to predict and to transform 

sentences based on predictions. There were also cases where readers 

self-corrected when theIr predIctIons were not confIrmed. In summary 

It is possible to assert that the orthographic feature was a problem 

only when It resulted In an unacceptable miscue and the reader did not 

self-correct (see chapter IV). 

Many schools In Venezuela are currently usIng the syllabIc method 

In teaching reading. The syllabIc method Is widely applied allover 

the world, especially In the Spanish speaking countries. This kInd of 

mechanIcal reading traIning places children in a restricted reading 

experience. 

not provide 

Teachers in such programs correct student mIscues and do 

them with the opportunity to develop correction 

strategies. Rather than correct reader miscues, educators should use 

their student's miscues to learn about the reading process and the 
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strengths of their readers. This conclusion is also suggested by the 

findings of Davila de Silva's (1978) research. 

Educators who correct pupil's oral reading slow readers down and 

interfere with their process of becoming proficient readers. This fact 

should be understood by teachers if they want to be true facilitators 

of the reading process. 

These informants were all able to reconstruct the written story 

In their retellings. It seems that all the children have had some 

experience with short stories and how they are organized because they 

were able to retell the events in an ordered sequence and were able to 

name and to develop most of the characters In the story. 

Discussion and ImplicatIons of Question Number Four in this 

InvestigatIon. 

The findIngs revealed that there are no major differences between 

the dialect features among the informants of the five Venezuelan 

regions'. ThIs assertIon is based on the fact that when comparIng 

children's dialect features with adult dialect features and then 

between groups of chIldren no major dIfferences were observed. In 

other words, the comparative analysis of dialect features between 

Venezuelan dialect studies (Rosenblat, 1960; Barrera et ai, 1975; 

Obediente, 1983; and Marquez-Carrero, 1985) and the readers In thIs 

study dId not show great dIfferences. It was notIced that there Is a 

definitive difference between the intonation patterns among these 

informants which may reveal dialect difference among the fIve dialect 
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regions. This assertion coincides with the D/lntrono et al (1978) 

investigation as discussed In chapter V. Further research In this 

area is recollunended. 

Most of the dialect features that children displayed in the oral 

reading were also present in reader's oral retell!ngs. The evidence 

gathered on dialects allows for the consluslon that dialect can be 

considered an unrelated factor to their reading proficiency, although 

there were a few variations between the dialect of children and the 

dialect of the author represented in the written text, and the 

dialect of the researchers that analyzed the informants' oral reading 

and retelling. These variationns simply indicate dialect regions in 

Venezuela and do not indicate that children of different dialects do 

not read either better or worse than children who speak other 

dialects. All informants were able to read, retell and to miscue in 

similar ways regardless of dialect differences. It is obvious that 

the children had receptive control over the author's language. 

The findings from the analysis of dialect in this study coincide 

with K. Goodman's (1973) results. He believes that dialect-Involved 

miscues do not Interfere with the reading process or the construction 

of meaning. Dialect miscues reflect the reader's language. K. 

Goodman's assertion highlights the necessity to respect children'S 

language (K. Goodman, 1973, pp.6-7). By dOing so, teachers, 

educators, researchers, and parents give confidence to divergent 

speakers as they apply their receptive and productive language 
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competence to reading. In this way we diminish the effect of dialect 

differences on the reading development. With a negative attitude 

toward dialect variation, we Increase the effects of language 

differences. Teachers, parents and children begin to believe that It 

Is the way they speak that causes reading problems. This myth Is 

dispelled by this research. 

The findings In this research suggest that future Investigations 

should be conducted to determine how teachers react to this dialect 

variations such as the reduction of consonant In final positIon among 

Venezuelan school children. Through such research, it will be 

possible to uncover the responses that children have towards teachers 

that overemphasize, for example, the pronunciation of Its" or "d" in 

final position while students are reading orally. 

Because of the findings in this investigation and my teaching 

experience It is possible to predict that It would be a waste of time 

and effort for teachers to traIn children to read using dialect 

features that differ from their own. There is much research evidence 

In this field that has demonstrated that no matter how much you train 

a person to produce certain sounds, If that sound has not been 

Incorporated Into the phonological system of the speaker, all that 

effort and time has been wasted. A good example In support of this 

position could be found in any oral dialogue or conversation of 

Venezuelans from the east part of the country as these Venezuelan 

speakers produce the phoneme Irl instead of III sound. This 
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indicates that even though these speake~s we~e co~~ected in school and 

well t~ained to avoid it, they continued to p~ese~ve thei~ dialect 

phonological featu~es. 

Additional ~esea~ch questions conce~ning Venezuelan dialect 

va~iation should be investigated. Example include: What a~e school 

child~en/s ~eading p~efe~ences of the child~en/s lite~atu~e available 

in school lib~a~ies? Do thei~ p~efe~ences relate to the kind of 

language represented in the texts? 

The Text as a Constraint Element in this Investigation. 

As indicated by other miscue research and supported by this 

study, the text exe~ts const~aint over the processes of reading and 

the oral retelling. It should not be surp~ising that the text is a 

very important element and that it can affect the whole reading 

process. Examples of these constraints can be seen in the examples 

previously presented (chapter IV) when child~en were able to use more 

sophisticated words and syntactic structu~es than were p~esent in the 

written text. 

Moreove~, the repetition of miscues at the same point in the text 

by the majority of informants, shows that the selected text may have 

been too predictable to the ~eading experiences of these fourth 

graders. This idea was investigated by Altwerger and K. Goodman 

(1981) and was discussed in chapte~ III of this investigation. The 

predictability of the text is a very impo~tant factor in selecting 

~eading mate~ials to use in schools. 
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The selection of the reading text in this investIgation was 

conducted with the assIstance of the personnel In uEI Banco del Libro" 

(Bank of the book) located in Caracas, Venezuela. This center is 

nationally recognIzed as a research center for children/s literature 

as well as for other important educatIonal publications. 

Another possible research project to be conducted In Venezuela could 

be the study of predictable books to be used with school children. It 

Is currently difficult to select predictable readIng materials for 

Venezuelan school children. 

Obviously, this InvestigatIon is only a partial contribution to 

what is needed In Venezuela concerning the readIng of school children. 

We need many more detailed dialect readers studies on the reading of 

Venezuelan students, including some on teachers' attitude toward 

children/s dIalect. It is hoped that with thIs research new 

vIewpoints of the readIng process In Venezuela can become a major 

topic of dIscussIon. TangIble evIdence has revealed a good deal 

about the readIng of Venezuelan chIldren In the extensive data 

gathered in this investIgation while readers were reading and 

retellIng a whole story. MIscue analysis has proved to be an 

effective tool In learnIng about 

readers. We need to use this 

the readIng process of Venezuelan 

tool among others to reevaluate 

childrens ' readIng performance In order to understand more about the 

readIng process, about children learning to read and to help them 

become more proficIent readers. 
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APPENDIX I 

NOMBRE: ___________ EDAD: ___ GRADO: __ 

MAESTRO (A): ESCUELA : ________ _ 

LUGAR: _____________________ __ 

LA PRIMERA PATILLA 

001 Una vleJa compro cierto dla una patllla grandota. 

002 que resulta muy Jugosa y dulce. La vleJa se la cornIa 

003 con gran gusto y recog16 las semI I las para 

004 sembrarlas. AI poco tlempo, las plantlcas nacieron 

005 y comenzaron a crecer. 

006 Todas las mananas, la vleJa Iba a comtemplar y a 

007 culdar su plantaclon de patillas y por la tarde 

008 volvfa y la regaba con mucho carino. 

009 Con tales culdados, el patilial prospera y pronto, 

010 entre las grandes hoJas, comenzaron a verdear 

011 los frutos. 
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012 Cuando fue tlempo y las patillas estuvleron a punto 

013 de madurar, la vleJa marcha a casa del medIco del 

014 pueblo y Ie prometl6 una: la mas hermosa que 

015 produJera su plant{o. 

016 Pero mientras tanto, Tio ConeJo hab{a descublerto 

017 el patilial. Busc6 la fruta mas hermosa y madura, 

018 y Ie abrl6 un huequlto. Todos los d(as comfa un poco 

019 y vOlvfa a tapar el aguJero, de manera que cuando 

020 la vIeJa viniera, no se enterara de nada. Aquella 

021 patilia era, preclsamente, la que lba a ser regalo 

022 del medIco. 

023 Muy pronto la fruta estuvo completamente vacCa. 

024 Entonces Tfo ConeJo, para que no se notara 

025 nada, la rei lena con tIerra y tapa y disimuia 

026 muy bIen la abertura que Ie habra hecho. 

027 AI d(a slgulente vlno la vleJa y, cuando vlo que la 
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028 patilia comenzaba a ama~illea~. la desp~endi6 del 

029 tallo y la llevo al docto~. 

030 EI docto~, al ve~ ~egalo tan sab~oso, se aleg~6 

031 mucho, pensando en el gusto que se Iba a da~ y 

032 obsequlo a la buena seno~a con unas cuantas 

033 monedas. 

034 Pe~o, cuando pa~tl6 la patilia pa~a comersela, se 

035 puso fu~loso. Adent~o no habfa mas que tle~~a. 

036 Busco a la vleja y Ie dlo un buen regano 

037 po~ habe~se bu~lado de el. La pob~e muje~ 

038 se deshlzo en excusas. II Ella e~a Incapaz de 

039 tamano engano! ! AlgUn vagabundo hab{a sldo el auto~ 

040 de todo aquello!" Y la vleja ofreclo al docto~ 

041 una nueva patilla, y prometlo, ademas, no 

042 descansar hasta descub~lr a qulen habra puesto 

043 tle~~a dent~o de la f~uta. 
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044 La muJer se fue al patilial y se puso a observar, 

045 minuciosamente, en busca de aJgUn IndicIa que 

046 revelara Ja Identldad del culpable. 

047 AJ fIn, hablendo Jevantado un as hoJas, encontro Ja 

048 tIerra marcada can unas huellas muy leves. La 

049 vieJa Jas conoda muy bIen; no cabla duda: todo 

050 aqueJlo era obra de T{o ConeJo. 

051 SIn perder tiempo, Ja muJer volv16 a su casa, tome 

052 una gran caJa de madera y armo una trampa en eJ 

053 patIIJal con un buen cebo para atraer a Tio ConeJo. 

054 Toda la noche estuvo la trampa armada, en espera 

055 de que Tfo ConeJo viniera a comer debaJo de ella. 

056 Poco antes del amanecer, Tfo ConeJo Ilego, y como 

057 no pudo resistir Ja tentaclon de ver 10 que habfa 

058 debaJo de la trampa, se puso a curlosear. De pronto 

059 quedo atrapado IrremedlabJemente 
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060 Tro ConeJo pe~maneci6 po~ un momento atu~dido, 

061 sin pode~ comp~ende~ 10 que acababa de ocu~~i~le. 

062 Cuando se dio cuenta de todo t~ato de escapa~, pe~o 

063 no 10 logro y se desespe~o y empezQ a Ilora~ y a 

064 grita~ desconsoladamente. 

065 Tro TIgre que pasaba por los alrededo~es escucho 

066 los lamentos de TIo Conejo y fue a ve~ 10 que 

067 ocu~~{a. Entro al patillal, y alIi descub~io el cajon 

068 con su p~Isionero dentro. 

069 De un manot6n, Tio Tigre levant6 la t~ampa y saco 

070 a Tio ConeJo. 

071 -!Por fIn te tengo bandido! -rugio-. !Voy a 

072 devorarte! 

073 Tio Conejo aparento esta~ resignado, y ~espondi6: 

074 -Hagalo pronto, T(o Tigre. Todo 10 prefiero, a 
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075 comerme el becerro que la duena de este patillal va 

076 a traer enseguida. 

077 -iQue dices? 

078 -Lo que oye, T{o Tigre. En castlgo a que yo me 

079 robara sus patillas, la duena me ha encerrado para 

oao obllgarme a devorar un be cerro entero. Como ella 

081 sabe que yo no puedo comer la carne de ese animal, 

082 fue en busca de uno. !Ay!, T[o Tigre, aquf echare las 

083 tripas vomitando. Devoreme usted, antes de que 

084 eso suceda. 

085 EI bobo de T{o Tigre empezQ a creer en las patranas 

086 de T[o ConeJo y pregunt6 interesado: 

087 -lPero, es verdad todo eso que me cuentas, Tio 

08e ConeJo? 

089 -La pura y triste verdad, T{o Tigre. 

090 -!Ah malhaya tu suerte, Tio ConeJo! A m[ sf que me 
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091 gustaria comerme un becerro enterlto. !Con el 

092 hambre que tengo! 

093 -Pues, es facll, T{o TIgre; hay una manera de 

094 proceder, con la cual nos beneficlarfamos los dos. 

095 -!UJu!~Y c6mo es eso? 

096 -Pues usted se mete debaJo del cajon, a esperar que 

097 )a vieJa traiga e) becerro. Como ella esta medio 

098 ciega, no se flJara que, en )ugar mlo es usted el que 

099 esta encerrado. 

100 -!Ah! iy entonces podrfa yo comerme el becerro 

101 enterlto? 

102 -Naturalmente, Tio Tigre. 

103 A T[o Tigre Ie parecio maravillosa la idea, e 

104 lnmedlatamente se metlo debaJo del cajon. Tio 

105 ConeJo se dedico a amontonar piedras sobre 
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106 la trampa. 

107 -iaue haces, T(o ConeJo? -pregunto T{o TIgre. 

108 Ponerlo todo como 10 habia deJado la vIeJa. Estas 

109 pIedras las habra colocado ella encima de la 

110 trampa, perc yo, de tanto batallar, las ful echando 

111 todas abaJo. 

112 -Ah, sl es ast, s{guelas amontonando arriba; es 

113 bueno que este todo como ella 10 deja. Asi no podra 

114 notar el engano. !Pobre vieja! .•• 

115 Y Tfo Conejo apiJo sobre el cajon una gran cantldad 

116 de piedras, sin que el necio de Tfo TIgre advirtiera 

117 que todo aquello era para hacerle a el imposlble 

118 la huida. 

119 Cuando la vIeja vino, se puso a gritar, yescandalizo 

120 tanto, que todos los hombres del pueblo acudieron 

121 armados de garrotes. 



122 -tQue es 10 que pasa, senora? -preguntaron. 

123 -iQue el bandldo de T{o Conejo se com[a mis 

124 patillas! iEsta ah{, debajo de ese cajon! 

125 Los vecinos fueron, quitaron las piedras y 

126 levantaron la trampa. Inmediatamente Tio Tigre 

127 salio fuera. Al ver a los hombres armados de 

128 garrotes, sinti6 mucho miedo y, lanzando un 

129 rugido, huyo a todo correr. 

130 Los vecinos se asustaron mas que T(o Tigre y 

131 tambien salieron corriendo. 

132 Temblando, dijeron a la vieJa: 

133 -iSenora, no era T{o ConeJo el que estaba dentro de 

134 la trampa! ... i Era T[o Tigre! ••. 

Tornado del libro: EL MUNDO DE TIO CONEJO de Rafael Rivero Oramas. 

Editorial Arte, Segunda Edlcion. Caracas-Venezuela. 1985 
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(TranslatIon) 

THE FIRST WATERMELON 

001 One day an old woman bought a great bIg watermelon, 

002 whIch turned out to be very juIcy and sweet. The old woman ate 

It 

003 wIth great pleasure and saved the seeds In order to 

004 plant them. Soon the lIttle plants sprouted 

005 and began to grow. 

006 Every mornIng the old woman went to watch over and 

007 care for the watermelon garden, and In the afternoon 

008 she returned to water It lovIngly. 

009 WIth such attentIon the watermelon patch 

prospered and soon 

010 the fruIt began to appear 

011 among the large leaves. 
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012 When the watermelons were nearly 

013 ripe, the old woman went to the home of the village's doctor 

014 and promised him one: the most beautiful 

015 one that her garden produced. 

016 But meanwhile, Uncle Rabbit had discovered 

017 the patch. He looked for the ripest and most 

beautiful fruit 

018 and made a little hole in it. Every day he ate a little 

019 and then plugged up the hole, so that when 

020 the old woman came she would not see anything. 

021 That watermelon was the very one that was to be 

022 the doctor's present. 

023 Soon the fruit was completely empty. 

024 Then, so that nothing would be suspected Uncle Rabbit, 

025 fIlled the watermelon with earth and plugged it and 

026 carefully disguised the opening he had made. 
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027 The next day the old woman came, and when she saw that 

028 the watermelon had begun to turn yellow, she cut It from the 

vine 

029 and took It to the doctor. 

030 When he saw the tasty present. the doctor was delIghted, 

031 thinking of the lovely treat he would have 

032 and he rewarded the good woman wIth a few 

033 coins. 

034 But when he opened the watermelon to eat It. 

035 he became furious. Inside there was nothing but earth. 

036 He found the old woman and gave her a good scoldIng 

037 for having made a fool of him. The poor woman 

038 tried to excuse herself: She was Incapable 

039 of such deception~ some vagabond had been the cause of It all! 

She offered the doctor 
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040 anothe~ wate~melon. and In additIon. p~omlsed not 

041 to ~est until she discove~ed who had fIlled 

042 the f~ult with ea~th. 

043 The woman went to the wate~melon patch and sea~ched 

044 ca~efully fo~ some clue that would ~eveal the identIty 

045 the culp~it. 

046 At last. having clea~ed away some leaves, she found that the 

soli was ma~ked with 

047 faint footp~Ints In the soIl. The 

048 old lady knew them well; the~e was no doubt: 

049 all of thIs was the wo~k of Uncle Rabbit. 

050 Without wasting time. the woman went home. got 

051 a big wooden box and set a t~ap in the 

052 wate~melon patch with the ~ight bait to att~act Uncle Rabbit. 

053 All night the t~ap was set and ~eady. in the hope that 

054 Uncle Rabbit would come and eat unde~ it. 
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055 A lIttle before dawn, Uncle RabbIt arrived, and since 

056 he could not resIst the temptatIon of seeIng what was under 

057 the trap, he began to poke around. All of sudden 

058 he was hopelessly trapped. 

059 Uncle RabbIt remained stunned for a moment, 

060 not realIzing what had happened to hIm. 

061 When It all became clear he trIed to escape, but 

062 he could not and so he despaired and he began to cry and 

063 moan; shout disconsolately. 

064 Uncle Tiger who was prowling around, and heard Uncle Rabbit's 

065 laments went to see what 

066 has happenIng. He entered the watermelon patch and dIscovered 

the box 

067 wIth Its prisoner inside. 

068 With hIs paw, Uncle TIger lIfted the box and got 
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069 Uncle Rabbit out. 

070 II At I ast I've got you, you bandi t, II he growl ed, "and now 

071 I'm gOing to eat you up." 

072 Uncle Rabbit pretended to resign himself to his fate, and 

responded: 

073 "Do it quickly, Uncle Tiger. I prefer anything to 

074 eating the calf which the owner of this 

watermelon patch is going to 

075 bring any moment." 

076 "What did you say?" 

077 "What you heard, Uncle Tiger. As punishment for 

078 stealing her watermelons, the owner of this patch has locked me 

up 

079 in order to make me eat a whole calf. Since she knows 

080 that I cannot eat the meat of that animal 

081 she has gone to fetch one. Oh, Uncle Tiger! I shall 
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throw up my insides. 

082 Gobble me up, before 

083 that happens to me." 

084 The foolIsh Uncle Tiger began to believe Uncle RabbIt's tale 

085 and asked with Interest, 

086 "But is all of what you tell me true, Uncle 

087 Rabbit?" 

088 "The whole, sad truth, Uncle Tiger." 

089 "Such bad luck, Uncle Rabbit! As for me, 

090 I would indeed enjoy eatIng a whole calf. As 

091 hungry as I am!" 

092 ·Well, that's easy, Uncle Tiger: there Is a way 

093 to proceed wh I ch wIll benef I t us both." 

094 ·Uh huh. How's that?" 

095 ·You just get under thIs box and walt untIl 
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096 the old woman b~lngs the calf. Since she is half 

097 blind she won/t notice that it is you instead of me who 

098 Is locked up. II 

099 BAh! And then I can eat the whole 

100 cal f?" 

101 ·Natu~ally, Uncle Tige~." 

102 ThIs seemed like a ma~veloL!s idea to Uncle Tige~ and 

103 he immedIately got unde~ the box. Uncle 

104 Rabbit busied himself piling stones on 

105 top of the trap. 

106 "What a~e you doing, Uncle Rabbit?" asked Uncle Tige~. 

107 "I am putting eve~ything as the old woman left it. She had 

placed these 

108 stones on top of the 

109 t~ap, but I struggled so much that I knocked them 

110 all off.u 
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111 IIAh, 1£ that~s how it was, keep piling them on; it is 

112 better that everything Is as she left It. That way she won't 

113 suspect the tr i ck. POOl' 0 I d woman! II 

114 And Uncle Rabbit piled a great quantity of 

115 stones on top of the box, wIthout the daft Uncle Tiger ever 

imagining 

116 that it was al I to make it impossible 

117 for him to flee. 

118 When the old woman arrived she began to shout, and she made 

such a fuss 

119 that all of the men from the village 

120 came running armed with sticks. 

121 IIWhat has happened, Mam?", they asked. 

122 "That bandit Uncle Rabbit has eaten 
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123 my watermelons! He;s there underneath that box!" 

124 The neighbors went over, pulled off the stones and 

125 lifted up the trap. Uncle Tiger immediately 

126 came out. When he saw the 

127 men armed with sticks he was so terrified that, giving a 

128 roar, he fled at top speed. 

129 The neighbors were more frlghtned than Uncle Tiger and they 

130 also set off running. 

131 Trembling they said to the old woman, 

132 "Mam, it wasn;t Uncle Rabbit that was Inside 

133 that trap! It was Uncle Tiger!" 
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APPENDIX III 

PROCEDURE I QUESTIONS 

(Acco~dlng to RMI, Y. Goodman, D., Watson, and C. Bu~ke) 

QUESTION 1: Syntactic Acceptability. 
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Does the miscue occu~ In a st~uctu~e that is syntactically acceptable 

in the reade~/s dIalect? 

QUESTION 2: Semantic Acceptability. 

Does the mIscue occu~ In a st~ucture that Is semantically acceptable 

In the ~eade~/s dIalect: (SemantIc AcceptabilIty cannot be coded 

hIghe~ than Syntactic AcceptabilIty.) 

QUESTION 3: Meaning Change. 

Does the miscue ~esult in a change of meanIng? (This question is asked 

only if the mIscues a~e both syntactIcally and semantIcally 

acceptable) 

QUESTION 4: Co~~ection. 

Is the miscue co~~ected? 

QUESTION 5: G~aphic Simlla~Ity. 

How much does the miscue look like the text? 

QUESTION 6: Sound Simlla~lty. 

How much does the miscue sound like the expected ~esponse? 



APPENDIX IV 

NOMBRE DEL LECTOR, ___________ FECHA, ____ _ 

GUIA PARA EL RECUENTO ESPONTANEO DE 
ACUERDO AL PROCEDIMIENTO I 

(RHI, Goodman, Watson & Burke,1987) 

LA PRIMERA PATILLA 
(The First Watermelon) 

Analisis de los personajes: 
Recuento (20 puntos) 
5- La VieJa 
8- Tio ConeJo 
4- T(o Tigre 
2- EI Doctor 
1- Los Vecinos 

----------0---------

Tro Conejo 

Desarrollo 20 puntos) 
La Vieja 

2- Siembra una patilla 
la cuida con esmero 

2- La Ileva al doctor. 
3- Qulere descubrir 

quien la engano y 
busca castigar al 
culpable. 

1- No logra atrapar al 
culpabce. 

2- Le abrio un huequito a la patilla para comersela. 
2- Se comi6 la patilla enterita y tap6 con tierra la 

abertura que Ie habra hecho para que la vieja no 
descubriera el engano. 

3- Cae en la trampa que Ie puso la vieja y se 
desespero. 

1- Engafio a T[o Tigre, a la vleJa y a los vecinos. 

T[o Tigre 
1- Cree en las patranas de T[o Conejo y cae en la 

trampa. 
1- Sale corriendo asustado al ver a los vecinos 

armados de garrotes. 

EI Doctor 
0.50- Se alegra por el regalo y obsequio a la buena 

senora con unas cuantas monedas. 
0.50- Se pone furloso y Ie dio un buen regano a la 

vieja. 
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Los Veclnos 
0.50- Acuden armadas can garrotes al air los grltos 

de la vleja. 
0.50- Se asustaron y dlJeron a la vleJa que no era 

tio ConeJo el que estaba en la trampa sino 
que era Tfo Tigre. 

EVENTOS: 
(60 puntas) 
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La vleJa slembra una patilla. Culda su patilial can mucho esmero. 
Cuando el plantlo dio la meJor patilla, va al medico del pueblo y se 
la regala. 
(10 puntas) 

Mlentras tanto, Tio ConeJo habia descublerto el patilial y decide 
comerse la mas hermosa de las patillas, la mlsma que la vleja pensaba 
regalarle al doctor del pueblo., Tio Conejo Ie abre un huequito y se 
la come, poco a poco. Tapa el aguJero can tierra para que la vieja no 
notara el engano. 
(10 puntas) 

La vleja Ie Ileva la patilla al medico del pueblo y el Ie obsequla 
unas cuantas monedas. 
Cuando el doctor abre la patilia para comersela se da cuenta que esta 
Ilena de tIerra. Se pone furioso, busca a la vieJa y Ie da un buen 
regano par haberse burlado de el. 
(5 puntas) 

La vleja se deshizo en excusas y Ie promete otra patilia y no 
descansar hasta dar con el culpable de todo aquello. 
La vieJa vuelve a su casa yarma una trampa en su patillal para 
descubrir al culpable. Ella sospechaba de Tio ConeJo. 
(5 puntos) 

Poco antes del amanecer Tio Conejo viene y se pone a curiosear para 
ver 10 que habra debajo de la trampa. Pronto quedo atrapado, trat6 de 
escapar pero no 10 lagro y empez6 a grltar y a Ilorar. 
(5 puntas) 

T(o Tigre que pasaba par los alrededores descubre que es T(o ConeJo el 
que esta atrapado y piensa en comerselo. 
(5 Puntas) 

T(o ConeJo al verse atrapado Ie diJo a Tlo Tigre que la vieJa Iba a 
traer un becerro enterlto para que el se 10 comlera en castlgo porque 
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se habia comldo sus patillas. Pe~o que si que~(a pod(a ocupa~ su luga~ 
pa~a que fue~a el quien se comie~a el bece~~o ente~ito. 
(10 puntas) 

A T(o Tlqre Ie pa~ecl6 bIen la Idea y se metlo en la trampa donde 
estaba Tio Conejo. T(o Conejo se aleJo del Jugar. despues de amontona~ 
muchas pied~as encima de la caja en la que se habra metido Tfo Tigre. 
De esa manera no podr{a sall~se a escaparse Tio TIgre. mlentras el T{o 
ConeJo SP. aleJaba del Jugar. 
<10 puntos) 

Cuando vino la vieja pens6 que ya T(o Conejo habra ca[do en la trampa. 
Sallo corriendo y g~ltando po~ ayuda. VInIe~on los vecinos del pueblo 
armados con ga~~otes pa~a ayudarla. 
<5 puntos) 

AI ab~ir la trampa se dieron cuenta que el que estaba encer~ado no era 
Tio Conejo sino Tio TIgre. Salleron corriendo asustados T[o Tigre y 
los vecinos. Los vecinos diJe~on a la vIeJa que no era T(o Conejo el 
que estaba en la trampa sino que era T(o Tigre. 
(5 puntos) 

Total de puntas par el "Anal isis de los 

Personajes" ______ _ 

Total de Puntas par los Eventos ______ _ 

Total Gene~al ______ _ 

ARGUMENTO: 
La vIeJa siembra las semI I las de una patIlla y cuida su patillal para 
~egalarle la mas he~mosa patilla al doctor del pueblo. Tro Conejo se 
comIc la meJor patilla que produjo el patillal. Le abrio un huequito y 
cuando termIn6 de comersela la ~ellen6 con tIerra para que la vIeJa no 
notara el engano. Cuando la vIeJa Ie regalo la meJor patilia al 
docto~. ambos descubren el engano de Tfo ConeJo. La vieja prepara una 
t~ampa pa~a atrapar al culpable y logra atrapa~ a T(o ConeJo pe~o este 
se escapa y es T(o TIgre el que queda atrapado en la trampa. 
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TEMA: 
La astucla de T{o Conejo Ie pp.~mlte sall~ ganando a pesa~ de los 
p~oblemas en los que se habra metldo. Tfo ConeJo log~a engana~los a 
todos. 
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APPENDIX V 

SUBJECT: MARIA EUGENIA 10 years old 

Era una vIeJa que compro una patilla. 

Entonces, sembro las semillas y nacleron unas pantas - unas 

plantas-

Entonces, este TCo Tigre, este la vIeJa, la se~ora, Ie Iba a 

regalar una patilia al doctor. 

Entonces, vlene T[o ConeJo y abre un aguJerlto y cada d(a Iba 

comlendo poqulto por poqulto hasta que deJ6 vacla la, la, la patilla. 

Entonces, Ilene la patilia de arena y la tapa para que la vleja 

no se dlera de cuenta. 

Entonces la vleJa se Ie va a Ilevar el regalo al doctor. 

Entonces, el dohtoh Ie da tres monedas. EI doctor cuando va ver 

la patilia esta Ilena de arena y el doctor busca a la vleja Ie da un 

buen regano y la vieJa Ie dice, doctor yo Ie traere otra patilla. 

Entonces, pone una trampa de madera en el patilial. 

Entonces, va ai, al otro dfa va T(o ConeJo va y, y, ••• va buscar 

la patilia y ••• 

Entonces, cae en la trampa y T[o ConeJo Ilorando y grltando hasta 

que vlene el Tigre y Ie dIce aqu( est~ bandldo. 

Entonces, dIce T[o ConeJo: Mire T[o Tigre, vamos a hacer un 

trato. Este, este, este, este usted, este oorita (ahorlta) vendra 
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este, la vleJa con un bece~~o ente~lto. Ah, este qule~o que usted se 

meta aqu( y usted se come~a el bece~~o ente~lto. 

Entonces, el se met16 y el ••• T{o ConeJo tl~ando fie .• este 

ponlendo pled~as enclma y T(o Tlg~e, e dlce,tque haces T(o Conejo? No, 

ponlendo todo como 10 deja la vleJa. 

Entonces, vie ... T(o TIg~e estaba ence~~ao y Tio ConeJo huyo. 

Entonces, vlenen la vieJa y dlc •.• y pega un g~ito. 

Entonces, todoh los veclnos del pueblo oye~on y salle~on armados 

hasta que qultaron todas las piedras y encontra~on a Tfo TIg~e y pega 

un ~Ito la vleJa. 

Entonces ••.. ~ste no es Tio ConeJo!. 

Entonces, pega un grlto la vleJa, este, T{o Tigre sale y pega, 

pega, un, un, un, ..• un no me acuerdo. Pega un g~ito. 

Entonces, los vecinos se asustaron y la vleJa tamblen y Tio TI~e 

sal16 huyendo. 

SUBJECT: GABRIEL 9 anos 

E~ase una vez una vleJa que tenIa un patillal, 

Entonces, como a Tfo ConeJo Ie gustaban tanto las patillas, se 

decldlo a come~se una. Y la vleJa Ie p~ometl6 al medico que la 
, 

mas 

bonita que tuvlera se la Iba a regala~. Muy bien, Ie ~egal6 una 

patilia y Ie p~ometl6 que Ie lba a ~egala~ ot~a. Y liege Tio ConeJo y 
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se la •••. y ca' ~atlco Ie ab~Ca un poquito y se 10 volv(a a ce~~a~. Y 

cuando se la comic toda Ie meti6 tie~~a. 

Entonces, Ilega la vieJa y se la ent~eg6 al medico y cuando el 

medico vio que todo 10 que ten[a dent~o e~a tle~~a y no comida, Ie 

metio un ~egano. Luego, como la vleJa se habra molestado de que se 

comieran sus patillas ella decldlo hace~ una trampa al que le ... le ... 

se Ie comla las patillas. Luego, cuando •... como Ie puso la trampa a 

T{o ConeJo, e/te, 

T{o Conejo se quedo at~apado. 

Entonces, paso T[o Tigre y 10 oy6 ••.• Y 10 levant6 a salir de 

ah[. Despues, T[o ConeJo Ie diJo a T(o Tigre que ... se metiera el y 

que de 10 contrario se come~{a la fruta. Despues cuando .... la vieJa 

vio que T(o Tig~e estaba escondido ah(, IIam6 los veclnos y cuando T(o 

Tigre Ie vio los veclnos que venlan armados, sallo cor~iendo .... Sali6 

co~~lendo. 

SUBJECT: JOSE INFANTE 10 anos 

Este, hab{a una vez una vieJa que comp~6 la patilia y se la comi6 

y las semi I las la semb~6 y empez6 a nacer muchas matas de patillas, 

hast a que se hizo un patilla. Este, T(o Conejo iba cada d(a a come~se 

un poco. 

Entonces, 10 tapaba pa' que la vieJa no se diera cuenta. 
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Entonces. un dia a la vieJa vio la patllla que se taba' 

ama~lllentando (ponlendose ama~illa). 

Entonces. se la Ilevo al docto~. 

Entonces. el docto~ se la iba a come~ V 10 que hab{a e~a pu~a 

tie~~a. 

Entonces, Ie fue a decj~ a la vieJa que so' 10 que ten(a e~a mas 

que tje~~a. 

Entonces. la. la vieJa. e'te cava en la t~ampa V Ie dljo al Tigre 

que •••. que ..•. que sl que~fa un bece~~o que 10 iba a encont~a~ en la 

caJa. 

Entonces, c~evendo el T(o Tlg~e que slba' a come~ un bece~~o, el 

T(o ConeJo 10 metl0 en la caJa V Ie estaba empezando a pone~ encima 

pied~as V el Tro Tig~e dice:ique estas metlendol. ... poniendole a~~iba a 

la caJa. Las pled~as que deja la vieJa puestas paa'que no nota~a que 

tu estas ahr. Entonces los homb~es fue~on con ga~rotes V cuando 

fue~on alza' la caJa, este , salle T{o Tlg~e V ~ugja •• 

Entonces. se asusta~on los hombres. 

SUBJECT: JAIME 9 years old 

Una senora no •.... que ten(a un patilial y ••••• 

Entonces. un d(a I I ego T(o ConeJo V se empezQ a come~ las 

patillas ••. 
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Entonces, vlene, este •••• Tio Conejo venfa todas las noches .•• 0 

mananas y Ie destapaba un huequlto y despues le ••• se cornIa y por 

huequlto 10 tapaba y era muy bien, este ••• la cortada que habra hecho, 

no ••. 

Entonces, despues la vleJa vlene y Ie Ileva la patilia al medico 

perc estaba toda Ilena de, de, tierra porque Tio Conejo se 10 habfa 

metldo, y •• 

Entonces viene y dehpueh Ie dice la vleJa no yo te voy a 

traer una rica patilia y si voy a estar todo el tlempo en el patillal, 

y •••• 

Entonces, vlene y este .. Tfo Conejo vuelve a Ir no en la madrugada 

sino en la manana y .•. 

Entonces, la vleJa habra puesto una trampa, bien armada y •• 

Entonces. vlene •.•.• a 10 que come la patilla se queda encerrao. 

Entonces •••• despues. vlene T(o Tigre y ve ese cajon .• de este ... 

los aullidos. de Tro Conejo. Y •• 

Entonces viene y 10 saca y despues vlene y saca a T(o ConeJo y se 

pone a poner unas piedras debaJo. y despues. el queda dentro es T(o 

Tigre y despues vinleron unos hombres armados ••.• y 

Entonces. metl6 el as{. ve y despues cuando vieron que el sallo. 

no era T{o ConeJo. sino T(o Tigre y Ie diJeron eso a la senora. 
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SUBJECT: JENIKA 10 years old 

T(o Tigre se comla la patilia y Ie metlo t!erra adentro. Y a 10 

que la vleJa Ie fue a entregar la patilla al dohto, se puso furioso y 

Ie diJo a la vleJa, y ••• 

Entonces, la vieja se puso furlosa cuando Ie dlJo el doctor que 

esa patilla tenIa tierra dentro. 

tierra tenia una plsada fue a 

agarrar a T(o Conejo. 

Y a 10 que la vieJa vio que la 

la casa y contruyo una trampa para 

Entonces, T[o ConeJo se quedo atrapado en la trampa. Y hlzo unos 

ruidos para que T(o TIgre 10 vinlera a ayudar. T(o TIgre sa116. Los 

veclnos salleron cuando oyeron los grltos de la vleja. loue pasa 

senora? Nada, que ya agarre a T(o Conejo que se habra Ilevado la 

patilia y la habra metldo arena ... y a 10 que los veclnons alzaron eso, 

, ( " sallo T 0 Tigre y salle perslguiendolo y los veclnos se asustaron. 
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